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Welcome to URAI 2010

On the behalf of the organizing committee, I would like to welcome all
of you to URAI 2010, the 7th International Conference on Ubiquitous
Robots and Ambient Intelligence, which will be held at Busan Exhibition
& Convention Center in the city of Busan, Korea, on November 24-27,
2010.
As the General Chair, it is my great pleasure and honor to host URAl
2010, organized by KROS (Korea Robotics Society), co-sponsored by
Busan Metropolitan City, and technically co-sponsored by IEEE RAS, RSJ,
and RST. Although URAl began as a small workshop focusing on
ubiquitous robotics 7 years ago, it has grown into an international
conference which covers both ubiquitous robotics and other categories of intelligent robotic
systems. The aim of this conference is to bring together researchers, engineers and
practitioners to present their ideas and recent works.
General Chair
Professor,
Sungshin Kim
Pusan National
University

URAI 2010 is highlighted by four plenary talks by renowned researchers, regular and
audio-visual presentation sessions, and poster session of the contributed papers. Series of
exciting social events are to be provided for the participants, including welcoming reception,
conference banquet, as well as specially organized cultural tour of southeastern part of
Korean peninsula.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the organizing and program committee
members who work hard to make URAl 2010 a success. My special appreciation should be
directed to Prof. Min-Cheol Lee and Prof. Hideki Hashimoto, the program chairs for their
invaluable contributions.
As the second biggest city of South Korea, Busan is located at the southern tip of Korean
peninsula. There are many beautiful beaches, resort areas as well as cultural heritage sites
which are among others, one of most popular tourist attractions within South Korea.
Profiting from this occasion, I sincerely hope that all of you will enjoy your stay in South
Korea which, I have no doubt, will bring forth fruitful exchange of scientific ideas and
showcase our collaborative effort to explore and pioneer new paradigms in robotic system
research. It is also my best wish that the vibrant city of Busan will leave you with lasting
impression and inspire you for the next venue of the event.
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Conference Organization

❏ Organizing Committee
Advisory Committee :
Z. Zenn Bien (KAIST, Korea)

Myung Jin Chung (KAIST, Korea)

Il Hong Suh (Hanyang Univ., Korea)

Beom Hee Lee (Seoul National Univ., Korea)

Honorary General Chair
Jang Myung Lee (Pusan National Univ., Korea)
General Chair
Sungshin Kim (Pusan National Univ., Korea)
Program Chairs
Min-Cheol Lee (Pusan National Univ., Korea)

Hideki Hashimoto (Univ. of Tokyo, Japan)

Publicity Chairs
George Chiu (Purdue Univ., USA)

Nak-Young Chong (JAIST, Japan)

Wan Kyun Chung (POSTECH, Korea)

Li-Chen Fu (National Taiwan Univ., Taiwan)

Dennis Hong (Virginia Tech., USA)

Seul Jung (Chungnam National Univ., Korea)

Hirohiko Kawata (Hokuyo Automatic Co., LTD., Japan)

Ren C. Luo (National Taiwan Univ., Taiwan)

Mihoko Niitsuma (Chuo Univ., Japan)

Wonpil Yu (ETRI, Korea)

Publication Chairs
Jin-Woo Jung (Dongguk Univ., Korea)

Euntai Kim (Yonsei Univ., Korea)

Video/Poster Chairs
Jong-Wook Kim (Dong-A Univ., Korea)

Jee-Hyong Lee (Sungkyunkwan Univ., Korea)

Local Chairs
Kwang-Ryul Beak (Pusan National Univ., Korea)

Dae Woo Lee (Pusan National Univ., Korea)
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Finance Chair
TaeSeok Jin (Dongseo University, Korea)
Workshop Chairs
Hyeon Bae (Busan Technopark, Korea)

Seung-Wook Choi (Busan Technopark, Korea)

Hyeon-Sik Kim / Marine Robot (Tongmyong Univ., Korea)

Soo Hyun Kim / Military Robot (KAIST, Korea)

Byung-Ju Yi / Medical Robot (Hanyang Univ., Korea)
Exhibition Chairs
Dong-Seog Bae (Korea Polytechnic VII Univ., Korea)

Seong-Pyo

Cheon

(Gyeongnam

Technopark,

Korea)

Sam Tae Gang (Robotech Co., LTD., Korea)

Young-Hu Park (ED Co., LTD., Korea)

Secretariat
Kate Lim (KROS, Korea)
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International Program Committee

Name
Ai, Qingsong
Arai, Tatsuo
Cho, Dongil
Choi, S.J.
Choi, YoungJin
Chong, Nak Young
Chung, Sheng-Luen
Chung, Wan Kyun
Ciaravella, Gaetano
Dragone, Mauro
Fu, Li-Chen
Han, Sung-Hyun
Hong, Dennis
Jung, Jin-Woo
Jung, Seul
Kang, Chul-Goo
Kawata, Hirohiko
Kim, Euntai
Kim, Hyoung-Nam
Kim, Jong-Wook
Kim, JungHa
Kim, Sunghoon
Kwon, Yongjin(James)
Liu, Tao
Matsumoto, Mitsuharu
Mbaitiga, Zacharie
Nitsuma, Mihoko
Ohara, Kenichi
Seo, Young-Woo
Shin, Jinok
Song, Young-Hwan
Suwanratchatmanee, Kitti
Tarokh, Mahmoud
Yoo, Bum-Jae

Affiliation
Wuhan University of Technology, China
Osaka University, Japan
Seoul National University, Korea
University of Technology and Education, Korea
Hanyang University, Korea
JAIST, Japan
National Taiwan University of Science and Tech., Taiwan
POSTECH, Korea
KIST, Korea
University College Dublin, Ireland
National Taiwan University, Taiwan
Kyungnam University, Korea
Virginia Tech., USA
Dongguk University, Korea
Chungnam National University, Korea
Konkuk University, Korea
Hokuyo Automatic Co. Ltd, Japan
Yonsei University, Korea
Pusan National University, Korea
Dong-A University, Korea
Kookmin University, Korea
ETRI, Korea
Ajou University, Korea
Kochi University of Technology, Japan
University of Electro-Communications, Japan
Okinawa National College of Technology, Japan
Chuo University, Japan
Osaka University, Japan
Daeyang Electric Co., LTD., Korea
KITECH, Korea
DRB Co., LTD., Korea
Waseda University, Japan
San Diego State University, USA
KIST, Korea
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Conference Organizers & Sponsors

❏ Conference Organizer
Korea Robotics Society

❏ Technically Co-Sponsored
IEEE Robotics & Automation Society
Robotics Society of Japan
Robotics Society of Taiwan

❏ Conference Sponsors
Specialized Navigation / Localization robot technology
research center of Pusan National University
The Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies
Busan Metropolitan City
Busan Convention & Visitors Bureau
Korea Tourism Organization
Institute of Logistics Information Technology
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❏ Conference Supported
Hokuyo Automatic
Robobuilder
Robotis
SimLab

Unmanned Solution Co., Ltd

Robotever

ED corporation
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Exibitors

Name of Company

HOKUYO KOREA CO., LTD.

President

Kadowaki Akihisa

Country

Korea

Fax

+82-32-624-3196

Web-site

www.hokuyokorea.co.kr

Tel

104-211, Techno Park3 36-1,
Samjeong-Dong, Ojeong-Gu, Bucheon-Si,
Gyeonggi-Do
+82-32-624-3194~5

E-mail

Hokuyo_korea@naver.com

Contents of Exhibit

Introducing new laser scanner specialized for Robotics (SOKUIKI sensor)

Address

Introduction

Hokuyo is one of famous automatic control manufacturing company in the world.
Since our establishment in 1946, we have focused on high-tech automatic control product and provide
customized products to our various clients. Based on our experience and expertise, Hokuyo is contributing to
advance the industries and enhancement of human life. Our laser scanner for Robotics (SOKUIKI sensor) which
is the most popular in robotics field as known “URG” series, is one of our answers.
In this exhibition, we will present two of new product “Ether-Top” and “Tough-URG” which were developed
for outdoor and industrial use
Name of Company

ROBOBUILDER CO., LTD

President

Hong-Min Jang

Country

Korea

Fax

+82-2-3141-5107

Web-site

www.robobuilder.net

Tel

718-2 DMC Hi Tech Center, 1580 SangAm,
Mapo, Seoul
+82-2-3141-5101

E-mail

sunnykim@robobuilder.net

Contents of Exhibit

EDUCATION ROBOT KIT, SMART ACTUATOR MODULE

Address

Introduction

Robobuilder is a professional manufacturer, which has developed another concept of actuator with enhanced
precision and improved cost efficiency, applicable to a greater range of areas as well as robotics field. Since
even a small actuator module has a complex of advanced level of technological capacity, ROBOBUILDER is
pursuing active research and development as well as production and marketing.
Robobuilder smart actuator has such worldwide competitive features as functional diversity and
easy-to-assemble, so that the users can assemble modules just by inserting a robot articulation device, which
helps user-centered creative design and reduce the time spent to assemble dramatically. And especially, the
actuator adopts Proportional Integral Derivative(PID) precision control algorithm, so that realizes the precision
level equivalent to those of industrial servo motors.
Robobuilder smart actuator also enables direct connection to wCK module with no additional communication
devices in an exterior controller, by using the world-first Full Duplex UART two-directional parallel
communication technique.
And it is the most optimized actuator module necessary to make actual humanoid-shape of robots by offering
a wide range of small, medium, and large-sized torques.
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Name of Company

ROBOTIS

President

Byoung Soo Kim

Country

Korea

Fax

+82-70-8230-1336

Web-site

www.robotis.com

Tel

#1506 Ace High-end Tower No. 3, 371-50
Gasan-dong Geumcheon-gu Seoul Korea
153-787
+82-70-8671-2600

E-mail

korea@robotis.com

Contents of Exhibit

Robot Actuator [DYNAMIXEL], Educational Robot Kit [BIOLOID]

Address

Introduction

Robotis, which was founded in 1999, is global
Based on DYNAMIXEL (all-in-one actuator)
have been inspiring students and hobbyists of all
We focus on providing the best platform so
building robots.

leader of educational robotics.
technology and modular structure, BIOLOID and OLLO kits
ages with science and technology.
that people can have fun and enhance their creativity while

Name of Company

SIMLAB CO., LTD.

President

Kyong-Sok Chang

Address

TaeSeung Bldg 4thFl#402 15-9Jamwon-dong
Seocho-gu, Seoul 137-902, Korea

Country

Korea

Tel

+82-2-3471-2014

Fax

+82-2-6280-9931

E-mail

info@simlab.co.kr

Web-site

www.simlab.co.kr

Contents of Exhibit

RoboticsLab, RealtimeRobotics

Introduction

SimLab is a robotics software development and consulting company specializing in dynamic simulation. The
company established in April 2004. Committed to providing the best solution for the emerging robotics market.
RoboticsLab is a Robotics Software Development Environment including Dynamics and Control Engines. It
provides accurate and effective simulation for robotic manipulation tasks and mobile robot navigation. It was
developed to support rapid-prototyping, customizing, and testing of reusable robotic algorithms. Robotics
engineers and researchers can utilize RoboticsLab for a variety of fields such as robot/environment modeling,
dynamic simulation, controller development, content creation as well as robotics education.
RealtimeRobotics is a RoboticsLab premium add-on which implements a commercial RTOS-based realtime
control framework for RoboticsLab. It provides seamless integration of real robotic systems on RTOS(realtime
OS) with user-created control algorithm plug-ins on RoboticsLab. Users can perform hard realtime control of
real(another word?) robots using RoboticsLab's high-quality control SDK. This control SDK supports a variety of
system interfaces such as EtherCAT, CAN, IEEE1394 as well as a number of PCI and ISA based DAQ boards.

Name of Company

UNMANNED SOLUTION CO., LTD

President

Jung Ha Kim

rd

Address

3 Floor, Woosin Building, 1617-37,
Seocho-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul 137-878

Country

Korea

Tel

+82-2-3217-6771~2

Fax

+82-2-3217-6773

E-mail

dyshin@unmansol.com

Web-site

www.unmansol.com

Contents of Exhibit

Intelligent Segway Robot(BigEYE), Autonomous Driving Robot

Introduction

1. BigEYE Robot : Intelligent Segway PID Robot
2. Autonomous Driving Robot : Monitoring, Data Managing, Remote Control, Waypoint Driving
3. Basic Engineeing Course
1) SensorDAQ System
2) Temperature and humidity control system
3) Motor Speed Control System
4) 2Axis Motion platform system
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Name of Company

ROBOTEVER, IN

President

Chang Gun Kim

Address

7F Daeheung Bldg., 4-3 Yangjae-Dong
Seocho-Gu, Seoul 137-886, KOREA

Country

Korea

Tel

+82-2-573-3622

Fax

+82-31-731-3523

E-mail

swjeon@robotever.com

Web-site

www.robotever.com

Contents of Exhibit

ROMEO-OPRoS, MESA 3D Camera SR-4000 , A2 Bettery etc..

Introduction

Embeded Solution Leading Provider.
Certification of Procurement Representatives by major SVC Robot Companies in Korea.
Under the basis of specialized manufacturing skills, high quality products will be produced and provided at
lower prices. ROBOTEVER will move towards professional RMS(Robot Manufacturing Service)
Through ROBOTEVER’s high potential technology and global sourcing network, leading–edge technology,
especially HRI domain, will be provided
Niche marketing will be supplied based on demands of respective enterprises and joint marketing will result in
selling expenses reduction as well as early revitalization of the market.
All the parts and modules will be purchased at wholesale through a cooperator and will be offered to robot
enterprises at reasonable prices at a suitable time.

Name of Company
Address

Tel

ED CO., LTD.
517-15, Sangdaewon-Dong, Jungwon-Gu,
Seongnam-City, Gyeonggi-Do, Korea
1024-4, Deoksan bldg., Banngbae-Dong,
Seocho-Go, Seoul, Korea
[Head office] +82-31-730-7300
[Seoul branch office] +82-2-2046-7100

President

Yong Hoo Park

Country

Korea

Fax

+82-31-730-7312
+82-2-2046-7170

Web-site

http://www.ed.co.kr

E-mail

trade@ed.co.kr

Contents of Exhibit

EDRS (Exciting & Dynamic Robot Control Simulation Software),
ED-7255 (5-AXISARM ROBOT TRAINER)

Introduction

With this new corporate identity, ED will not only establish solid recognition as a leading didactic business in
the field of education and training , but also carve out a new business realm including human-like intelligent
robots targeted to the commercial sector.
We will make a strong system to meet market trend and to develop differentiated technology. Furthermore, we
will make an investment in new business field.
Starting service robot (ARO) development, the domestic market share is increased and the future market will
be high due to the Hybrid Ticketing Robot and kindergarten robot (Junibo).
Starting robot for bio examination, we will expand to medical equipment business, reinforce the experienced
labor and makean investment in R&D (Research and Development).
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General Information

❏ Conference Location
- Registration Desk

- Currency and Credit Cards

The registration desk will be open at the lobby of
Atrium on the 2nd floor of Busan convention center
in the period of the following times:

The unit of Korean currency is Won. Foreign
currency and traveler's checks can be exchanged into
Korean Won at foreign exchange banks and other
authorized money exchangers. Credit cards, including
VISA, American Express, Diners Club, Master Card
and JCB, are accepted at major hotels, department
stores, and large restaurants. The exchange rate is
subject to fluctuation.

08:30 - 18:30
08:30 - 16:30

Thursday, November 25
Friday, November 26

- Information/Message Board
The Information/Message Board will be located near
the Registration Desk. Messages will be posted in
this area throughout the conference.

- Electricity
In Korea, outlets for 220V 60Hz are dominant.
Always check the power supply before using your
equipment.

- Name Badges

- Internet Access

All attendees must wear their name badges at all
times to gain admission to all conference sessions,
exhibits and receptions.

You can get easy access to the internet services
inside the Busan convention center. Also, wireless
internet is available in the conference venue.

- CD-ROM Proceedings

- Refreshment Break

A full manuscript of each paper presented at the
conference has been published on CD-ROM Proceedings. Your registration fee includes a copy of CDROM Proceedings.

Coffee and fresh beverage will be served at the
conference site.

- Climate
Busan temperature is expected to range 0 to 12℃
(32~54°F) during the conference. The weather is
subject to change.

- Official Language
The official language of the conference is English
and will be used for all presentations and printed
materials.

Restaurants
There is a cafeteria inside Busan convention center
and several private cafeterias near the center.
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Tour Program
Date & Time: Nov. 27 (Sat.), 9:00 - 18:00 (9hrs)
Fee: Free (Including lunch and entrancefee)
[Site 1] Taejongdae
[Site 2] Jagalchi Market
[Site 3] Bulguksa Temple
[Site 4] Royal tomb of king of Silla
[Schedule]
09 : 00 Pick up participants in front of Busan convention center
09 : 40 Arrive at Taejongdae
11 : 30 Arrive at Jagalchi Market
12 : 00 Have a Lunch
13 : 00 Depart Busan
14 : 40 Arrive at Bulguksa Temple (Gyeongju)
15 : 50 Depart Bulguksa Temple
16 : 00 Arrive at Royal Tomb of king of Silla
16 : 40 Depart Gyeongju
18 : 00 Arrive at Busan convention center
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Conference Venue

❏ Bexco

14

❏ Multi-Functional Hall
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Nurimaru APEC House
❏ From Gimhae Airport to Nuri Village
1. By Limousine
Take the Limousine bus to Heaundae beach at the bus – stop No.2.
(duration: 40 minutes; every 15 minutes from 07:10 – 21:20; fare: 6,000
won) → Get off at the Westin Chosun Hotel and walk 7 minutes

2. By Taxi
Take taxi to Nurimaru APEC House → Get off at the Westin Chousn
Busan and walk 7minutes (duration:40 minutes; fare: 25,000 won)

❏ From Busan Station to Nuri Village
1. By Bus
Busan Station → Take seat bus no. 1003 (duration: 50 minutes; every
15 minutes from 04:20 – 22:20; fare: 1,400 won) or city bus no. 40 or
139 (duration: 67 minutes; every 15 minutes from 04:50 – 22:20; fare:
950) and get off at Dongbaekseom Island → Walk about five minutes

2. By Subway
Busan Station (subway line 1) → Transfer to line 2 at Seomyeon
Station → Get off at Dongbaek Station (duration: 46 minutes; fare: 1,300
won) → Take exit 1 from Dongbaek Station and walk 10 minutes
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ACCAS

Computer Aided Surgery is a rapid growing interdisciplinary field. The Asian Conference on Computer
Aided Surgery series (ACCAS) is designed to provide a venue in Asia for academic researchers, clinical
scientists, surgeons and industrial partners to exchange new ideas as well as the latest development in
the field. ACCAS is also interested to promote collaborations in the field for people from different
countries, and different disciplines.
The 1st Asian Conference on Computer Aided Surgery was held in Japan in 2005. The 2nd
conference was held in conjunction with the 2006 World Congress of Medical Physics and
Bio-engineering in Korea. The 3rd Conference was held in Singapore on Dec 1-2, 2007. The 4th
Conference was held in Beijing April 22-25, 2008. The 5th Asian Conference on Computer Aided
Surgery will be hold in Taiwan in July 3-4, 2009. The conference will be hosted by Show Chwan
Memorial Hospital. This year Korean society of Medical Robotics hosted ACCAS to Korea.
The Asian Conference on Computer Aided Surgery (ACCAS) hosted by Korean Society of Medical
Robots (KSMR) will be held on November 26-27, 2010 at BEXCO, Busan, Korea. The 6th ACCAS will
be held in conjunction with the 7th International Conference on Ubiquitous Robots and
AmbientIntelligence (URAI 2010). Busan is the second largest city of Korea. All participants can enjoy
the beautiful beach and seafood as well as many events at BEXCO. We are pleased to invite you to
submit papers and attend ACCAS 2010.
The Areas of interests of ACCAS are as follows:
• Medical activity visualization
• Simulation and modeling
• Virtual reality for CAS
• Image guided diagnosis and therapies
• CAS for minimally invasive intervention
• Medical robotics and instrumentation
• Surgical navigation
• Clinical application of CAS
• Telemedicine/teleradiology/telesurgery
• CAS education
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❏ Conference Room(Multifunctional Hall 2F M201-1, 2)
Time

26-Nov

27-Nov

9:00~9:20

9:00~9:20

9:20~9:40
9:40~10:00

Time

9:20~9:40
FR1
CAS system and Virtual reality

SA1
Simulation and modeling

9:40~10:00

10:00~10:20

10:00~10:20

10:20~10:40

10:20~10:40

10:40~11:00

Coffee break

Coffee break

10:40~10:50
10:50~11:10

11:00~12:00

Plenary talk
(Multifunctional Hall 3F - M302)

12:00~1:00

Lunch time

SA2
Medical image calibration - I

11:10~11:30
11:30~11:50

Lunch time

11:50~1:20

1:00~1:20
1:20~1:40
1:40~2:00

1:20~1:40

FR2
Medical robotics and instrument - I

SA3
Medical image calibration - II

2:00~2:20
2:20~2:30

2:00~2:20
Coffee break

Coffee break

2:30~2:50
2:50~3:10
3:10~3:30

2:20~2:30
2:30~2:50

FR3
Medical robotics and instrument - II

SA4
Medical image calibration - III

3:30~3:50
3:50~4:00

1:40~2:00

2:50~3:10
3:10~3:30
3:30~3:50

Coffee break

4:00~4:20
4:20~4:40
4:40~5:00

FR4
Medical robotics and instrument - III

Poster session
(Multifunctional Hall 2F M201-3)

3:50~5:40

Award Celemony
(Multifunctional Hall 2F M201-1,2)

5:40~

5:00~5:20
5:20~5:40
6:30~

Banquit
(4th floor of Centum hotel)
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Plenary Speakers

Professor Satoshi Tadokoro, Tohoku University, Japan

Rescue Robotics and Its Applications

[Biography]
Satoshi Tadokoro (M'89-SM'06-F'09) received the B. E. degree in precision machinery engineering in 1982, the
M. E. degree in 1984 from the University of Tokyo, and the D. E. degree in 1991. He has been a professor
of Graduate School of Information Sciences, Tohoku University since 2005. He was a project leader of MEXT
DDT Project on rescue robotics in 2002-2007 having contribution of more than 100 professors nationwide. He
established RoboCupRescue in 1999, TC on Rescue Engineering of SICE in 2000 (the first chair), IEEE Robotics
and Automation Society TC on Safety, Security and Rescue Robotics in 2001 (the first co-chair), and International
Rescue System Institute (IRS) in 2002. He was IEEE RAS Japan Chapter Chair in 2003-2005. He is at present
President of IRS, trustee of The RoboCup Federation, Chair of JSME Robotics Mechatronics Division, and IEEE
Robotics and Automation Society AdCom member. He received IEEE Fellow in 2009, The Robot Award 2008,
FDMA Commissioner Highest Award in 2008, JSME Funai Award in 2007, Best Book Author Award from AEM
Society in 2006, RMD Academic Achievement Award in 2005, etc. His research interest is in rescue robotics, virtual
reality and new actuators.

[Abstracts of Plenary Talk]
R&D of rescue robots started after Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake. After 10 years of many people's contributions,
some systems have grown up to practical level. This talk will introduce some major topics on rescue robotics.
Particularly, I will present Active Scope Camera (ASC), a thin serpentine robot which can enter gap of rubble piles
5 cm wide into 8 m deep to search victims inside, which was awarded The Robot Award 2008. It also introduces
Kenaf, a tracked vehicle with the highest mobility in the world, which has been developed in a NEDO project.
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Professor Bruno Siciliano, Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II, Italy

Interaction Control for Robots Cooperating with Humans

[Biography]
Bruno Siciliano was born in Naples, Italy, on October 27, 1959. He received the Laurea degree and the Research
Doctorate degree in Electronic Engineering from the University of Naples in 1982 and 1987, respectively. He is
Professor of Control and Robotics, and Director of the PRISMA Lab in the Department of Computer and Systems
Engineering at University of Naples. His research interests include: identification and adaptive control, impedance
and force control, visual tracking and servoing, redundant and cooperative manipulators, lightweight flexible arms,
space robots, human-centered and service robotics. He has co-authored 7 books, 70 journal papers, 170 conference
papers and book chapters; his book Robotics: Modelling, Planning and Control is one of the most widely adopted
textbooks world-wide. He has delivered 80 invited lectures and seminars at institutions worldwide. He is a Fellow
of IEEE, ASME and IFAC. He is Co-Editor of the Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics series, and has served
on the Editorial Boards of several journals as well as Chair or Co-Chair for numerous international conferences.
He co-edited the Springer Handbook of Robotics, which received the PROSE Award for Excellence in Physical
Sciences & Mathematics and was also the winner in the category Engineering & Technology. He is the coordinator
of the large-scale integrating project DEXMART on dexterous and autonomous dual-arm/hand manipulation, funded
by the European Commission in the 7th Framework Programme. He has served the IEEE Robotics and Automation
Society as Vice-President for Technical Activities and Vice-President for Publications, as a member of the AdCom,
as a Distinguished Lecturer, and as the Society President.
[Abstracts of Plenary Talk]
Robotics is undergoing a major transformation in scope and dimension. From a largely dominant industrial focus,
robotics is rapidly expanding into human environments and is vigorously engaged in its new challenges. Interacting
with, assisting, serving, and exploring with humans, the emerging robots will gradually touch people and their lives.
Applications of intelligent robots that work in contact with humans are increasing, which involve, e.g., haptic interfaces
and teleoperators, cooperative material-handling, power extenders and such high-volume markets as rehabilitation,
physical training, entertainment. In this scenario, the problem of controlling the physical interaction between the
robot and the human is of concern. This talk is aimed at presenting a unified framework for development of robot
interaction control schemes using vision and force; vision provides global information on the surrounding environment
to be used for motion planning and obstacle avoidance, while force allows adjusting the robot motion so that the
local constraints imposed by the environment are satisfied. The proposed solution is to adopt positionbased visual
servoing when the robot is far from the object, where the relative pose of the robot with respect to the object
is estimated recursively using only vision. On the other hand, when the robot is in contact with the object, any
kind of force control strategy can be adopted (hybrid force/position control, parallel force/position control, impedance
control), and the relative pose of the robot with respect to the object is estimated recursively using vision, force
and joint position measurements. The presentation will be accompanied by videos illustrating experimental tests on
both conventional and new lightweight robots in a single- as well as a dual-arm setting.
For more details:
http://wpage.unina.it/sicilian
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Professor Takeyoshi Dohi, The University of Tokyo, Japan

The Future of Computer Aided Surgery in Asia

[Biography]
He was born May 29, 1947 in Tokyo, Japan.
He received the B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees in Precision Machinery Engineering from The University of Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan, in 1972, 1974, and 1977, respectively. After a brief research fellowship with the Institute of Medical
Science, The University of Tokyo, he joined Tokyo Denki University, Tokyo, Japan, in 1979, as a Lecturer and
then became Associate Professor, in 1981. From 1981 to 1988, he was an Associate Professor with The University
of Tokyo in Precision Machinery Engineering. Since 1988, he holds a full Professor position in The University
of Tokyo, where he presently is a Professor of Information Science and Technology. His research interests include
computer-aided surgery, rehabilitation robotics, artificial organs, and true three-dimensional image display.
He is currently a board member of following societies; The Japanese Society for Medical and Biological Engineering
2006.4～2008 .4 The Japan Society of Computer Aided Surgery Former President
2004.4～2006 .3 The Society of Life Support Engineering, Japan Former President
2005.5～2007.5 The Japanese Society for Organ Biology Former President
2007.11～2011.11 The Japanese Society for Well-being Vice President
2010.5～ And he was a board member of following societies; International Society for Computer Aided Surgery Vice President
2006.6～2008 6 Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention Former President
He was elected as a MICCAI fellow in Sep., 2009. MICCAI
International Union for Physical and Engineering Sciences in Medicine IUPESM
The Japanese Society for Precision Engineering
[Abstracts of Plenary Talk]
Computer aided surgery (CAS) is the new surgical field which treats the disease of treatment difficulty using
surgical robots and three-dimensional medical images. A surgical robot provides surgeons with advanced hand, but
it is not a machine to do the same action of the surgeon using scissors or a scalpel. Three-dimensional medical
image for surgical operation provides surgeons with advanced vision. The advanced vision and hands available to
surgeons will be creating new fields of surgery.
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Professor Ju-jang Lee, KAIST, Korea

Development of Semi-Autonomous Robot Platform with
Innovative Mobility, Manipulation, and Sensing Capability

[Abstracts of Plenary Talk]
KAIST, Hanool robotics corp. and KACST jointly develop a mobile robot attaching robot arm for engineering
and consulting service for the technology. In this work, there will be mechanics team for mobile system and manipulator
design, system team for robot control, remote control, and sensor system integration, and algorithm team for GPS-based
navigation and task modules. In Prof. Ju-Jang Lee’s Lab, we mainly concentrate on object recognition algorithm,
object pick-up algorithm using visual servoing, sound localization algorithm, and abnormal sound classification
algorithm. A target object which is defined by user is recognized and pick up by applying developed algorithms.
Also by using sound localization and classification, position emitting specific sound can be located.

Professor Kok-Meng Lee, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

Virtual Research Enterprise for Robotics and Applications:
Innovation and Challenges

[Abstracts of Plenary Talk]
Rapid advances in mechatronics, computing and internet technologies have provided a firm basis for a relatively
new paradigm of robotics capable of dealing with non-engineering objects and/or live subjects in a highly dynamic
environment. This new paradigm presents both opportunities and challenges to researchers when developing solutions
to address real-world problems and applications in, which often require not only fusing the knowledge and techniques
beyond traditional robotic areas but also high-fidelity simulations for realistic and insightful evaluation to minimize
experiments involving live subjects as they are generally dangerous and costly. Anticipating this emerging scenario,
the concept of a “virtual research enterprise” was introduced in the late 1990’s for developing robotic innovations
to assist human in handling natural and/or live products in poultry-processing industry. While the virtual research
enterprise (networking research engineers, bird-behavior scientists, food-safety biologists, equipment developers, plant
managers, and users) was originally initiated to minimize cumulative trauma disorders in repetitive handling, lessons
learned were found applicable to many emerging applications of robotics. This talk reviews the virtual research
enterprise focusing on common technological elements for robotics in the context of a promising technology referred
to here as “flexonics” for handling compliance commonly encountered when interacting with natural objects, human
and their environments. Design techniques with practical application examples to help illustrate potential impacts
of flexonics on a wide variety of robotic applications, which include human-centered design, mobile-sensor-node
for structural-health-monitoring, and biomimetic underwater systems, will be a significant part of the presentation.
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Technical Program Information

The technical program consists of 5 plenary sessions, 4 parallel oral sessions, and 2 video session of
contributed papers.

❏ Plenary Sessions
The plenary sessions will be held at Conference Hall on the 3th floor of Busan convention center.

❏ Guide to Understanding Session Numbering
Each session in the technical program is assigned a unique number which clearly indicates when and where
the paper is presented. A typical number is shown below:
Typical Session Number: TA1
The first letter (e.g., T) indicates the day of the conference.
T= Thursday, F= Friday
The second letter (i.e., A) indicates the time of the day.
A, B = Morning,
C, D = Afternoon

Social Program In formation
❏ Welcome Reception
Wednesday, November 24, 19:00~20:00
URAI 2010 invites all conference attendees to enjoy an evening with colleagues and friends. Beverage and
snacks will be served for all the registrants.

❏ Banquet
Friday, November 26, 19:00~20:30, Nurimaru
You are welcomed to the banquet to be held on Nobember 26. Please make sure to bring the banquet ticket.
In the banquet, the URAI 2010 Best Paper Awards will be presented.
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Technical Program at a Glance

Wednesday, November 24
Time

Room #1(M202-2)

18:30~20:30

Room #2(M202-3)

Room #3(M202-4)

Room #4(M202-5)

Welcome Reception (BEXCO B1 Party and Play)

Thursday, November 25
Time

Room #1(M202-2)

Room #2(M202-3)

Room #3(M202-4)

Room #4(M202-5)

09:00~10:15

TA1
Humanoid Robots

TA2
Sensors and Actuators I

TA3
Network-based Robotics

TA4
Robot Vision I

10:15~10:30

10:30~12:00

Break Time

TB1
Human-Robot Interaction I

TB2
Sensors and Actuators II

TBV
Video I

12:00~13:10

Lunch

13:10~13:20

Opening Ceremony

13:20~14:10

Plenary Talk 1

Prof. Satoshi Tadokoro (M302-1~3)

14:10~15:00

Plenary Talk 2 Prof. Bruno Siciliano (M302-1~3)

15:00~15:20

Break Time

15:20~16:35

TC1
Human-Robot
Interaction II

TC2
Sensors and
Actuators III

16:35~16:50

16:50~18:05

TB4
Robot Control &
Vision System

TC3
Medical Robot and
Robotics Agents

TC4
Robot Vision II

Break Time

TDV
Video II

TD2
Navigation/Localization I
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TD3
Control Architecture
and Middleware

TD4
Robot Vision III

Technical Program at a Glance

Friday, November 26
Time

Room #1(M202-2)

Room #2(M202-3)

Room #3(M202-4)

Room #4(M202-5)

09:00~10:45

FA1
Robust Navigation for
Urban Space

FA2
Navigation /
Localization II

FA3
Intelligent Space /
Environment
Technology

FA4
Robot Vision IV

10:45~11:00
11:00~11:50

Break Time
FBP
Poster (including Work-in Progress)

Plenary Talk 3
invited by ACCAS 2010 (M201-1~2)

11:50~13:00

Lunch

13:00~13:50

Plenary Talk 4 Prof. Ju-Jang Lee (M302-1~3)

13:50~14:40

Plenary Talk 5 Prof. Kok-Meng Lee (M302-1~3)

14:40~15:10

Break Time

15:10~16:40

FC1
Unmanned
Autonomous Robot

FC2
Navigation / Localization
III

16:40~17:00

17:00~18:00

19:00~21:00

FC3
Ambient Intelligent
System and its
Practical Integration I

FC4
Robotic Mechanisms
and Design

Break Time

FD1
Human-Robot
Interaction III

FD2
Robot Control and
Intelligence

FD3
Ambient Intelligent
System and Its
Practical Integration II

Banquet (Haeundae Nurimaru)
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FD4
Distributed Sensor
Network

Technical Program at a Glance

Saturday, November 27 (ACCAS 2010)
Time

Room #1(M201-1~2)

09:00~10:30
(6)

SA1
Medical Robot I

10:30~10:50

Break Time

10:50~12:20
(6)

SB1
Medical Robot II

12:20~13:30

Lunch

13:30~15:00
(6)

SC1
Medical Robot III

15:00~15:20

Break Time

15:20~16:30
(6)

SD1
Medical Robot IV

16:30~16:40

Break Time

16:40~17:30

Farewell Reception
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Technical Program Schedule

❏ Thursday, November 25
[TA1]

Humanoid Robots

Chair: Kitti Suwanratchatamanee, Waseda University, Japan

09:00~09:15 TA1-1 Dynamically Stable Movement Generation of a Humanoid Robot from
Demonstration: Kicking a Ball
Cheolhwan Hyun, Sungho Jo
KAIST, KOREA

09:15~09:30 TA1-2 Human-Robot Interaction: Balance Control of Humanoid Robot with Tactile
Sensing System in External Forces
Kitti Suwanratchatamanee1, Mitsuharu Matsumoto2 Shuji Hashimoto1
1

Waseda University, JAPAN,

University of Electro-Communications, JAPAN

2

09:30~09:45 TA1-3 A Kinematic Model of a Humanoid Robot Using Khalil-Kleinfinger Method
Man-Seok Kim, Jo-Hwan Kim, Min-Goo Choi, Jong-Wook Kim
Dong-A University, KOREA

09:45~10:00 TA1-4 Fast Line Detection Method using 2D Laser Scanner for a Humanoid Robot
Chan-Soo Park Doik Kim, Bum-Jae You, Sang-Rok Oh
KIST, KOREA

10:00~10:15 TA1-5 Balancing Control of a Humanoid Robot in the Presence of Unknown External
Forces
Eun-Ho Seo1, Doik Kim2, Jae-Bok Song1
Korea University, KOREA, 2KIST, KOREA

1
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[TA2]

Sensors and Actuators I

Chairs: Gaetano Ciaravella, KIST, Korea
Tao Liu, Kochi University of Technology, Japan
09:00~09:15 TA2-1 Biomechanical study of the Cupula in the Vestibular system aimed at prototyping
a New Generation of Sensor: Further Results
Gaetano Ciaravella, Bum Jae You, Sang Rok Oh
KIST, KOREA

09:15~09:30 TA2-2 Unobstructed Assessment of Walking Gait Using a Mobile Force Plate and
Three-dimensional Motion Analysis System
Tao Liu1, Yoshio Inoue1, Kyoko Shibata1, Kouzou Shiojima2
1

Kochi University, JAPAN, 2TEC GIHAN Co., LTD., JAPAN

09:30~09:45 TA2-3 Texture Recognition using Single Pin Tactile Interface
Xianming Ye, Hyungpil Moon, Hyouk Ryeol Choi
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA

09:45~10:00 TA2-4 Introducing “Hokuyo Korea” and New Line-Up of SOKUIKI Sensor
Hirohiko Kawata, Kim Kyu Ho, Akihisa Kadowaki
Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd., JAPAN

[TA3]

Network-based Robotics

Chair: Mihoko Nitsuma, Chuo University, Japan

09:00~09:15 TA3-1 Decentralized Adaptive Flocking in Three Dimensional Space
Yasuhiro Nishimura, Geunho Lee, Nak Young Chong
JAIST, JAPAN

09:15~09:30 TA3-2 Cooperative Grasp System for Network-based Humanoids
Kyungkoo Kim, Hyoungnyoun Kim, Inkyu Han, Shin-Jung Kim, Bum-Jae You, Ji-Hyung Park
KIST, KOREA

09:30~09:45 TA3-3 Novel Method of Remote Robot Control System based on Smart Phone
Young-Su Cha, Eun-Ho Seo, Doik Kim, Bum-Jae You
KIST, KOREA

09:45~10:00 TA3-4 Network-based Distributed Architecture for Unmanned Autonomous Forklift
Young-Hun Song1, Jee-Hun Park1, Suk Lee1, Kyung-Chang Lee2
Pusan National University, KOREA, 2Pukyong National University, KOREA

1
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[TA4]

Robot Vision I

Chair: Mahmoud Tarokh, San Diego State University, USA

09:00~09:15 TA4-1 Hardware Implementation of a Census-based Stereo Vision for Real Environment
Jiho Chang, Sung-Min Choi, Eul-Gyoon Lim, Jaeil Cho, Dae-Hwan Hwang
ETRI, KOREA

09:15~09:30 TA4-2 A Method for Terrain Classification using Variable Blocks
Seung-Youn Lee1, Dong-Min Kwak1, Chul-Jae Jang2
1

Agency for Defense Development, KOREA, 2Samsung Thales, KOREA

09:30~09:45 TA4-3 Autonomous Helicopter Aerial Imaging for Monitoring of Natural Reserves
Mahmoud Tarokh, David Pai, Paulo Merloti
San Diego State University, USA

09:45~10:00 TA4-4 A Preprocessing Method of Character in Natural Scene Images
Ji Eun Kim1, Ho-Sub Yoon2
1

UST-ETRI, KOREA, 2ETRI, KOREA

[TB1]

Human-Robot Interaction I

Chair: Mauro Dragone, University College Dublin, Ireland

10:30~10:45 TB1-1 Interacting with Projector Robots: Direct or Remote?
Eun Kwon, Gerard J. Kim
Korea University, KOREA

10:45~11:00 TB1-2 Comparison of Leg-Detection Approaches with a Laser Range Finder for the
Human Following of a Mobile Robot
Yoonkyu Yoo, Hoyeon Kim, Woojin Chung
Korea University, KOREA

11:00~11:15 TB1-3 Evaluating Social & Ubiquitous Human-Robot Interaction
Mauro Dragone, Thomas Holz, Antonella Sassu, G.M.P. O’are
University College Dublin, IRELAND

11:15~11:30 TB1-4 Effects of Social Relationships on People’s Acceptance of Robots : Using Forms
of Language by Robots
Yunkyung Kim, Sonya S. Kwak, Myung-suk Kim
KAIST, KOREA
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11:30~11:45 TB1-5 Proposal of New Method for Installing the Heavy Material Using IMD (Intuitive
Manipulation Device) Based on Human-Robot Cooperation
Sungkyun Kang, Myeongsu Gil, Changsoo Han
Hanyang University, KOREA

11:45~12:00 TB1-6 Statistical Indices for Inertial Properties of Haptic Devices
Yoonho Na1, Jongseok Won2, Jaeheung Park1
Seoul National University, KOREA, 2Eterne, KOREA

1

[TB2]

Sensors and Actuators II

Chair: Hirohiko Kawata, Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd., Japan

10:30~10:45 TB2-1 Initialization and Safety of Motion Control System Using a Magnetic Sensor
Jung-Han Kwak, Chul-Goo Kang
Konkuk University, KOREA

10:45~11:00 TB2-2 Pinpoint Wireless Power Transformation System using Reflection Coefficient in
Magnetic Resonance Coupling
Sousuke Nakamura, Ryo Koma, Shimon Ajisaka, Takehiro Imura, Hideki Hashimoto
University of Tokyo, JAPAN

11:00~11:15 TB2-3 Wireless Near-field Position Sensing System using Reflection Coefficient in
Magnetic Resonance Coupling
Ryo Koma, Sousuke Nakamura, Shimon Ajisaka, Takehiro Imura, Hideki Hashimoto
University of Tokyo, JAPAN

11:15~11:30 TB2-4 Extraction of Calibrated Distance Data from Multi-Echo Signals of Direct
Time-Of-Flight (TOF) based LIDAR
Satoshi Yamamoto1, Hirohiko Kawata1, Toshihiro Mori1, Shin’chi YUTA2
1

Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd., JAPAN, 2University of Tsukuba, JAPAN

[TBV]

Video I

Chair: Jong-Wook Kim, Dong-A University, Korea

10:30~10:38 TBV-1 Input Shaping Experimental Apparatus
Chul-Goo Kang, Jung-Han Kwak
Konkuk University, KOREA
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10:38~10:46 TBV-2 Toward Foldable Robot Actuated by SMA Torsional Spring Actuator
Je-sung Koh, Jung-hoon Lim, Kyu-jin Cho
Seoul National University, KOREA

10:46~10:54 TBV-3 Implementation of a 3 DOF Robotic Lamp Using a Ubiquitous Sensor Network
Yun-Seok Lee, Jong-Tae Seo, Dae-Keun Yoon, Byung-Ju Yi
Hanyang University, KOREA

10:54~11:02 TBV-4 Virtual Collaboration Arena (VirCA)
Péter Galambos1,2, Barna Reskó1, István Marcel Fülöp1,2, Péter Baranyi1,2
1

HAS, Hungary, 2Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary

11:02~11:10 TBV-5 Vision based Aircraft Detection for Collision Avoidance System
Jeong-ho Kim, Jong-hun Kim, Kyum-rae Cho, Dae-woo Lee
Pusan Natl. University, KOREA

11:10~11:18 TBV-6 Ceiling Vision Based Autonomous Navigation of a Mobile Robot using Hybrid
Visual Features in a Large Indoor Environment
Jungwon Kang1, Myung Jin Chung1, Seok Won Bang2, Christopher G. Atkeson2, Youngjin Hong3,
Jinho Suh3, Jungwoo Lee3
KAIST, KOREA, 2Carnegie Mellon University, USA, 3POSTECH, KOREA

1

11:18~11:26 TBV-7 Development of Pipeline Inspection Robot with a Large Folding Range
Young-Sik Kwon, Jung-Min Han, Byung-Ju Yi
Hanyang University, KOREA

11:26~11:34 TBV-8 Scenario-oriented Plan Recognition using Probabilistic Reasoning in a Sensor
Network
Byoungjun Chung, Gi Hyun Lim, Il Hong Suh
Hanyang University, KOREA

11:34~11:42 TBV-9 Intelligent Robot POMI
Youngwoo Yoon, Woo-han Yun, Hosub Yoon, Jaehong Kim
ETRI, KOREA

[TB4] Robot Control and Vision System
Chair: Zacharie MBAITIGA, Okinawa National College of Technology, Japan

10:30~10:45 TB4-1 Adaptive Fuzzy Knowledge Based Controller for Autonomous Robot Motion
Control
MBAITIGA Zacharie
Okinawa National College of Technology, JAPAN
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10:45~11:00 TB4-2 Human Detection Security Guard Robot using Gaussian Distribution Histogram
MBAITIGA Zacharie
Okinawa National College of Technology, JAPAN

11:00~11:15 TB4-3 Optimal Feature Subset Selection for Urban Scenes Understanding
A. Vavilin, M-H. Le, K-H. Jo
University of Ulsan, KOREA

11:15~11:30 TB4-4 Interpretation of Circular Features in Perspective Transformation and Its
Application to Elevator Button Recognition
Heon-Hui Kim, Kwang-Hyun Park
Kwangwoon University, KOREA

11:30~11:45 TB4-5 Curve Road Detection by Combining Texture and Spline Models
My-Ha Le, Andrey Vavilin, Danilo Cáeres Hernádez, Kang-Hyun Jo
University of Ulsan, KOREA

[TC1] Human-Robot Interaction II
Chair: Euntai Kim, Yonsei University, Korea

15:20~15:35 TC1-1 Multiple Person Event Detection for Human-Robot Interaction
Miyoung Cho, Yeongsook Jeong
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute, KOREA

15:35~15:50 TC1-2 The Combined UKF Method for Real-time Human Pose Estimation
Yung-Ho Seo, Gang-Yeop Na, Chil-Woo Lee
Chonnam National University, KOREA

15:50~16:05 TC1-3 Human Body Tracking using Only Color Features based on Statistical Framework
Woo-han Yun, Dohyung Kim, Jaeyeon Lee, Daehwan Hwang
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute, KOREA

16:05~16:20 TC1-4 Gait-based Human Identification using Scores Fusion
Sungjun Hong, Heesung Lee, Byunyun Lee, Euntai Kim
Yonsei University, KOREA
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[TC2] Sensors and Actuators III
Chair: S, J. Choi, Korea University of Technology and Education, Korea

15:20~15:35 TC2-1 Transmitter Design of Human Position Estimation System using Electric Field
Resonance Coupling
Shimon Ajisaka, Sousuke Nakamura, Ryo Koma, Hideki Hashimoto
University Tokyo, JAPAN

15:35~15:50 TC2-2 Remote Educational System Based On the Virtual Instrument Server Technique
D.V. Popov, S.J. Choi
Korea University of Technology and Education, KOREA

15:50~16:05 TC2-3 Development of a Proximity Sensor Prototype Capable of Translating and
Rotating Motions
Nobuya Kawasaki, Geunho Lee, Masamichi Maruo, Nak Young Chong
JAIST, JAPAN

[TC3] Medical Robot and Robotics Agents
Chair: Mahmoud Tarokh, San Diego State University, USA

15:20~15:35 TC3-1 3-D Reconstruction Using a Touch Sensor for Mouse Stereotactic Surgery in
Unstructured Environment
Sin-Jung Kim, Keehoon Kim, Sungon Lee, Bum-Jae You, Sang-Rok Oh
KIST, KOREA

15:35~15:50 TC3-2 Towards the Solution of the Chemical Plume Tracing Problem: Extraction of
Elementary Behavioral Components in an Insect
Atsushi Takashima1, Ryo Minegishi2, Stephan Shuichi Haupt2, Daisuke Kurabayashi1, Ryohei Kanzaki2
Tokyo Institute of Technology, JAPAN, 2The University of Tokyo, JAPAN

1

15:50~16:05 TC3-3 Crawling Robot Design Mimicking C. Elegans
Hyunwoo Yuk, Jennifer H. Shin, Sungho Jo
KAIST, KOREA

16:05~16:20 TC3-4 Intelligent Robotic Security System
Mahmoud Tarokh, Minjuan Wang
San Diego State University, U.S.A
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[TC4] Robot Vision II
Chair: DongIl Cho, Seoul National University, Korea

15:20~15:35 TC4-1 Object Class Detection using Shape-Based Feature Descriptors
Dong Hwan Kim, Sung-Kee Park
KIST, KOREA

15:35~15:50 TC4-2 A Pixel-wise Tracking Algorithm using Stereo Camera
Yiqiang Qi, Haiyuan Wu
Wakayama University, JAPAN

15:50~16:05 TC4-3 A New Skin Color Tracking Method Using an Oscillatory Neural Network Model
for Moving Pictures
Yong-Won Hwang1, Sang-Rok Oh1, Bum-Jae You1, Ji-Yong Lee1, Mun-Ho Jeong2, Mignon Park3
Korea Institute of Science and Technology, KOREA, 2KwangWoon University, KOREA,

1
3

Yonsei University, KOREA

16:05~16:20 TC4-4 Active-Beacon-Based Vision-Tracking System for Mobile Robot Applications
Changhun Lee1, Jaehong Park1, Wonsang Hwang1, Hyun-il Kwon1, Tae-il Kim1,
Muhammad Muneeb Shaikh1, Kwang-soo Kim2, Dong-il “Dan” Cho1
1

Seoul National University, KOREA, 2Hanbat National University, KOREA

[TDV]

Video II

Chair: Yongjin (James) Kwon, Ajou University, Korea

16:50~16:58 TDV-1 Docent Robot Using Magnetic Guidance
Bong-Woo Kwak1, Young-Jae Ryoo1, Hyun-Rok Cha2, Dae-Yeong Im2
1

Mokpo National University, KOREA, 2KITECH, KOREA

16:58~17:06 TDV-2 The Development of the Remote Operation System(ROS) for the Dog-Horse
Robot System
BeomSu Seo1, Jun Kim2, Kyeong Ho Lee1, Joong Bae Kim1, Sung Hoon Kim1
ETRI, KOREA, 2ADD, KOREA

1

17:06~17:14 TDV-3 Unmanned Driving of Robotic Vehicle (Robicle) Using Relative Self-Localization
Yong-Jun Lee, Young-Jae Ryoo
Mokpo National University, KOREA

17:14~17:22 TDV-4 Development of an Android for a Performance
Dong-Wook Lee, Dongwon Che, Duk-Yeon Lee, Jun-Young Joung, Hyunsub Park, Ho-Gil Lee
KITECH, KOREA
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17:22~17:30 TDV-5 PDA-based interactive HMI device for service robotic system
Trung L. Ngo, Yosuke Tsukumori, Makoto Mizukawa
Shibaura Institute of Technology, JAPAN

17:30~17:38 TDV-6 Networked Control of SCARA Robots for Sensor-integrated Assembly
Yongjin (James) Kwon
Ajou University, KOREA

[TD2] Navigation / Localization
Chair: Seul Jung, Chungnam National University, Korea

16:50~17:05 TD2-1 A Semiautomatic RFID-based Device to Update Object Position
Sun-Hong Park, Shuji Hashimoto
Waseda University, JAPAN

17:05~17:20 TD2-2 Visual Features Based Navigation Method for Mobile Robots
Fairul Azni Jafar1, Yuki Tateno1, Toshitaka Tabata1, Kazutaka Yokota1, Yasunorgi Suzuki2
Utsunomiya University, JAPAN, 2Toyota Motor Corp. Ltd., JAPAN

1

17:20~17:35 TD2-3 Collision Detection Algorithm to Distinguish between Intended Contact and
Unexpected Collision
Joon-Hong Kim, Young-Loul Kim, Jae-Bok Song
Korea University, KOREA

17:35~17:50 TD2-4 Stabilization of a Two Wheeled Mobile Robot System under External Force
Seung Jun Lee, Seul Jung
Chungnam National University, KOREA

17:50~18:05 TD2-5 Theta* Path Planning with Averaged Cost on Non-uniform Cost Maps
Sunglok Choi, Wonpil Yu
ETRI, KOREA

[TD3] Control Architecture and Middleware
Chair: Min-Cheol Lee, Pusan National University, Korea

16:50~17:05 TD3-1 Method for Integer Inverse Kinematics and its Application
Osamu TOJO, Takeshi MORISHITA
Toin University of Yokohama, JAPAN
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17:05~17:20 TD3-2 Realization of CPU Overhead on Data Streaming in PXI-based Real-Time
Systems
Syed Hayder Abbas, Chong-Han Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA

17:20~17:35 TD3-3 Development of an Autonomous Candy Serving Robot using UPnP based Robot
Middleware
Ki-Woong Lim1, Ui-Kyu Song1, Sang Chul Ahn1, Yong-Moo Kwon1, Kwanghoon Sohn2
1

KIST, KOREA, 2Yonsei University, KOREA

17:35~17:50 TD3-4 Scheduling of CAN-based Network for Marine Engine State Monitoring
JunSeok Lee, JangMyung Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA

[TD4] Robot Vision III
Chair: Sung-Hyun Han, Kyungnam University, Korea

16:50~17:05 TD4-1 3D Ball tracking in a Humanoid Robot using Depth Map
KangGeon Kim, Ga-Ram Park, Bum-Jae You
KIST, KOREA

17:05~17:20 TD4-2 Inertial-aided Visual Odometer for UAV Position Control
Kyeonghoon Baik, Jinok Shin, Sanki Ji, Woonghee Shon, Hogil Lee, Sangdeok Park
KITECH, KOREA

17:20~17:35 TD4-3 Motion Estimation Issues for Real-Time System
RockHun Do1, Namkoo Ha2, Kihong Kim3, InSo Kweon1
1

KAIST, KOREA, 2LIG Nex1, KOREA, 3ADD, KOREA

17:35~17:50 TD4-4 Obstacle Position Detection on a Slope Using Randomized Hough Transform and
Corner Detection
Sun Min Hwang, Min Cheol Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA
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❏ Friday, November 26
[FA1] Robust Navigation for Urban Space
Chair: JungHa Kim, Kookmin University, Korea

09:00~09:15 FA1-1 Global Mapping with Lane position in Vision System and GPS
Jae-Saek Oh, Jae-Hwan Kim, Jung-Ha Kim
Kookmin University, KOREA

09:15~09:30 FA1-2 Efficient and Robust Road Recognition for Autonomous Navigation in Structured
Urban Environment
Jaemin Byun, Junyoung Sung, Sung Hoon Kim, Myung Chan Roh
ETRI, KOREA

09:30~09:45 FA1-3 Bézier Curve based Path Planning for a Car-like Robot
Namhoon Kim1, JeongYeon Yoon1, Seoung Kyou Lee2, Dongjun Hyun1, ChangHwan Kim1, Sungon Lee1
1

KIST, KOREA, 2Rice University, USA

09:45~10:00 FA1-4 Sky-View Based Navigation for Outdoor Route Following
Hideyuki Tanaka1, Bong Keun Kim1, Yasushi Sumi1, Yoshio Matsumoto1, Satoshi Muramatsu2, Tetsuo
Tomizawa2, Takashi Suehiro2
1

AIST, JAPAN, 2The University of Electro-Communications, JAPAN

10:00~10:15 FA1-5 Autonomous Navigation in Crowded Environments over the Seasons using
Free-space Observation Model of Laser Scanner
Eijiro Takeuchi, Masashi Yamazaki, Kazushi Tanaka, Kazunori Ohno, Satoshi Tadokoro
Tohoku University, JAPAN

10:15~10:30 FA1-6 Novel Obstacle Avoidance System in Dynamic Environment Using Radar
Beomseong Kim, Baehoon Choi, Seongkeun Park, Euntai Kim
Yonsei University, KOREA

10:30~10:45 FA1-7 Numerical Solutions to Relative Pose Problem under Planar Motion
Sunglok Choi, Jae Yeong Lee, Ji Hoon Joung, M. S. Ryoo, Wonpil Yu
ETRI, KOREA
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[FA2] Navigation / Localization II
Chair: Jinok Shin, KITECH, Korea

09:00~09:15 FA2-1 Displacement Estimation Based on Kalman Filtering of Accelerometer, Gyro and
Encoder
Sudae Kim, Jungje Park, Jungmin Kim, Sungshin Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA

09:15~09:30 FA2-2 Combination Circular Landmarks on Ceiling for Indoor Autonomous Vehicle
Navigation and Localization System
Angga Rusdinar, Jungmin Kim, Eunkook Jung, Sungshin Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA

09:30~09:45 FA2-3

Applying Independent Prior Information to Map Components for Lightweight

Probabilistic Indoor SLAM
Chanki Kim, Wan Kyun Chung
POSTECH, KOREA

09:45~10:00 FA2-4 A Distributed Intelligent Control of Multi-Robot
Dong-Sung Kim, Tae-Yong Kuc, Jong-Koo Park
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA

10:00~10:15 FA2-5 A Path Tracking Algorithm of a mobile robot with the virtual path
Min Ho Kim, Min Cheol Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA

10:15~10:30 FA2-6 Waypoint Flight Control of Ducted-fan Type Flying Robot Using WGS84 World
Geodetic System
Jinok Shin, Sanki Ji, Kyeonghoon Baik, Woonghee Shon, Hogil Lee, Sangdeok Park
KITECH, KOREA

[FA3] Intelligent Space / Environment Technology
Chair: Mihoko Nitsuma, Chuo University, Japan

09:00~09:15 FA3-1 Recognition of Daily Activities based on Processing the Information about Air
Environmental Changes in Living Space
Kazsuki Hirasawa, Shinya Sawada, Atsushi Saitoh
Shibaura Institute of Technology, JAPAN
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09:15~09:30 FA3-2 Tangible Meeting in u-Metaverse with Ubiquitous Robot
Hye-Min Choi, Yong-Moo Kwon
KIST, KOREA

09:30~09:45 FA3-3 Single, Fixed Camera based 3D Detection for VirCA
Young Eun Song1, Takeshi Sasaki1, Hideki HASHIMOTO1, Barna Resko2, Peter Baranyi3, Peter Korondi3
University of Tokyo, JAPAN, 2Obudai University HUNGARY, 3Hungarian Academy of Sciences,

1

HUNGARY

09:45~10:00 FA3-4 One-bit Tactile Feedback Generation using Gestural Data for Interpersonal
Communication
Byung-Kil Han, Seung-Chan Kim, Jong Gwan Lim, Dong-Soo Kwon
KAIST, KOREA

10:00~10:15 FA3-5 Implementation of An Intelligent Robot Control Architecture with Self-healing
Strategy
Jung-Rye Son, Tae-Yong Kuc, Jong-Koo Park
SungKyunKwan University, KOREA

10:15~10:30 FA3-6 Intelligent Localization Assistance for Mobile Robots using Rao-Blackwellized
Particle Filter based Target Tracking
Peshala G. Jayasekara, Takeshi Sasaki, Leon Palafox, Hideki Hashimoto
University of Tokyo, JAPAN

[FA4] Robot Vision IV
Chair: Seul Jung, Chungnam National University, Korea

09:00~09:15 FA4-1 Learning based Color Image Segmentation
Chen Pan1, Dong Sun Park2
China Jiliang University, CHINA, 2Chonbuk National University, KOREA

1

09:15~09:30 FA4-2 Segmentation using Partical Filter and Separability Filter
Shuji Matsuoka, Haiyuan Wu
Wakayama University, JAPAN

09:30~09:45 FA4-3 A Hand Gesture Recognition System with Fuzzy Inference Techniques for Virtual
Remote Control
Gyeongdong Baek, Sungshin Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA

09:45~10:00 FA4-4 Stereo Vision Glasses for Blind Persons
Hwadong Sun1, Seunghwan Kim2, Jung-Hoon Hwang3, Bongseok Kim3, Il Kyun Jung3
1

Yonsei University, KOREA, 2Korea University, KOREA 3KETI, KOREA
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10:00~10:15 FA4-5 3D Pose Recognition using Body Silhouette Image
Jun-Sung Lee, Chi-Min Oh, Yung-Ho Seo, Chil-Woo Lee
Chonnam National University, KOREA

10:15~10:30 FA4-6 Experimental Studies of Fuzzy Control for a Two Wheeled Mobile Robot System
Hyun Wook Kim, Seul Jung
Chonnam National University, KOREA

[FBP] Work-in Progress
Chairs: Youngjin Choi, Hanyang University, Korea
Wonpil Yu, ETRI, Korea
FBP-01 Landmark Visibility Map for Vision-based Exploration
Hyejeong Ryu, Wan Kyun Chung
POSTECH, KOREA

FBP-02 A New Control Method of Quadruped Robot using 3D Spring Damper System
Legs
Duc Trong Tran, Hyungpil Moon, Hyouk Ryeol Choi
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA

FBP-03 Novel Trajectory Generation Method using Convolution Operation
Geon Lee, Youngjin Choi
Hanyang University, KOREA

FBP-04 A Study on Main Train Power Test on Tilting Train
Su-Gil Lee, Seong-Ho Han
KRRI, KOREA

FBP-05 A Study on Combination Test of Tilting System on High Speed Tilting Train
Su-Gil Lee
KRRI, KOREA

FBP-06 Human Tracking based on Direct Communication among Networked Laser
Range Scanners in an Intelligent Space
Yuichi Nakamura, Kazuyuki Morioka
Meiji University, JAPAN

FBP-07 Tracking of Three-dimensional Human Movement with Distributed Cameras and
Laser Range Sensors
Koki Morikawa, Kazuyuki Morioka
Meiji University, JAPAN
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FBP-08 Local Path-based Obstacle Avoidance in Outdoor Environments
Jong-Won Kim, Jae-Bok Song
Korea University, KOREA

FBP-09 Development of Two Dimensional Underwater Localization System using RF
Sensors
Se-Jin Lee, Kyung-Min Kwak, Jinhyun Kim
Seoul National University of Science and Technology, KOREA

FBP-10 A Single Sensor Stereoscopic Camera Design for Robot Application
Sewoong Jun1, Da Eun Shim2
KETI, KOREA, 2CheongShim International Academy, KOREA

1

FBP-11 Seamless Localization System based on Lane Detector with Inverse Perspective
Mapping Method for Mobile Robots
Yu-Cheol Lee, Christiand, Jae-Yeong Lee, Wonpil Yu, Jae Il Cho
ETRI, KOREA

FBP-12 3D video Stabilization based on SVW using Sparse 3D Points
Yeon Geol Ryu, Hyun Chul Roh, Myung Jin Chung
KAIST, KOREA

FBP-13 A Wearable Sensory System for Intention-aware Control of Walking-support
Exoskeletons
Young-Jo Cho, Eun-Hye Jang, Sang Seung Kang, Su-Young Chi, Jae-Yeon Lee
ETRI, KOREA

FBP-14 Speed Up Method for Sliding Windows
Ji Hoon Joung1, M. S. Ryoo1, Sunglok Choi1, Jaeyoung Lee1, Wonpil Yu1, Ji Sung Kim2
ETRI, KOREA, 2Samsung Techwin Co., Ltd, KOREA

1

FBP-15 Object Localization and Path Estimation in Smart Sensor Network
Minyoung Lee, Huisung Kim, Sooyong Lee
Hongik University, KOREA

FBP-16 Robust real-time Face detection with two thresholds on Adaboost
Seung Min Choi1, Jae-chan Jeong2, Jaeil Cho1
1

ETRI, KOREA, 2University of Science and Technology, KOREA

FBP-17 Probabilistic Localization Using Sensor Fusion
Seunghak Shin, Jungho Kim, Jihong Min, Jaesik Park, In-So Kweon
KAIST, KOREA
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FBP-18 Fuzzy Ontology for Imprecise Data Representation and Processing in
Environments for Mobile Robots
Melissa Figueira Fagundes, Patrícia Della Mea Plentz
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina BRAZIL

FBP-19 Development of 3D Image Capture System based on CMOS Camera by Using
OpenGL
Enkhbaatar. T, Khurelbaatar. Ts, Woonchul Ham
Chonbuk National University, KOREA

FBP-20 Monocular Vision-based Fast Hand Motion Detection using the Least Mean
Square Method
J. B. Park1, S. J. Park2
1

Chonbuk National University, KOREA, 2ITONIC Co. Ltd., KOREA

FBP-21 Applications of Direct Teaching Algorithm for Industrial Robot Manipulators
Chanhun Park, Jin Ho Kyung, Dong Il Park
Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials, KOREA

FBP-22 Adaptive Multiple Controller for 2-DOF Motion System (3D-LRF example)
Sun Lim
KETI, KOREA

FBP-23 Introduction of Virtual Collaboration Arena(VirCA)
Péter Galambos1,2, Barna Reskó1, Péter Baranyi1,2
1

Computer and Automation Research Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, HUNGARY 2Budapest

University of Technology and Economics, HUNGARY

FBP-24 Backbone Network for Human-Robot Cooperation
Jung-Sub Lim, Sun Lim, Il-Kyun Jung
KETI, KOREA

FBP-25 Behavior Pattern Model based Auto Game Play Agent Detection
Sang-Hyun Park, Moohong Min, Sung-Woo Bang, Taebok Yoon, Jee-Hyong Lee
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA

FBP-26 Cooperative Absolute Seamless Positioning in Distributed Robot System
Ji-Won Park1, Chang-eun Lee2, Young-Jo Cho2, Tae-Kyung Sung1
1

Chung-nam National University, KOREA, 2ETRI, KOREA

FBP-27 A Design of Real Time Robot Control System based on Android Smartphone
Myeongjin Song, Baul Kim, Yunji Ryu, Yongdug Kim, Sangwook Kim
Kyungpook National University, KOREA
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FBP-28 Enhanced Robot Pose Estimation for 3-D Mapping in Urban with Multi-Rate
Fusion of GPS, MEMS-IMU, and Compass
Yungeun Choe, Sangun Park, Inwook Shim, Myung Jin Chung
KAIST, KOREA

FBP-29 Robust Detection of Small Objectsin Cluttered Environment using Depth Cue
Jaesik Park, Yekeun Jeong, Chaehoon Park, In-So Kweon
KAIST, KOREA

FBP-30 Stereo Vision based 3D World Modeling for Intelligent Vehicle Navigation
Sijong Kim, Jungwon Kang, Inwook Shim, Sangun Park, Myung Jin Chung
KAIST, KOREA

FBP-31 Robotic Interaction Service(RoIS) Framework
Su-Young Chi1, Young-Jo Cho1, Jae-Yeon Lee1, Jae-Hong Kim1, Toshio Hori2
1

ETRI, KOREA, 2AIST, JAPAN

FBP-32 Mechanism Analysis and Simulation Platform for a Novel Parallel Manipulator of
Six Degree of Freedoms
Y. C. Kim1, Y. S. Ihn1, H. R. Choi1, H. P. Moon1, J. C. Koo1, Sangjoon Hong2, Sang-Hyun Park2, Oui
Serg Kim2, Sangdon Jang2
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA, 2Samsung Electronics, KOREA

1

FBP-33 Dynamic Deployment and Configuration for Robotic Technology Component
Myung-Eun Kim1, Seung-Woog Jung1, Young-Jo Cho1, Noriaki Ando2
1

ETRI, KOREA, 2AIST, JAPAN

FBP-34 Multi-Cue based Head Tracking
Dae-ha Lee, Jae-yeon Lee, Jae-hong Kim, Joo-Chan Sohn
ETRI, KOREA

FBP-35 Psychophysical Evaluation of Haptic Feedback Algorithms for the Teleoperation
of Multi-UAVs
Junsuk Kim1, Hyoung Il Son2, Heinrich H. Buelthoff1,2
1

Korea University, KOREA, 2Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Germany

FBP-36 View-invariant Planar Object Detection for VisTRo
Jiyoung Jung1, Yekeun Jeong1, Joon-Young Lee1, Hanbyul Joo2, In-So Kweon1
KAIST, KOREA, 2ETRI, KOREA

1

FBP-37 Power Efficient Formation Configuration for Centralized Leader-Follower AUVs
Control
Burlutskiy Nikolay, Touahmi Yaniss, Beom Hee Lee
Seoul National University, KOREA
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FBP-38 Real-Time Dense Stereo Matching using Adaptive Support Window for Robot
Navigation in an Environment with Large Depth Variation
Jungwon Kang, Myung Jin Chung
KAIST, KOREA

FBP-39 Velocity Workspace Analysis of a Parallel anipulator
Hee-Byoung Choi
GIST, KOREA

FBP-40 Visual Servoing of Mobile robots using Tau-Coupling
Zahari Taha, Mohd Paudzi Abdullah
University Malaysia Pahang, MALAYSIA

FBP-41 Locomotion Design of a Small Reconnaissance Robot Inspired by Pill Bugs
Jongwon Park, Jichul Kim, Kyung-Soo Kim, Soohyun Kim
KAIST, KOREA

FBP-42 Controller Design of Beam Type Substrate Transport Robot in Thin Film Solar
Cell Manufacturing Process
Cheol Hoon Park, Dong Il Park, Jin Ho Kyung
Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials, KOREA

FBP-43 The Hybrid Irradiance Control System for Solar Robot
Won-Yong Chae, Kyoung-Jun Lee, Hee-Je Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA

FBP-44 Surface Scanning Using a Precise Laser Range Finder
Dongsul Shin, Heeje Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA

FBP-45 Multi-level Quantized Visibility Graph
Jungtae Kim, Daijin Kim
POSTECH, KOREA

FBP-46 Visual and Audio User Recognition Using Effective Normalization Method
Hye-Jin Kim, Jae-Yeon Lee, Ho Sub Yoon, Jae Hong Kim
ETRI, KOREA

FBP-47 Development of Compact Data Glove System
Dongchul Lee, Youngjin Choi
Hanyang University, KOREA

FBP-48 The System Requirements Analysis for Intelligent Monitoring System of Urban
Transit
Woodong Lee, Jongduk Chung
KRRI, KOREA
44

FBP-49 Implementation of Robust Real-time Slant Face Detection ASIC
Jaeil Cho1, Seung Min Choi1, Jiho Chang1, Kiheon Park2
1

ETRI, KOREA, 2SungKyunKwan University, KOREA

FBP-50 The Graphical Method for Decision of Restitution Coefficient in Open Dynamic
Engine
Khurelbaatar. Ts, Luubaatar. B, Enkhbaatar. T, Woonchul Ham
Chonbuk National University, KOREA

FBP-51 Character Detection Algorithm for Unmanned Vehicles
Kwang Ok Kim, Kwang Ryul Baek
Pusan National University, KOREA

FBP-52 Swarm Robot Patrol System based on Virtual Landmark
Woo-sung Moon, Kwang Ryul Baek
Pusan National University, KOREA

[FC1] Unmanned Autonomous Robot
Chair: Prof. Jong-Wook Kim, Dong-A Univ, Korea

15:10~15:25 FC1-1 Path Following Control with Slip Angle Adaptation of Mobile Robot
Augie Widyotriatmo, Keum-Shik Hong
Pusan National University, KOREA

15:25~15:40 FC1-2 Video-Mosaic-based Map Building for Mobile Robots
Lafin Hari Prayudhi, Augie Widyotriatmo, Keum-Shik Hong
Pusan National University, KOREA

15:40~15:55 FC1-3 PID Contrrol Method of Mobile Robot using IR Sensors
Seungbeom Woo, Eunkook Jung, Jungmin Kim, Sungshin Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA

15:55~16:05 FC1-4 Curvilinear Path Generation of UAR using uDEAS
Jo Hwan Kim, Man Seok Kim, Min Koo Choi, Jong-Wook Kim
Donga-A University, KOREA

16:05~16:20 FC1-5 Light Intensity Sensors Systemin Mobile RobotApplication
Surachai Panich
Srinakharinwirot University, THAI

16:20~16:35 FC1-6 Calibration and Control of Rotor Actuation of Flymobile by Force Measurements
Seung Ho Jeong, Seul Jung
Chungnam National University, KOREA
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[FC2] Navigation / Localization III
Chair: Jin-Woo Jung, Dongguk University, Korea

15:10~15:25 FC2-1 Global Dynamic Window Approach for Sonar Sensor
Hyoungkyun Kim, Kyoungmin Lee, Wan Kyun Chung
POSTECH, KOREA

15:25~15:40 FC2-2 Multiple Mobile Robots Formatted navigation using Potential Field Algorithm
Chiyen Kim, Mincheol Lee, Junyoung Beak, Kiho Yu
Pusan National University, KOREA

15:40~15:55 FC2-3 A Control Method for Path Following of Automated Guide Vehicle
Phuc Thinh Doan, Sang-Kwun Jeong, Tuan Dinh Viet, Hak Kyeong Kim, Sang Bong Kim
Pukyong National University, KOREA

15:55~16:10 FC2-4 Motion Control and Collision Avoidance Navigation for an Omni-directional Mobile
Robot
Yuji KAKII1, Jae Hoon LEE1, Shingo OKAMOTO1, Shinichi YUTA2
Ehime University, JAPAN, 2Tsukuba University, JAPAN

1

16:10~16:25 FC2-5 An Idea to Reduce Number of Cells in the 2D Exact Cell Decomposition-based
Mobile Robot Path Planning
Jung Jin-Woo, So Byung-Chul
Dongguk University, KOREA

[FC3] Ambient Intelligent System and Its Practical Integration I
Chair: Kenichi Ohara, Osaka University, Japan

15:10~15:25 FC3-1 ZigBee Location Identification in Living Environment
Takashi Akiba, Makoto Mizukawa, Yoshinobu Ando, Takashi Yoshimi
Shibaura Institute of Technology, JAPAN

15:25~15:40 FC3-2 Energy Conservation Support System by Ubiquitous Sensors
Keisuke KOBAYASHI, Mina TSUKAHARA, Akira TOKUMASU, Kousuke OKUYAMA, Kouhei SAITOU,
Yasushi NAKAUCHI
University of Tsukuba, JAPAN

15:40~15:55 FC3-3 Multiple Region of Interest Evaluation for Ubiquitous Robots
Md. Rokunuzzaman, Kosuke Sekiyama, Toshio Fukuda
Nagoya University, JAPAN
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15:55~16:10 FC3-4 Automatic Object Modeling by Observing Human-Object Interaction
Christian Penaloza, Yasushi Mae , Tatsuo Arai, Kenichi Ohara, Tomohito Takubo
Osaka University, JAPAN

16:10~16:25 FC3-5 Calibration-Free Wireless-LAN Location Estimation SystemUsing Polar
Coordinates Filter
Jun Ishii, Yusuke Tamura
The University of Tokyo, JAPAN

[FC4] Robotic Mechanisms and Design
Chair: Qingsong Ai, Wuhan University of Technology, China

15:10~15:25 FC4-1 Kinematic Motion Optimization of Attitude-Controlled Space Manipulator
Yong Min Kim, Byung Kook Kim
KAIST, KOREA

15:25~15:40 FC4-2 Study of Adaptive Fuzzy PID Control for Six DOF Parallel Robot Manipulator
based on ADAMS and MATLAB Co-simulation
Wen Jingzhao, Zhou Zude, Liu Quan, Ai Qingsong
Wuhan University of Technology, CHINA

15:40~15:55 FC4-3 Stability Analysis of Dual-arm Manipulator for Grasping an Object
Chisung Park, Joonbae Son, Jangmyung Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA

15:55~16:10 FC4-4 A Robot for Nondestructive Inspection of Pipes
SangHeon Lee1, Ki dae Kwon1, Hyun Young Chang2, Dong Wook Kim2
1

Andong National University, KOREA, 2KOPEC, KOREA

[FD1] Human-Robot Interaction III
Chair: Joono Cheong, Korea University, Korea

17:00~17:15 FD1-1 Identification of Human Grasp Taxonomy using Finger Joint Data and Its
Gaussian Mixture Model
Jongwoo Park, Joono Cheong
Korea University, KOREA

17:15~17:30 FD1-2 Haptic Simulator for Pulse Detection
Seong-Man Cho, Sang-Youn Kim
Korea University of Technology and Education, KOREA
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17:30~17:45 FD1-3 Performance Evaluation of Speech Recognition for Indoor Service Robots
Miyoung Cho, Sunho Min, Yeongsook Jeong
ETRI, KOREA

17:45~18:00 FD1-4 A Head-Motion-Based 3D-Vision Control Method Using Inertial Sensors
Tae-Il Kim, Woo-Seok Ha, Dong-Il “Dan” Cho
Seoul National University, KOREA

[FD2] Robot Control and Intelligence
Chair: Bum-Jae Yoo, KIST, Korea

17:00~17:15 FD2-1 Fuzzy Controller based Genetic Algorithm for BLDC Motor Speed Control
Susang Park1, Seunghun Kim2, Donghun Cha1
1

Yonsei University, KOREA, 2KETI, KOREA

17:15~17:30 FD2-2 Planning of Optimal Grasp Pose under Gravity Force
Hyunhwan Jeong, Joono Cheong
Korea University, KOREA

17:30~17:45 FD2-3 Research on Robot Fish Motion
Dong-won Yun1, Yi-jun Yoo1, Jin-ho Kyung1, Soo-hyun Kim2
1

KIMM, KOREA, 2KAIST, KOREA

[FD3] Ambient Intelligent System and Its Practical Integration II
Chair: Kenichi OHARA, Osaka University, Japan

17:00~17:15 FD3-1 Active Sensing Strategy for Contact Location Using Robot Kinematics and
Geometry
Hooman Lee, Jaeheung Park
Seoul National University, KOREA

17:15~17:30 FD3-2 System Integration for Wireless Home Network with RT Middleware
Shinji Yonesaka, Kenichi Ohara, Tomohito Takubo, Yasushi Mae, Tatsuo Arai
Osaka University, JAPAN

17:30~17:45 FD3-3 Electric Wheelchair Control System for Assisting Human Operation
Bong Keun Kim, Yoshio Matsumoto
AIST, JAPAN
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[FD4] Distributed Sensor Network
Chair: Euntai Kim, Yonsei University, Korea

17:00~17:15 FD4-1 Detecting Multiple Forwarding Node Sets for Query Dissemination in Wireless
Sensor Networks Using Chaotic Neural Networks
Tomoyuki Sasaki, Hidehiro Nakano, Akihide Utani, Arata Miyauchi, Hisao Yamamoto
Tokyo City University, JAPAN

17:15~17:30 FD4-2 Autonomous Decentralized Control for Large Scale and Dense Wireless Sensor
Networks
Masahito Maki, Akihide Utani, Hisao Yamamoto
Tokyo City University, JAPAN

17:30~17:45 FD4-3 Forwarding Power Adjustment of Each Node for Adaptive and Efficient Query
Dissemination in Distributed Sensor Networks
Junya Nagashima, Akihide Utani, Hisao Yamamoto
Tokyo City University, JAPAN

17:45~18:00 FD4-4 Modeling IEEE 802.15.4 Embedded Software using UML
Joo-Hyoung Yoo, Joung-Han Lee, Dong-Jin Lim
Hanyang University, KOREA
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Abstracts of Papers

❏ Thursday, November 25
★ Humanoid Robots <TA1, Nov. 25, 09:00~10:15, Room #1(M202-2)>
TA1-1 (09:00~09:15)

Dynamically Stable Movement Generation of a Humanoid Robot from Demonstration: Kicking a Ball
Cheolhwan Hyun, Sungho Jo
KAIST, KOREA
This paper presents a new algorithm of autonomously generating dynamically stable movements such as ball kicking through
learning from demonstration by a humanoid robot. It is based on the framework of dynamic movement primitives (DMP) [1,
2] which represent a demonstrated movement with a set of different equations. By suggesting a modification to take into
account the dynamic stability condition using the zero moment point (ZMP), the framework is extended to enable to provide
dynamically stable movements which reach target positions accordingly. We validate the feasibility of our algorithm through
the simulation study and experiment of ball kicking movements by a humanoid robot.
TA1-2 (09:15~09:30)

Human-Robot Interaction: Balance Control of Humanoid Robot with Tactile Sensing System in External Forces
Kitti Suwanratchatamanee1, Mitsuharu Matsumoto2, Shuji Hashimoto1
Waseda University, JAPAN, 2University of Electro-Communications
This paper discusses an effective framework of human-robot interaction. The key component is a control technique for
balancing in the external pushing forces. Our aim is to simplify the balance control by utilizing a real time tactile feedback
instead of the complex ZMP calculations. We also present a tactile sensing system and an active tactile sensing technique to
enable the robot to balance autonomously. The minimal sensing elements are employed with a specialized layout to the soles
of each foot to detect the reaction force from the ground. The system effectiveness was confirmed by the experiments on
human-robot interaction with a humanoid platform. Throughout experiments, information about ground floor or robot
orientation is not required in advance.
1

TA1-3 (09:30~09:45)

A Kinematic Model of a Humanoid Robot Using Khalil-Kleinfinger Method
Man-Seok Kim, Jo-Hwan Kim, Min-Goo Choi, Jong-Wook Kim
Dong-A University, KOREA
This paper proposes a kinematic description of humanoid’s lower limb constructed by the Khalil-Kleinfinger method which is
an improved version of the Denavit-Hartenberg method. These methods are versatile to various-typed robots, and thus have
been applied to humanoid robots. However, their computational complexities have not been investigated in consideration with
real-time motion generation and control. The proposed kinematic description is compared with the one constructed by our
projection-based method.
TA1-4 (09:45~10:00)

Fast Line Detection Method using 2D Laser Scanner for a Humanoid Robot
Chan-Soo Park Doik Kim, Bum-Jae You, Sang-Rok Oh
KIST, KOREA
This paper proposes the fast line detection method with a 2D laser scanner in an indoor environment for a humanoid robot.
To detect the shape and dimension of some objects around a sensor, it is assumed that the laser scan data can be divided
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into some lines. The laser scan data is approximated to some lines by the line detection method proposed in this paper. The
performance of the line detection method is also discussed to verify the effectiveness of the computation time and estimation
error rather than the previous research. The experimental result shows that the proposed method is useful to detect the line
from the indoor environment.
TA1-5 (10:00~10:15)

Balancing Control of a Humanoid Robot in the Presence of Unknown External Forces
Eun-Ho Seo1, Doik Kim2, Jae-Bok Song1
Korea University, KOREA, 2KIST, KOREA
When a humanoid robot carries an object or is applied by unknown external forces, the reference point of the Center of Mass
(CoM) and Zero Moment Point (ZMP) will be changed in order to keep balanced. In this paper, we propose the method for
keeping the statical balance with or without unknown external forces. And the CoM is modified for positioning the real ZMP
to the desired ZMP. The proposed method is verified by experiments.
1

★ Sensors and ActuatorsⅠ<TA2, Nov. 25, 09:00~10:00, Room #2(M202-3)>
TA2-1 (09:00~09:15)

Biomechanical Study of the Cupula in the Vestibular System aimed at Prototyping a New Generation of
Sensor: Further Results
Gaetano Ciaravella, Bum Jae You, Sang Rok Oh
KIST, KOREA
The paper introduces further biomechanical studies on the cupula of the Semicircular Canals in human vestibular system.
Starting from anatomical, morphological and physiological background, the aim of these non linear simulations is directed to
deeply understand the behavior of the vestibular system in order to fabricate new biomimetic sensors. In order to achieve the
above mentioned aims, CAD model, non linear FEM analysis and modal analysis have been conducted. The model and the
simulation take in account biological parameters and investigate the characteristics of the system comparing with the biological
one. Starting from biological comparisons some assumptions have been done such as poisson ratio and symmetry of the part
investigated. Finally the results highlight the non linear behavior of the model generated and provide the reader with
meaningful data for create a sensor that can mimic in shape, dimension and transduction one part of the vestibular system.
TA2-2 (09:15~09:30)

Unobstructed Assessment of Walking Gait Using a Mobile Force Plate and Three-dimensional Motion Analysis
System
Tao Liu1, Yoshio Inoue1, Kyoko Shibata1, Kouzou Shiojima2
1
Kochi University, JAPAN, 2TEC GIHAN Co., LTD., JAPAN
In order to implement an unobstructed assessment of walking gait, we proposed a mobile force plate and three-dimensional
motion analysis system (M3D) to measure triaxial ground reaction forces (GRF) and three-dimensional orientations of feet. To
test accuracy of the new measurement system, verification experiments by using reference measurements of a commercially
available measurement system were performed in a gait laboratory, where a stationary force plate and a motion capture system
based on high-speed cameras are provided to analyze human movements. Experiment results supported that the developed
system can be used to measure triaxial GRF with an acceptable precision during successive walking gait. An application trial
was implemented to quantitatively analyze normal gaits and paralysis gaits using the M3D. Some quantitative differences
between the gaits were analyzed based on results of three components of GRF and medial-lateral directional angular flexions
of the feet.
TA2-3(09:30~09:45)

Texture Recognition using Single Pin Tactile Interface
Xianming Ye, Hyungpil Moon, Hyouk Ryeol Choi
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA
Accurate replications of tactile textures are difficult under the current technology. This paper presents an encoding method
based on the local maxima of the surface height map. Tactile stimuli are generated according to the heights of local maxima.
A tactile interface with one contact pin driven by a step-motor is developed to display the encoded textures. The results of
perceptual blind tests show that fine textures and coarse textures can be discriminated based on the amplitudes of tactile
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stimuli.
TA2-4 (09:45~10:00)

Introducing “Hokuyo Korea” and New Line-Up of SOKUIKI Sensor
Hirohiko Kawata, Kim Kyu Ho, Akihisa Kadowaki
Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd., JAPAN
Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd. (Hokuyo) is the only one manufacturer of “SOKUIKI” Sensors (Laser Ranger Finders) for
robotics. Hokuyo has already shipped several types of SOKUIKI sensors called “URG Series”. Currently we are preparing to
release few more new models. In this paper we present these new models. In addition, Hokuyo Korea Co., Ltd. which was
established as the first foreign subsidiary company on January 21, 2010 is also introduced.

★ Network-based Robotics <TA3, Nov. 25, 09:00~10:00, Room #3(M202-4)>
TA3-1 (09:00~09:15)

Decentralized Adaptive Flocking in Three Dimensional Space
Yasuhiro Nishimura, Geunho Lee, Nak Young Chong
JAIST, JAPAN
This paper addresses a decentralized flocking problem for robot swarms that control how they autonomously navigate in an
unknown environment in three dimensional space. From the observation of the swimming behavior of a school of fish, we
propose an adaptive flocking algorithm composed of three flocking control functions: maintenance, partition, and unification.
Specifically, this adaptive flocking is based on the geometric local interaction between four neighboring robots forming a
regular tetrahedron. According to environmental conditions, the swarm can be divided or split into multiple smaller swarms
and/or re-unified into one while maintaining the local formation with each other. Assuming that robots within the limited
sensing range are not allowed to have individual identification numbers, pre-determined leader, and direct communications to
each other, we verify the validity of the proposed algorithm by computer simulations.
TA3-2 (09:15~09:30)

Cooperative Grasp System for Network-based Humanoids
Kyungkoo Kim, Hyoungnyoun Kim, Inkyu Han, Shin-Jung Kim, Bum-Jae You, Ji-Hyung Park
KIST, KOREA
Service robots have been successfully developed to assist people in various ways, but they are still restricted in the types of
tasks they can perform because of the complexity of the services they need to provide and their functional limitations.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a cooperative system with the ability to provide complex services via network-based
multiple robots. Specifically, we’re interested in object grasping for manipulation tasks. We use two different types of robots
to accomplish the task of grasping. Our cooperative grasp system integrates the operations of multiple robots and completes
the task effectively. Experimental results demonstrate that our two humanoid robots can collaborate and grasp various objects
in a real world environment.
TA3-3 (09:30~09:45)

Novel Method of Remote Robot Control System based on Smart Phone
Young-Su Cha, Eun-Ho Seo, Doik Kim, Bum-Jae You
KIST, KOREA
In this paper, we realize the remote robot control system using the smart phone. The remote control system is located in the
smart phone and controls robot motions at the outside by Bluetooth. The important point of the system is that the robot does
not has the main computer with control algorithms but has only small size motor controller board for operating the motor of
a joint. Alternatively, the smart phone includes the function of the main computer. It makes the robot lighter, smaller, and
cheaper. The smart phone is to execute periodic control feedback of joint angles as a main controller. We call the main
controller Robot Motion Interface System. Also, this system includes user interface program. We adapt our remote robot
control system to the operation of robot hands with three joints. based
TA3-4 (09:45~10:00)

Network-based Distributed Architecture for Unmanned Autonomous Forklift
Young-Hun Song1, Jee-Hun Park1, Suk Lee1, Kyung-Chang Lee2
1
Pusan National University, KOREA, 2Pukyong National University, KOREA
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Unmanned forklifts have a great potential to enhance the productivity of material handling in various applications because
these forklifts can pick up and deliver loads without an operator and any fixed guide. There are, however, many technical
difficulties in developing such forklifts including localization, map building, sensor fusion, control, and so on. Implementation,
which is often neglected, is one of the practical issues in developing such an autonomous device. This is because the system
requires numerous sensors, actuators, and controllers that need to be connected with each other, and the number of
connections grows very rapidly as the number of devices grows. Another requirement on the integration is that the system
should allow changes in the system design so that modification and addition of system components can be accommodated
without too much effort. This paper presents a network-based distributed approach where system components are connected to
a shared CAN network, and control functions are divided into small tasks that are distributed over a number of
microcontrollers with a limited computing capacity.

★ Robot VisionⅠ<TA4, Nov. 25, 09:00~10:00, Room #4(M202-5)>
TA4-1 (09:00~09:15)

Hardware Implementation of a Census-based Stereo Vision for Real Environment
Jiho Chang, Sung-Min Choi, Eul-Gyoon Lim, Jaeil Cho, Dae-Hwan Hwang
ETRI, KOREA
The real-time stereo vision requires a high computational performance. Therefore it is very hard to implement on an
embedded system without supporting hardware. In this paper, we developed the stereo vision system using S3C6410 and
virtex-5 FPGA this makes it possible to transmit the compressed images. The stereo vision IP is based on trellis dynamic
programming structure using the Census Transform cost function on the intensity data. And this IP includes the pre-processing
part for the rectification and post-processing for reduction of noise. the stereo vision IP is implemented with HDL and
targeted Xilinx virtex-5 FPGA.
TA4-2 (09:15~09:30)

A Method for Terrain Classification using Variable Blocks
Seung-Youn Lee1, Dong-Min Kwak1, Chul-Jae Jang2
1
Agency for Defense Development, KOREA, 2Samsung Thales, KOREA
In this paper, we present a method for vision-based terrain cover classification using wavelet features which are based on
variable blocks. The algorithm is consists of following sequences. To classify given terrain, we acquire image from a CCD
sensor, then the image is divided into variable size of blocks according to their position in the image. From each block, we
extract features which reflect frequency band characteristics. Neural-Network classifier is used to classify the features. The
proposed method is compare with fixed size block based one and the results show that proposed method is better than the
other.
TA4-3 (09:30~09:45)

Autonomous Helicopter Aerial Imaging for Monitoring of Natural Reserves
Mahmoud Tarokh, David Pai, Paulo Merloti
San Diego State University, USA
The paper describes the use of an autonomous helicopter for imaging of natural reserves. The application of aerial imaging
to natural reserves is first discussed. An overview of the helicopter and its autonomy is given. A method is described to
correct (rectify) aerial images that are distorted due to helicopter rolling and pitching leading to non-vertical photography.
Measures are introduced for quantifying the distortion and results are provided for ground and flight helicopter tests to show
the improvements due to the proposed rectification.
TA4-4 (09:45~10:00)

A Preprocessing Method of Character in Natural Scene Images
Ji Eun Kim1, Ho-Sub Yoon2
1
UST-ETRI, KOREA, 2ETRI, KOREA
In this paper, we proposed a Preprocessing for the character recognition on sign at the subway station. Performance of
character recognition system has high dependency of feature extraction method in natural out door scene images. Features in
character are affected by illumination contrast, font and rotation various. In that reason, we proposed a feature extraction
method using color rate that can be adapt various font, illumination contrast and rotation at the subway station.
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★ Human-Robot InteractionⅠ <TB1, Nov. 25, 10:30~12:00, Room #1(M202-2)>
TB1-1 (10:30~10:45)

Interacting with Projector Robots: Direct or Remote?
Eun Kwon, Gerard J. Kim
Korea University, KOREA
Most current forms of Human Robot Interaction (HRI) require direct interaction/contact with the “robot,” often causing much
unexpected inconvenience and usability problems. We have previously proposed a new human robot interaction framework in
which users communicate with the robot through a projected display. In this paper, we compare two main methods to interact
with a projector robot: namely, (1) remotely using a cell phone based cursor control and (2) directly touching the projection
display surface. Our experiment has found, similarly to the case in the desktop computing, direct touch was mostly preferred
by the users.
TB1-2 (10:45~11:00)

Comparison of Leg-Detection Approaches with a Laser Range Finder for the Human Following of a Mobile Robot
Yoonkyu Yoo, Hoyeon Kim, Woojin Chung
Korea University, KOREA
The human-friendly navigation of mobile robots is a significant social and technological issue. In such navigation, the
detection of human legs is an important procedure. In this paper, we compared the performance of an algorithm using a single
Laser Range Finder (LRF) proposed in [1] with that of well-known feature extractions approaches, viz., Bounding Box and
Circle Fitting proposed in [2] by using the same laser scanned image.
TB1-3 (11:00~11:15)

Evaluating Social & Ubiquitous Human-Robot Interaction
Mauro Dragone, Thomas Holz, Antonella Sassu, G.M.P. O’are
University College Dublin, IRELAND
While many robotic initiatives now share the thesis that robots are a compelling instance of those artefacts which comprise
and deliver smart and ubiquitous environments, reconciling the social interface aspect with pervasiveness and ubiquity still
remains a largely unexplored area of research. We argue that specific studies must be carried out to explore possible
inconsistencies between the keystones of social humanrobot interaction and the new features exhibited by ubiquitous robots.
To this end, we conducted a pilot study to explore how the ubiquity of a robot’ sensing capabilities affects the unconscious
human perception of the robot as a social partner. Specifically, the experiment investigates whether people prefer a robot
exhibiting ubiquitous sensor access or a more traditional robot whose capabilities are confined to its on-board sensors. We
report qualitative results from the experiment and how results from the pilot study affect the design of the full-scale
experiment.
TB1-4 (11:15~11:30)

Effects of Social Relationships on People’s Acceptance of Robots : Using Forms of Language by Robots
Yunkyung Kim, Sonya S. Kwak, Myung-suk Kim
KAIST, KOREA
This study investigated the difference in the levels of people’s acceptance of robots by the types of social relationships
between humans and robots. In this study, social relationships between a robot and a person were categorized into four types
consisted of two in the horizontal of social relationship (intimacy dimension) and two in the vertical of social relationship
(status dimension). In dialogue between humans and robots, the types of social relationship were adjusted by forms of
language such as calling by name and speech styles. People’s acceptance of robots was measured by people’s comfortable
approach distance to the robot. Participants showed greater acceptance of a robot when the robot called them by their names.
In the case of speech style, participants accepted the robot which used honorific speech style without addressing them by their
name, while they accepted the robot which used familiar speech style with addressing them by their name. There was an
interaction effect between gender and calling by name.
TB1-5 (11:30~11:45)

Proposal of New Method for Installing the Heavy Material Using IMD (Intuitive Manipulation Device) Based
on Human-Robot Cooperation
Sungkyun Kang, Myeongsu Gil, Changsoo Han
Hanyang University, KOREA
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This study includes analysis of the pre-developed robot systems of contributed authors, and existing construction robot used
to install the material, and proposes the newly-designed intuitive robot control device for heavy construction material handling.
To do this, virtual coordinate scheme and mechanical design for instant device integration are applied. Finally, experimental
test is conducted to evaluate the performance of proposed system.
TB1-6 (11:45~12:00)

Statistical Indices for Inertial Properties of Haptic Devices
Yoonho Na1, Jongseok Won2, Jaeheung Park1
Seoul National University, KOREA, 2Eterne, KOREA
Surgical robotic systems are now getting great attention as one of the most promising applications among robotic systems. In
this system, a surgeon commands the robot’ motion and receives feedback through a master device/interface. Therefore, it is
of importance to understand the characteristics of the master device for designing and analyzing the master robot. In this
paper, statistical values for inertial properties of a haptic device are proposed as new indices for characteristics of a haptic
device as a master device for surgical robotic systems. Specifically, the effective mass and inertia in an expected workspace
are analyzed statistically to represent the inertial properties of haptic device. These numerical indices stand for overall
characteristic of effective mass/inertia in the workspace. Also, these indices can be used as criteria for control. As an example,
a redundancy control of a master device is demonstrated using one of the indices, the expected effective inertia, to provide
minimal effective inertia to the operator.
1

★ Sensors and ActuatorsⅡ <TB2, Nov. 25, 10:30~11:30, Room #2(M202-3)>
TB2-1 (10:30~10:45)

Initialization and Safety of Motion Control System Using a Magnetic Sensor
Jung-Han Kwak, Chul-Goo Kang
Konkuk University, KOREA
There are many technologies to enhance accuracy of robot. Initial positioning is prerequisite that must be solved first for exact
robot movement. This paper presents using a magnetic sensor for determination of the initial position in the system that are
composed of I/O board, AC servo, ball screw, motors etc. by making use of timer interrupt at real time operation system
LINUX/RTAI.
TB2-2 (10:45~11:00)

Pinpoint Wireless Power Transformation System using
Reflection Coefficient in Magnetic Resonance Coupling
Sousuke Nakamura, Ryo Koma, Shimon Ajisaka, Takehiro Imura, Hideki Hashimoto
University of Tokyo, JAPAN
In this paper, a highly-efficient wireless power transformation system for mobile targets using magnetic resonance coupling is
proposed. The impedance matching between the transmitter and power transfer target is required to realize a highly-efficient
power transformation. In case the target is mobile, impedance has to be variably tuned to perform the impedance matching.
In this paper, a novel impedance matching system variably tuning the impedance by changing the relative position between
the transmitter and target is proposed. The system is called “Pinpoint Wireless Power Transformation System”. In this paper,
details of the proposed system are introduced and utility consideration of the system is discussed through the simulation
results. Since the system is powerful in the power transformation for mobile targets, it may be used to charge various kinds
of devices such as home electronics, mobile phones, mobile robots and electric vehicles. In the future, it could be the basic
technology for an indoor and outdoor smart grid system.
TB2-3 (11:00~11:15)

Wireless Near-field Position Sensing System using Reflection Coefficient in Magnetic Resonance Coupling
Ryo Koma, Sousuke Nakamura, Shimon Ajisaka, Takehiro Imura, Hideki Hashimoto
University of Tokyo, JAPAN
In this paper, a novel position sensing system using the reflected power in magnetic resonance coupling is proposed. This is
an array system which is built using a number of minimum units. Each minimum unit is composed of four transmitters. If
the power reflection coefficient related to the receiver position, the receiver position could be easily calculated by adapting the
corresponding table of positions and power reflection coefficients. In this paper, an equivalent circuit of the model composed
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of the receiver and the transmitter is proposed and the basic equations are derived. And comparison of the equivalent circuit
model with electro-magnetic simulation result was done. Finally, from the equation and simulation results, the detectable area
using the minimum sensing unit is verified.
TB2-4 (11:15~11:35)

Extraction of Calibrated Distance Data from Multi-Echo Signals of Direct Time-Of-Flight (TOF) based LIDAR
Satoshi Yamamoto1, Hirohiko Kawata1, Toshihiro Mori1, Shin’chi Yuta2
1
Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd., JAPAN, 2University of Tsukuba, JAPAN
SOKUIKI sensors emit a beam of laser towards the surrounding objects. The reflected laser beam is used for distance
measurement. Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) were developed to measure the distance based on both
phase-shift and time-of-flight (TOF) methods. This paper describes the later. Multi-echo signal processing method is possible
for TOF method which is essential for outdoor application. The earlier developed ASIC could not process piled echoes but
the newly developed ASIC is able to process multi-echo signals. However, the test result shows that the distance obtained
from multi-echo signal processing was inaccurate. This paper describes an experimental methodology in order to overcome
this shortcoming.

★ Video I <TBV, Nov. 25, 10:30~11:42, Room #3(M202-4)>
TBV-1 (10:30~10:38)

Input Shaping Experimental Apparatus
Chul-Goo Kang, Jung-Han Kwak
Konkuk University, KOREA
Suppressing residual vibrations of flexible material handling operations is an important issue to increase productivity of
automated factory using industrial robots. In this paper, we demonstrate residual vibration reduction due to input shaping
technique that is applied to a mechanical system. Also we demonstrate an experimental apparatus that can be used for
education purpose of input shaping control.
TBV-2 (10:38~10:46)

Toward Foldable Robot Actuated by SMA Torsional Spring Actuator
Je-sung Koh, Jung-hoon Lim, Kyu-jin Cho
Seoul National University, KOREA
In this video, we describe design and fabrication of active foldable structures. This structure can be used as mechanical
elements of a foldable robot. The foldable structure converts its body frame from compact folded state into larger functional
state. The foldable structures consist of composite links, flexure joints and SMA torsional spring actuators. In the field of
millimeter scale robot research, combination of composite links and flexure joint linkage structures have many advantages in
terms of weight, robustness and fabrication. As artificial muscle actuator, SMA is widely used because of its biocompatibility
and high energy density. In the last decade or so, SMA actuator is used in spring form. It has large stoke and force compared
with other smart actuators. But it is not suitable to foldable structures, because the actuator itself prevent links from folding
180 degree. A novel SMA torsional spring actuator has been developed to enable two adjacent segments to be folded 180
degree. This structure seems like automatic folding paper. This element can be applied to active deployable structures.
TBV-3 (10:46~10:54)

Implementation of a 3 DOF Robotic Lamp Using a Ubiquitous Sensor Network
Yun-Seok Lee, Jong-Tae Seo, Dae-Keun Yoon, Byung-Ju Yi
Hanyang University, KOREA
Most lamp units at ceilings, walls, and streets are static and no automatic motion capabilities are available at all to adjust
lamp tilting angles and its zooming position. In the robotic lamp, three motors are placed at the base frame to control two
tilting angles and one-DOF zoom motion for a localized light. And ubiquitous sensors installed at environment are used to
detect the location of the human body. A test room equipped with nine PIR sensors, a Zigbee, and one robotic lamp was
developed. The performance of this device was verified through experiment.
TBV-4 (10:54~11:02)

Virtual Collaboration Arena (VirCA)
Péter Galambos1,2, Barna Reskó1, István Marcel Fülöp1,2, Péter Baranyi1,2
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1

HAS, Hungary, 2Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
In this paper the brief content of the video presentation “irtual Collaboration Arena (VirCA)”is reviewed. VirCA1 is a loosely
coupled modular, 3D Internet based interactive virtual environment for ambient control of robots and other hardware or
software equipments. In this video clip, features of VirCA is demonstrated via example scenarios.
TBV-5 (11:02~11:10)

Vision based Aircraft Detection for Collision Avoidance System
Jeong-ho Kim, Jong-hun Kim, Kyum-rae Cho, Dae-woo Lee
Pusan National. University, KOREA
While operating a UAV or UAVs, the aircraft may collision with a commercial aircraft with unknown information.Thus
aircraft detection algorithm is required. For detection, we use the morphological filter, dynamic programming and shape
descriptor based SVM. At first, morphological filter amplitudes the target from the background. But still target is hard to be
extracted. Dynamic programming is robust for detecting the low signal noise ratio object in this situation. After detection, the
shape descriptor generates the target into a 19-dimensional vector and SVM classifier separates a group of the target using
this vector. Using this algorithm we candetect the low signal ratio object and can classify the object more accurately. In other
words, sensitivity of the algorithm is increased and rate of false alarm is decreased by this algorithm.
TBV-6 (11:10~11:18)

Ceiling Vision Based Autonomous Navigation of a Mobile Robot using Hybrid Visual Features in a Large
Indoor Environment
Jungwon Kang1, Myung Jin Chung1, Seok Won Bang2, Christopher G. Atkeson2, Youngjin Hong3, Jinho Suh3, Jungwoo Lee3
KAIST, KOREA, 2Carnegie Mellon University, USA, 3POSTECH, KOREA
This paper describes the research results on an indoor robot navigation system using visual features extracted from ceiling
images of a large building environment. To reduce the cost and complexity of the system, we developed a single
camera-based system that utilizes ceiling images acquired from a camera installed to point upwards. To make the operation
reliable, we proposed a method using hybrid visual features which include natural features in a natural scene and artificial
features observable in an infrared ray domain.
Compared with works utilizing only infrared based features [1], our method reduced the required number of artificial features
as we exploit both natural and artificial features. In addition, compared with works using only natural scene [2], our method
has an advantage in the convergence speed and robustness as an observation of an artificial feature provides a crucial clue
for robot pose estimation. In an experiment with challenging situations in a real environment, our method was performed
impressively in terms of the robustness and accuracy. To our knowledge, our method is the first ceiling vision based
navigation method using features from both visible and infrared rays domains. Our system can be easily utilized with a
variety of service robot applications in a large indoor environment.
1

TBV-7 (11:18~11:26)

Development of Pipeline Inspection Robot with a Large Folding Range
Young-Sik Kwon, Jung-Min Han, Byung-Ju Yi
Hanyang University, KOREA
In this paper a pipeline inspection robot with wide a large folding range. It can be used for inspection of pipelines with
40mm-70mm diameter. The new wheel chain mechanism is foldable by using a new torsion spring and its backbone. Validity
of this new foldable wheel chain mechanism is proved through dynamic simulation using a commercial dynamic simulation
program. Furthermore, the performance was proved by experimentation at the test bed, followed by a field test at an old
apartment.
TBV-8 (11:26~11:34)

Scenario-oriented Plan Recognition using Probabilistic Reasoning in a Sensor Network
Byoungjun Chung, Gi Hyun Lim, Il Hong Suh
Hanyang University, KOREA
We define Scenario-oriented Plan (SoP) as a plan model where a plan is expected or unexpected in each step of a service
scenario. This paper proposes scenario-oriented plan recognition method by probabilistic reasoning using Hidden Markov
Model (HMM). A system using our approach can immediately recognize a plan by HMM reasoning on the observation
sequences from the sensor network.
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TBV-9 (11:34~11:42)

Intelligent Robot POMI
Youngwoo Yoon, Woo-han Yun, Hosub Yoon, Jaehong Kim
ETRI, KOREA
Intelligent robot POMI is designed for home entertainment and intelligent services. The robot has vision and audio recognition
functions, so he recognizes users’ faces and voices, recognizes voice commands, localizes a direction of sound, and follows
a human body.

★ Robot Control and Visoin System <TB4, Nov. 25, 10:30~12:00, Room #4(M202-5)>
TB4-1 (10:30~10:45)

Adaptive Fuzzy Knowledge Based Controller for Autonomous Robot Motion Control
MBAITIGA Zacharie
Okinawa National College of Technology, JAPAN
This paper discusses the adaptive fuzzy knowledge controller for robot motion control in indoor environment. The proposed
method consists of two components: the process monitor that detects changes in the process characteristics and the adaptation
mechanism that uses information passed to it by the process monitor to update the controller parameters. Experimental
evaluation has been done in a room and in a hall, which prove the merit of the proposed method.
TB4-2 (10:45~11:00)

Human Detection Security Guard Robot using Gaussian Distribution Histogram
MBAITIGA Zacharie
Okinawa National College of Technology, JAPAN
Research into human detection in the images offers research opportunities that will challenge scientists and engineers for years
to come. In this paper a human detection for security guard robot is described. The RGB color histogram is converted to HSV
color histogram using Gaussian distribution. Next the bell-shape curve of the Gaussian distribution is used to calculate the
detection probability between the standard deviation. Performance evaluation have been tested on real-world image sequences
and found to be robust.
TB4-3 (11:00~11:15)

Optimal Feature Subset Selection for Urban Scenes Understanding
A. Vavilin, M-H. Le, K-H. Jo
University of Ulsan, KOREA
This paper propose a simple method for selecting an optimal feature subset for the urban scene understanding. Urban scene
could be divided into three semantic levels: subordinate, basic and superordinate. Each semantic level contains objects of
different classes which could be described as an N-dimensional vector. The proposed algorithm use both appearance and
contextual properties for feature selection. Algorithm takes into account physical properties of objects (texture information,
contrast, geometrical size etc), contextual information, and relations between semantic levels. Training process consists of a
three steps. On a first step we use a combination of genetic algorithm and a C-mean clustering to find the subclasses and
select descriptive features. Then classes are analyzed in pairs in order to select the features that maximize the difference
between classes. Finally, contextual analysis is applied in order to find dependences in appearance of different classes.
TB4-4 (11:15~11:30)

Interpretation of Circular Features in Perspective Transformation and Its Application to Elevator Button
Recognition
Heon-Hui Kim, Kwang-Hyun Park
Kwangwoon University, KOREA
This paper deals with circular features in projective transformation. Although circular features have useful invariant properties
against projective transformation, a projection of circle includes potential errors such centroid error. We therefore analyze a
circle in 3D space, and especially define a set of special features that can be useful for object detection/recognition. As an
application example based on the features, we apply it to an elevator button recognition problem, and show the effectiveness
of the features through several experiments.
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TB4-5 (11:30~11:45)

Curve Road Detection by Combining Texture and Spline Models
My-Ha Le, Andrey Vavilin, Danilo Cáeres Hernádez, Kang-Hyun Jo
University of Ulsan, KOREA
Road detection is one of important process applied for outdoor service Robot or intelligent transport system. In this paper, we
propose a method for recognition curve road in outdoor scene. This method is combined texture features and geometric
feature: Spline model for description curve road boundary. First, road region patches in acquired image are recognized by
using probability model which is learned from training image set. Second, road shapes are described to eliminate
misrecognition region after taking image morphology from segmented road region. This method was simulated and evaluated
on real image dataset to test the effect.

★ Human-Robot InteractionⅡ <TC1, Nov. 25, 15:20~16:20, Room #1(M202-2)>
TC1-1 (15:20~15:35)

Multiple Person Event Detection for Human-Robot Interaction
Miyoung Cho, Yeongsook Jeong
ETRI, KOREA
Event detection is an important and challenging in automatic human activity understanding for HRI. Yet, most current work
in event detection rooted in single person detections. Template-based matching method, it suffers from variability in how
different people perform the same action. Especially, in multiple person detection like a ‘Hand Shake’, ‘Hug person’, it’s hard
to detect because of change of spatial information(location, distance and so on). In this paper, we focus on parts-based
multiple person event detection using pictorial structure.
TC1-2 (15:35~15:50)

The Combined UKF Method for Real-time Human Pose Estimation
Yung-Ho Seo, Gang-Yeop Na, Chil-Woo Lee
Chonnam National University, KOREA
In this paper, we propose the efficient method for human pose estimation in real-time performance. Conventional methods for
recovering many articulated joints of human body are required many calculations for solving the optimal solution and can fall
in traps made of local minima. To overcome these problems, we combine the UKF as a tool for optimal estimation with the
numerical inverse kinematics. Through we use the solution of the numerical inverse kinematics as a system input, we can
avoid the divergence of UKF. In order to estimate the 3D human pose, we use the multiple images with calibrated camera.
Our experimental results show that the proposed method converges faster than the numerical inverse kinematics for the global
minimum of the inverse kinematcs. Also, proposed method complements the defect of numerical inverse kinematics such as
a computational complexity and an accuracy of estimation.
TC1-3 (15:50~16:05)

Human Body Tracking using Only Color Features based on Statistical Framework
Woo-han Yun, Dohyung Kim, Jaeyeon Lee, Daehwan Hwang
ETRI, KOREA
This paper presents an object tracking system, especially human body, using only color features based on statistical
framework. In the proposed system, the color image acquired from the camera is used as the only one clue to track the target
object. The efficient features were extracted from the image and used as observations of the statistical framework consist of
the particle filter and mean shift algorithm. The system is tested using the movie clips acquired under the unconstrained
environment including moving camera and background, illumination variation, and several distance from a camera to the
object.
TC1-4 (16:05~16:20)

Gait-based Human Identification using Scores Fusion
Sungjun Hong, Heesung Lee, Byunyun Lee, Euntai Kim
Yonsei University, KOREA
In this paper, a gait-base human identification system adopting score-level fusion is proposed. The gait sequence obtained
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from a video camera is partitioned into multiple gait cycles selecting key frames summarizing a single stride. After gait cycle
partitioning, the gait energy image (GEI) is extracted from each complete gait cycle as a gait feature. To identify individual,
the similarity distances are fused using various score-level fusion rules. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed method,
the SOTON gait databases are used to evaluate the recognition performance.

★ Sensors and ActuatorsⅢ <TC2, Nov. 25, 15:20~16:05, Room #2(M202-3)>
TC2-1 (15:20~15:35)

Transmitter Design of Human Position Estimation System using Electric Field Resonance Coupling
Shimon Ajisaka, Sousuke Nakamura, Ryo Koma, Hideki Hashimoto
University Tokyo, JAPAN
Today in terms of security and caring, more various and robust information system about human existence in indoor
environment (ex. rooms, buildings) are needed [3-6]. Especially, human position estimation system in such kinds of spaces is
basic. To estimate human position, we focused on electric field resonance coupling [1-2]. By using electric field resonance
coupling (EFRC), we can make a human position estimation system which has no tags and wider sensing area than previous
position sensing systems using only pure electric field coupling. In this paper, to design an optimal transmitter using electric
field resonance coupling, effects of changing the size and resonance of transmitters are validated by simulation. As a result,
a more effective design of transmitter is shown.
TC2-2 (15:35~15:50)

Remote Educational System Based On the Virtual Instrument Server Technique
D.V. Popov, S.J. Choi
Korea University of Technology and Education, KOREA
Computer-based learning with the access to World Wide Web has become a fundamental base for adopting beneficial
education. It provides significant facilities such as animation and interactive processes that are not possible with textbooks.
Web/Internet-enabled applications which is fully controlled and monitored from remote locations are extensively used by a
number of Universities, national laboratories and companies for different kinds of applications all over the world. Continuous
advances in computers and electronics coupled with drooping prices of hardware have made Web/Internet-based technologies
less costly than before, particularly for educational organizations. Thus, it is more affordable to invest in these technologies
that are essential for both expanding education over Web and further improving and advancing such technologies. The
application of remote virtual instruments will be demonstrated in this context along with experiments that can be adopted to
be educational experimental lab for Engineering Education students.
TC2-3 (15:50~16:05)

Development of a Proximity Sensor Prototype Capable of Translating and Rotating Motions
Nobuya Kawasaki, Geunho Lee, Masamichi Maruo, Nak Young Chong
JAIST, JAPAN
This paper introduces practical design and hardware implementation issues of a proximity sensor prototype capable of
translating and rotating motions. Through the proposed sensor prototype, we aim at enabling a robot to to recognize the
geometric surfaces of various objects. For the purpose, an observation control scheme based on the proposed sensor prototype
is developed to enhance the object shape recognition capability. This paper provides a detailed presentation on 1) how to
realize the sensor prototype and integrate it with a mobile robot and 2) how to detect objects and to identify their geometric
shapes. The functionality of the proposed sensor prototype mounted on a mobile robot and the effectiveness of the observation
scheme are verified through extensive experiments.

★ Medical Robot and Robotics Agents <TC3, Nov. 25, 15:20~16:20, Room #3(M202-4)>
TC3-1 (15:20~15:35)

3-D Reconstruction Using a Touch Sensor for Mouse Stereotactic Surgery in Unstructured Environment
Sin-Jung Kim, Keehoon Kim, Sungon Lee, Bum-Jae You, Sang-Rok Oh
KIST, KOREA
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This paper addresses the three dimensional reconstruction method to identify pose and landmarks (here, bregma and lambda
points) of a mouse skull for accurate placement of electrodes at clinically pre-determined brain cells during stereotactic
surgery. Though the surgery is a widely used technique to investigate the function of brain of animals alive, the success rate
(accuracy of placing electrodes) is still poor (30 to 40 percent). Our goal is to provide an accurate electrode positioning
human-robot interface to improve the success rate of the surgery. In this paper, a new three dimensional reconstruction
method using a touch sensor in unstructured environment is presented. The accuracy (≤12μm) of the proposed method is
verified via experiments.
TC3-2 (15:35~15:50)

Towards the Solution of the Chemical Plume Tracing Problem: Extraction of Elementary Behavioral Components
in an Insect
Atsushi Takashima1, Ryo Minegishi2, Stephan Shuichi Haupt2, Daisuke Kurabayashi1, Ryohei Kanzaki2
Tokyo Institute of Technology, JAPAN, 2The University of Tokyo, JAPAN
Localizing an odor source, known as the chemical plume tracing (CPT) problem is a difficult technical problem, that many
animals are able to solve. Thus, understanding the strategies used by such animals is a promising approach. We focused on
analyzing the pheromone source localization strategy of the silkworm moth, Bombyx mori. The main advantage of this model
system is the virtual absence of noise in pheromone orientation that allows the acquisition of clear input-output relations. The
responses of moths to pheromone consist of a distinctive series of movements that can be considered to be elementary
building blocks. Using a behavior classifier based on Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), we have been able to reliably isolate the
initial movement phase following reception of a pheromone stimulus from experimental data. Our SOM can thus be used as
an estimator for stimulus timings. The SOM approach will be developed further for classifying other behavioral elements and
merged with information from studies identifying neural mechanisms in the brain that are controlling pheromone source
localization behavior in the silkworm moth.
1

TC3-3 (15:50~16:05)

Crawling Robot Design Mimicking C. Elegans
Hyunwoo Yuk, Jennifer H. Shin, Sungho Jo
KAIST, KOREA
This paper describes a design of a simple small-sized crawling robot based on thermal SMA actuators, mimicking the the
motion mechanism and biological structure of Caenorgabditis elegans (C. elegans). Thermal SMA is selected as an actuator
due to the similarities in the properties to those of C. elegans muscle. A 12 body segment robot is designed to generate
undulating motion based on C. elegans motion mechanism and anatomy. Each body unit consists of a pair of SMA actuators
and serially connected by rigid links with the embedded motion control circuit. Simple binary operation-based motion control
mechanism is developed and implemented using microcontroller. The feasibility of proposed robot design and control is
evaluated through experiment with a three segment prototype.
TC3-4 (16:05~16:20)

Intelligent Robotic Security System
Mahmoud Tarokh, Minjuan Wang
San Diego State University, U.S.A
The paper proposes a fuzzy logic decision making system for security robots that deals with multiple tasks with dynamically
changing scene. The tasks consist of patrolling the environment, inspecting for missing items, chasing and disabling intruders,
and guarding the area. The decision making considers robot limitations, as well as cooperation among robots to complete the
mission. Each robot agent makes its own decision based on its internal information as well as information broadcast to it by
other robots about events such as intruder sighting.

★ Robot VisionⅡ <TC4, Nov. 25, 15:20~16:20, Room #4(M202-5)>
TC4-1 (15:20~15:35)

Object Class Detection using Shape-Based Feature Descriptors
Dong Hwan Kim, Sung-Kee Park
KIST, KOREA
This paper presents a new object class detection technique using shape-based feature descriptors. We develop our algorithm
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based on the affine category shape model, which is a graph model consists of interconnected nodes of which geometric
interactions are modeled with pairwise potentials between nodes. Since colors or texture components of objects can be
different one another in an object class, we have a focus on shape information of objects for our feature descriptors.
Especially, we employ relative geometric relationship of features, which makes our algorithm invariant to translation and
in-plane rotation and robust to affine transformation. Experimental results on object category database show that the proposed
algorithm is robust to pose variation of objects and provides good detection performance.
TC4-2 (15:35~15:50)

A Pixel-wise Tracking Algorithm using Stereo Camera
Yiqiang Qi, Haiyuan Wu
Wakayama University, JAPAN
In this paper, we propose an object-tracking algorithm named extended K-means tracker. K-means tracker tracks unstably in
a scene that a search area mixed by background pixels which have a similar to target pixels. Our algorithm solves that
problem by extending the 5D feature space to 6D feature space, by adding the depth information of pixels. However, it is
a large computational cost to measure the depth information of all pixels in an input image. To make the object tracking can
work in video-rate, we design multi-ROI (Regions Of Interesting) dynamically to reduce the computational cost while
maintaining stability. The effectiveness of the proposal algorithm was confirmed from comparison experiments.
TC4-3 (15:50~16:05)

A New Skin Color Tracking Method Using an Oscillatory Neural Network Model for Moving Pictures
Yong-Won Hwang1, Sang-Rok Oh1, Bum-Jae You1, Ji-Yong Lee1, Mun-Ho Jeong2, Mignon Park3
1
Korea Institute of Science and Technology, KOREA, 2KwangWoon University, KOREA, 3Yonsei University, KOREA
This paper proposes a real-time face detection and tracking system that uses neural oscillators which can be applied to access
regulation system or control systems of user authentication as well as a new algorithm. The system that is suggested in this
paper can broadly be broken into two stages of process. The first stage is the process of face extraction, which involves the
acquisition of real-time RGB24bit color video delivering with the use of a cheap webcam. Face detection method using
LEGION algorithm. Skin color is extracted by changing into color model on the basis of YCrCb and through the process
operating segmentation to the extracted skin color area, face area is extracted as well. The second stage is a method for face
tracking by discovering the leader neuron that has the greatest connection strength amongst neighbor neurons of extracted face
area. Along with the suggested method, the necessary elements of face tracking, stability as well as scale problems could be
resolved.
TC4-4 (16:05~16:20)

Active-Beacon-Based Vision-Tracking System for Mobile Robot Applications
Changhun Lee1, Jaehong Park1, Wonsang Hwang1, Hyun-il Kwon1, Tae-il Kim1, Muhammad Muneeb Shaikh1,
Kwang-soo Kim2, Dong-il “Dan” Cho1
1
Seoul National University, KOREA, 2Hanbat National University, KOREA
This paper presents an active-beacon-based vision-tracking system for mobile robot applications. To track and monitor a target
continuously, it is important to fix the sight of the camera on the target while the robot is moving. The proposed
vision-tracking system calculates the rotation angle of the camera using an active beacon set and makes the camera turn
toward the selected target. The proposed system tracks the target based on the robot position and orientation information
which are estimated by the active beacons. The active beacons provide the absolute position information of the robot and do
not have the error accumulation problem. Target tracking performance is evaluated as tracking success rate in linear motion,
rotating motion, combination of linear and rotating motion, slip motion, and during obstruction in line-of-sight. The
experimental results show that tracking success rate are more than 93 % for above motion scenarios. The results demonstrate
that the proposed vision-tracking system can track the target successfully for various robot motions and environments.

★ Video II <TDV, Nov. 25, 16:50~17:38, Room #1(M202-2)>
TDV-1 (16:50~16:58)

Docent Robot Using Magnetic Guidance
Bong-Woo Kwak1, Young-Jae Ryoo1, Hyun-Rok Cha2, Dae-Yeong Im2
Mokpo National University, KOREA, 2KITECH, KOREA

1
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In this paper, a docent robot that can be used in museums and artistic exhibitions is presented. The developed docent robot
using a MPS(Magnetic Position Sensor) is moved along the path consisting of magnetic wire. Also the docent robot is
equipped with a RFID reader recognizing the RFID tags one the mobile path for the current position description, or describing
the works of art. To verify the usefulness of the docent robot, an environment and exhibition are established. The video
shows the excellent performance inspired a docent.
TDV-2 (16:58~17:06)

The Development of the Remote Operation System(ROS) for the Dog-Horse Robot System
BeomSu Seo1, Jun Kim2, Kyeong Ho Lee1, Joong Bae Kim1, Sung Hoon Kim1
1
ETRI, KOREA, 2ADD, KOREA
During the last three years, ADD(Agency for Defense Development) has developed Dog-Horse Robot System for the purpose
of facility surveillance and reconnaissance. It divides into two sub systems; the robot and command & control vehicle(C2V)
where ETRI has involved. In last September, the first phase of this project has been closed and the second for the next three
years has started. In this paper, we would like to introduce the concept and result of ROS which is set up into C2V so as
to control the robots.
TDV-3 (17:06~17:14)

Unmanned Driving of Robotic Vehicle (Robicle) Using Relative Self-Localization
Yong-Jun Lee, Young-Jae Ryoo
Mokpo National University, KOREA
In this paper, proposed unmanned driving of robotic vehicle using relative self-localization. It unmanned driving system using
magnetic wire set the surface of roadway pavement. In this system is an important magnetic marker position sensing and
identification of robotic vehicle location. But, Magnetic-based unmanned driving system has problem that is not driving
without measuring magnetic field. So, We are apply relative self-localization to magnetic-based unmanned driving system.
TDV-4 (17:14~17:22)

Development of an Android for a Performance
Dong-Wook Lee, Dongwon Che, Duk-Yeon Lee, Jun-Young Joung, Hyunsub Park, Ho-Gil Lee
KITECH, KOREA
In this video, we introduce our android, EveR-3 and show its activities as a robot actress. EveR-3 is a robot platform to
implement and test emotional expressions and human interaction. Also it takes a role as an alternation of human in art and
culture. Last year, to verify our robot as a platform applied to a performing art and culture, it appeared on the stages such
as musical performance, play and fashion show.
TDV-5 (17:22~17:30)

PDA-based interactive HMI device for service robotic system
Trung L. Ngo, Yosuke Tsukumori, Makoto Mizukawa
Shibaura Institute of Technology, JAPAN
This paper presents the design and development of our new human-robot interfacing device, the Ubiquitous User
Communicator version 2 (UUC2). UUC2 was developed to support the interface between human users and service robotic
system in daily living environment. Operating in multi-sensor intelligent space, our UUC2 device demonstrates highlighted
features such as real-time environment map display based on user’ position and heading, event notification and object-based
service activation.
TDV-6 (17:30~17:38)

Networked Control of SCARA Robots for Sensor-integrated Assembly
Yongjin (James) Kwon
Ajou University, KOREA
This paper addresses the fundamental problems in robotic work controls when the robots and associated equipment are
controlled from a set of preprogrammed work instructions. A conventional control approach for industrial robots has been
based on the user defined programs. As a result, robots are blindly following the predefined sequence of operations. Even
with the addition of sensing devices and other safety sensors, industrial robots are not as smart as we might have hoped. The
ultimate goal of this study is to develop a completely new way of endowing industrial robots advanced intelligence, which
is expected to be very different than any previously utilized methodologies.
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★ Navigation / Localization I <TD2, Nov. 25, 16:50~18:05, Room #2(M202-3)>
TD2-1 (16:50~17:05)

A Semiautomatic RFID-based Device to Update Object Position
Sun-Hong Park, Shuji Hashimoto
Waseda University, JAPAN
This paper describes a prototype of an RFID-based device for the acquisition of an object’ position and to update that
information in a database. The proposed device consists of mainly two parts; an RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) system
to acquire location information in an indoor environment by detecting passive RFID tags and a communication system which
transmits the detected RFID information to the database using Bluetooth. We conducted an unmanned navigation experiment
under two conditions; with object position changes and without, a main application of our device. As a result, the robot was
able to correctly navigate without collision based on the updated RFID information.
TD2-2 (17:05~17:20)

Visual Features Based Navigation Method for Mobile Robots
Fairul Azni Jafar1, Yuki Tateno1, Toshitaka Tabata1, Kazutaka Yokota1, Yasunori Suzuki2
1
Utsunomiya University, JAPAN, 2Toyota Motor Corp. Ltd., JAPAN
This paper presents a robust navigation method that enables an autonomous mobile robot to identify its own position and
orientation while navigating towards a given destination. The method is based on features data provided through an image
captured by a single camera, which is trained by a neural network. No precise and accurate measurement is used in the
proposed navigation method.
TD2-3 (17:20~17:35)

Collision Detection Algorithm to Distinguish between Intended Contact and Unexpected Collision
Joon-Hong Kim, Young-Loul Kim, Jae-Bok Song
Korea University, KOREA
When a robot directly interacts with a human, human safety becomes the most important issue. Thus, several safety strategies
have been proposed so far, including collision detection algorithms using joint torque sensors. Most conventional collision
detection algorithms are based on the measurement of the external torque which is caused by a collision. Once a manipulator
detects the external torque acting on it, it makes proper responses to minimize the effect of this torque. However, this type
of scheme causes the manipulator to make unnecessary responses even against human’ intentional contacts with the
manipulator. In this paper, we propose a novel collision detection algorithm based on the rate of change of external torque.
Because unexpected collision usually leads to a rapid increase of the external joint torque, the manipulator can distinguish
between intended contact and unexpected collision through the analysis of a torque sensor signal. A series of simulations and
experiments show that the proposed scheme works well for various situations.
TD2-4 (17:35~17:50)

Stabilization of a Two Wheeled Mobile Robot System under External Force
Seung Jun Lee, Seul Jung
Chungnam National University, KOREA
This paper presents the implementation and control of a two wheeled balancing robot whose structure is similar to the
inverted pendulum system. The goal of the balancing robot is to maintain balance. When the external force is applied to the
balancing robot, however, the robot easily becomes oscillating and unstable since the balancing robot is designed to maintain
upright balancing position. Thus, it is necessary for the balancing robot to maintain robust balancing posture when a guided
force is applied to the robot. Modifying the desired angle position with respect to the external force by a human operator
improves balancing motion. Experimental studies are conducted to confirm the proposed control method.
TD2-5 (17:50~18:05)

Theta* Path Planning with Averaged Cost on Non-uniform Cost Maps
Sunglok Choi, Wonpil Yu
ETRI, KOREA
A* on a grid map suffers from zig-zag pattern as shown in Figure 1(a). Theta* is the state-of-the-art solution to overcome
the problem. However, it does not work on a non-uniform cost map because it calculates a path-cost using Euclidean distance.
Euclidean distance assumes that all cellcosts are uniform. In this paper, we extend Theta* to a nonuniform cost map. When
Theta* calculates a path-cost between two cells, we compensate the path-cost as much as average of cell-costs on their
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line-of-sight. We propose two different methods to calculate the averaged cell-cost using arithmetic mean. We also
experimentally measured their accuracy.

★ Control Architecture and Middleware <TD3, Nov. 25, 16:50~17:50, Room #3(M202-4)>
TD3-1 (16:50~17:05)

Method for Integer Inverse Kinematics and its Application
Osamu TOJO, Takeshi MORISHITA
Toin University of Yokohama, JAPAN
In this paper, we propose a integer inverse kinematics method for multijoint control. This method reduces the computational
overhead of the inverse kinematics operation. Furthermore, it leads to the development of a simple control system, because
the use of fuzzy logic enables linguistic modeling of the joint angle. We performed an experiment on a bicycle using the leg
of a small humanoid robot and confirmed that via this method the robot can perform the same movements as humans. In
addition, we achieved fast information sharing by implementing the all-integer control algorithm in a low-cost and low-power
microprocessor.
TD3-2 (17:05~17:20)

Realization of CPU Overhead on Data Streaming in PXI-based Real-Time Systems
Syed Hayder Abbas, Chong-Han Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA
Now a day’s many real-time systems exist with different capabilities. Many parameters affect the real-time performance like
sampling rate, samples to read at a time, writing format, and real-time data display. When the data streaming and execution
code are performed simultaneously, controller clock schedules the time slot for both tasks. It also depends that how often we
write data to memory and of what size. By nature file I/O is nondeterministic. To increase the writing speed without affecting
the control loop, different file formats are used like Binary, TDMS. In this paper we will realize different file formats and
analyze the CPU overhead in PXI-based Real-Time system.
TD3-3 (17:20~17:35)

Development of an Autonomous Candy Serving Robot using UPnP based Robot Middleware
Ki-Woong Lim1, Ui-Kyu Song1, Sang Chul Ahn1, Yong-Moo Kwon1, Kwanghoon Sohn2
KIST, KOREA, 2Yonsei University, KOREA
In the future, robots will conduct household affairs instead of human. It particularly needs to serve various food for family
or guests. In this paper, we implemented the serving robot using UPnP based robot middleware. Also, it was demonstrated
at the exhibition of HCI2010 korea conference where there were many visitors. The UPnP based robot middleware has an
advantage for the robots that connect to smart devices in the environment or robot components in the other SBC. We used
the Pioneer P3-DX platform as a mobile actuator and combined a tea table over the platform. And, we implemented three
UPnP components to support an autonomous candy serving service. By giving an example of candy serving robot, we show
that it is easy to build a robot and an external robot control system in a uniform way using the UPnP based robot
middleware.
1

TD3-4 (17:35~17:50)

Scheduling of CAN-based Network for Marine Engine State Monitoring
JunSeok Lee, JangMyung Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA
This paper presents the marine engine state monitoring system implemented with Controller Area Network. As the marine
engine state monitoring system requires various kind of engine information, it consists of a lot of sensor nodes. So, with the
features of Controller Area Network which supports huge numbers of message ID, and its message arbitration ability, this
paper presents scheduling method for the performance of monitoring system. And its effectiveness and validity have been
shown through experiments.
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★ Robot VisionⅢ <TD4, Nov. 25, 16:50~17:50, Room #4(M202-5)>
TD4-1 (16:50~17:05)

3D Ball tracking in a Humanoid Robot using Depth Map
KangGeon Kim, Ga-Ram Park, Bum-Jae You
KIST, KOREA
In this paper, a system to catch a flying ball by using a humanoid robot is proposed. Various researches has been conducted
on the 3D ball tracking, however, there are few studies on the humanoid robot catches the ball using images acquired by a
sensor mounted on the head of the humanoid robot. This is because there are some limitations on the detection of the ball
due to the performance of a mounted camera on the head. The goal of this paper is to present an effective way to overcome
these restrictions in the humanoid robot. We are able to get 3D data sets as depth maps using time-of-flight camera. In order
to detect the ball, we use difference images. Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to track the flying ball and predict the
target position. The air drag is also considered. Measured target 3D position and velocity information are sent to the
humanoid robot and this is able to catch the flying ball.
TD4-2 (17:05~17:20)

Inertial-aided Visual odometer for UAV Position Control
Kyeonghoon Baik, Jinok Shin, Sanki Ji, Woonghee Shon, Hogil Lee, Sangdeok Park
KITECH, KOREA
In this paper, we propose vision-based control system for localizing an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) by means of on-board
cameras. Our approach is combined visual odometer with inertial measurements from IMU and pressure sensor compensating
each attitude and altitude. For an autonomous UAV control, only natural landmarks provided by a feature tracking algorithm
be considered, without the help of visual beacons or landmarks with known positions. Displacement of UAV is estimated by
homography that is the relationship between a pair of two points. The experimental results show that it is possible to extract
useful position information from vision system even when the UAV is flying at high altitude and such information can be
used the UAV position control which occurs when GPS failure.
TD4-3 (17:20~17:35)

Motion Estimation Issues for Real-Time System
RockHun Do1, Namkoo Ha2, Kihong Kim3, InSo Kweon1
KAIST, KOREA, 2LIG Nex1, KOREA, 3ADD, KOREA
Motion estimation is widely used in computer vision and image processing. In robotics applications related to computer vision
area, processing time is important because motion estimation technique is carried on a robot and processing has to be
real-time. There are several important steps in motion estimation, such as feature extraction and feature matching. It
dominantly takes time to match features. In this paper, we analyze processing time taken in those steps.
1

TD4-4 (17:35~17:50)

Obstacle Position Detection on a Slope Using Randomized Hough Transform and Corner Detection
Sun Min Hwang, Min Cheol Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA
Obstacle position detection is essential element in navigation of unmanned vehicle. In unmanned vehicle system, various
sensors are used to recognize or detect objects which have possibility of collision against vehicle during driving. As existing
inescapable fault of each sensor, many researchers have studied sensor fusion and compensation methods to overcome the
problems. Most popular sensors used for unmanned vehicle are laser and ultrasonic sensors. However it is difficult for these
sensors to do exact calibration onto inclined place obstacles in case of a slope road. To solve the problem this paper focuses
on using vision technology method. Vision sensor can detect slope by using randomized Hough transform (RHT). This paper
suggests a method of detecting an obstacle position in a complicated space with slant using RHT and corner information.
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❏ Friday, November 26
★ Robust Navigation for Urban Space <FA1, Nov. 26, 09:00~10:45, Room #1(M202-2)>
FA1-1 (09:00~09:15)

Global Mapping with Lane Position in Vision System and GPS
Jae-Saek Oh, Jae-Hwan Kim, Jung-Ha Kim
Kookmin University, KOREA
This paper describes urban driving system of unmanned ground vehicle. Global mapping of UGV is important system for
driving safety and stability. This Global map consists of 2 components. One is lane position component in global map and
the other is GPS system component. In This paper we introduce lane detecting in vision system configuration and explain
map generating using GPS and camera.
FA1-2 (09:15~09:30)

Efficient and Robust Road Recognition for Autonomous Navigation in Structured Urban Environment
Jaemin Byun, Junyoung Sung, Sung Hoon Kim, Myung Chan Roh
ETRI, KOREA
We present a road recognition method using vision and LRF(Laser Range Finder) under complex road condition for
autonomous navigation. In order to achieve robust approach in various environment conditions, we use combined edge and
color information with road map information by global localization. Road boundary which means road lane is extracted by
edge map and color information in various illumination conditions. Road markings such as stop line, speed bumper, sidewalk
are detected shape, pattern, color and road information. Finally, curb is detected by similarity between curb model through
geographical feature and cognized curb by LRF Experimental results indicate that the proposed approach shows very good
performance for images complex road painting and illumination variations in real road conditions.
FA1-3 (09:30~09:45)

Bézier Curve based Path Planning for a Car-like Robot
Namhoon Kim1, JeongYeon Yoon1, Seoung Kyou Lee2, Dongjun Hyun1, ChangHwan Kim1, Sungon Lee1
1
KIST, KOREA, 2Rice University, USA
In this paper we propose a simple path planning algorithm for a car-like robot which is consistent with vehicle kinematics.
We generate smooth paths using the properties of Bézier curve to satisfy the steering constraint of the robot. In our algorithm,
a cubic Bézier curve which is defined by four control points is used to make an obstacle-free optimal path for a car-like
robot. The paper describes how we choose the control points, evaluate generated paths, and select the optimal path for a
robot.
FA1-4 (09:45~10:00)

Sky-View Based Navigation for Outdoor Route Following
Hideyuki Tanaka1, Bong Keun Kim1, Yasushi Sumi1, Yoshio Matsumoto1, Satoshi Muramatsu2, Tetsuo Tomizawa2, Takashi
Suehiro2
1
AIST, JAPAN, 2The University of Electro-Communications, JAPAN
We proposed a new method for outdoor route-following using a sky-view sequence. The sky-view is taken through an upward
fisheye lens, and provides a clear field-of-view which is undisturbed by environmental changes and occlusions on the ground.
We developed an image-matching method that estimates the robot’ spose(location and orientation) robustly to the sky
condition, the harsh sunshine and the seasonal changes of trees. The integration of the image matching and a dead-reckoning
technique made continuous pose estimate in the real world possible. We verified the basic performance of the system in a
crowded campus, and demonstrated the accurate navigation which is equal to or superior to GPS-based navigation.
FA1-5 (10:00~10:15)

Autonomous Navigation in Crowded Environments over the Seasons using Free-space Observation Model of
Laser Scanner
Eijiro Takeuchi, Masashi Yamazaki, Kazushi Tanaka, Kazunori Ohno, Satoshi Tadokoro
Tohoku University, JAPAN
Environment maps are required to realize localization using a laser scanner. In human living environments, it is difﬁcult to
record all objects on environment maps because these environments have dynamic objects such as people and cars, quasi-static
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objects such as parked car sand bicycles, and growing objects such as trees and grass. To realize robust localization in
outdoor environments, it is necessary to detect and reject unknown objects from the correction information. We proposed a
free-space observation model for a particle filter. The observation model doesnot need to detect unknown object to localize
the position. This paper describes autonomous navigation system for crowded environments over the seasons using the
free-space observation model, and experimental results in 1km pedestrian road between August 1st to November 21th.
FA1-6 (10:15~10:30)

Novel Obstacle Avoidance System in Dynamic Environment Using Radar
Beomseong Kim, Baehoon Choi, Seongkeun Park, Euntai Kim
Yonsei University, KOREA
This paper proposes the novel obstacle avoidance system in dynamic environment using radar. The system consists of payoff
function and value iteration function. The payoff function predicts the pose of obstacle in future time by using measurement
data. The value of payoff function in future time increases when the vehicle reaches the goal in short time and decreases
when prediction of the probability of collision risk is high. And the value iteration function integrates the value of payoff
function in each time. Then system can determine the best way to the goal.
FA1-7 (10:30~10:45)

Numerical Solutions to Relative Pose Problem under Planar Motion
Sunglok Choi, Jae Yeong Lee, Ji Hoon Joung, M. S. Ryoo, Wonpil Yu
ETRI, KOREA
In this paper, we propose a novel solution to relative pose problem under planar motion. Planar motion is common in indoor
and on-road situation, and it can be approximated as circular in small movement. We use two levels of motion, planar and
planar circular motion, as prior to derive the solution. Moreover, two levels of motion are applied to two different geometric
models: an essential matrix and planar homography. Therefore, this paper deals with four combinations of solution to relative
pose problem. We can estimate relative pose using less number of point correspondence with the motion prior. For example,
five pairs of points are necessary to estimate an essential matrix, but only two points are enough to deduce an essential matrix
under planar motion. In addition, our solution is much faste rthan ordinary methods with more correspondence.

★ Navigation / LocalizationⅡ <FA2, Nov. 26, 09:00~10:30, Room #2(M202-3)>
FA2-1 (09:00~09:15)

Displacement Estimation Based on Kalman Filtering of Accelerometer, Gyro and Encoder
Sudae Kim, Jungje Park, Jungmin Kim, Sungshin Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA
This paper deals with the estimation of dis-placement using accelerometer, gyro sensor and encoder measurements. An
accelerometer and a gyro sensors are mainly used with encoder for the mobile robot estimation. The existing methods have
used the stochastic-based sen-sor fusion techniques to reduce sensor’s errors, where the sensors, generally, are consist of an
accelerometer for measuring proper acceleration, a gyro for measuring rota-tional inertia and an electronic compass for
measuring azimuth angles.
However, these sensors have some problems because they have mathematical errors on the process of calcula-tion and
accumulated errors by the properties of the sen-sors themselves[1]. Even the sensors are made stochastic correction to
measured data, it still has a problem of a computational complexity. Therefore, we suggested the correction method using
Kalman filter for the more exact estimation of displacement[2][3].
he mobile robot with four Mecanum wheels, and meas-ured sensor data. The result of our experiments, we veri-fied the
suggested a method with less error than the exist-ing stochastic-based correction method.
FA2-2 (09:15~09:30)

Combination Circular Landmarks on Ceiling for Indoor Autonomous Vehicle Navigation and Localization
System
Angga Rusdinar, Jungmin Kim, Eunkook Jung, Sungshin Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA
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This paper presents a localization technique based on combination of circular landmark on ceiling for autonomous vehicle, the
system used digital camera to find a landmark, the landmark is an image consisted of several circles that are arranged to
produce a pattern of identifiable landmark and landmark’s directional information. For this experiment, we used image
processing technique to recognize the arrangement of circle as identity and directional of landmark, based on this information
robot pose can be calculated. All of these processes are done in real time condition.
FA2-3 (09:30~09:45)

Applying Independent Prior Information to Map Components for Lightweight Probabilistic Indoor SLAM
Chanki Kim, Wan Kyun Chung
POSTECH, KOREA
This paper proposes an efficient and robust indoor SLAM method that incorporates prior information of the environment.
Prior direction is inherent in major structures of most typical indoor buildings, such as wall, furniture, doors, etc. This
information is very helpful in map learning from the consistent viewpoint as discussed in previous researches. However
leaving accuracy aside, an additional computation load caused by dealing a relative relation between map components is still
a problem, because it prevents the algorithms from being a practical SLAM solution. In this paper, each landmark is
constrained by an individual, independent constraint based on the fact that landmarks are mutually independent eachother
when a robot path is given by a particle filter. Consequently the required number of particles can be drastically reduced while
constructing the consistent feature map, even though a sparse, noisy sonar sensor is used with un-calibrated robot parameters.
The real-time experiments demonstrate that our technique is effective in learning the map in both cluttered-home and
large-scale corridor environments.
FA2-4 (09:45~10:00)

A Distributed Intelligent Control of Multi-Robot
Dong-Sung Kim, Tae-Yong Kuc, Jong-Koo Park
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA
This paper proposes a distributed intelligent control of multi-robot for collaborative and scalable robot team. In the proposed
control system, ultrasonic GPS modules consisting of ultrasonic and IR sensors are used for localization and control of
multiple robots. Using the directivity of IR sensors, the synchronizing signals are generated for triggering of distance
measurement signal by ultrasonic sensors. To achieve the cooperative control between multiple robots, ZigBee communication
modules are also implemented to realize multicasting of necessary information for team robots. The flexibility and
effectiveness of the proposed control system for the ultrasonic GPS system are evaluated through multi-robot localization
experiment.
FA2-5 (10:00~10:15)

A Path Tracking Algorithm of a mobile robot with the virtual path
Min Ho Kim, Min Cheol Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA
Nowadays, the research of the unmanned vehicle which can go through the field has been increased, especially in the military
field. The vehicle should be able to follow the given path to do some duties fast. It needs a path tracking algorithm in that
vehicle. Now we suggest a path generation algorithm which is appropriate for this type of vehicle, and a path tracking
algorithm based on the path we use. At last, we show the results.
FA2-6 (10:15~10:30)

Waypoint Flight Control of Ducted-fan Type Flying Robot Using WGS84 World Geodetic System
Jinok Shin, Sanki Ji, Kyeonghoon Baik, Woonghee Shon, Hogil Lee, Sangdeok Park
KITECH, KOREA
This study focused on a development of waypoint flight control scheme of the Ducted-fan type Flying Robot using WGS84
world geodetic system. The platform is ducted-fan type OAV having a diameter of 45cm. The attitude of the SFR (Small
Flying Robot) was successfully stabilized by a PD control method. In the waypoint flight control loop, long distance goal
position makes large position errors and causes large control inputs. That will make big tilt of the attitude of SFR and
unstable states. The saturation block in the feedback loops and successfully controlled the waypoint flight. By using the
proposed simple scheme, SFR could not fail into unstable states. Also it was verified by experimental data.
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★ Intelligent Space / Environment Technology <FA3, Nov. 26, 09:00~10:30, Room #3(M202-4)>
FA3-1 (09:00~09:15)

Recognition of Daily Activities based on Processing the Information about Air Environmental Changes in
Living Space
Kazsuki Hirasawa, Shinya Sawada, Atsushi Saitoh
Shibaura Institute of Technology, JAPAN
In this paper, we describe a method to recognize daily activities of resident in his/her room. The method is based on the
measurement and the processing of data about and indoor air environmental changes caused by acting the daily activity using
a multi-channel sensor unit. Our sensor unit was installed in a real living space to measure environmental changes. We
confirmed that our method was useful for the recognition of resident’s basic daily activities. And, the sensor unit (local unit)
to get the local information such as “environmental changes around a table” was also developed in order to improve in the
recognition ability. The local unit had the function of active sensing using wind tunnel and micro-fan. We realized to get the
information around local point in a room using the local unit.
FA3-2 (09:15~09:30)

Tangible Meeting in u-Metaverse with Ubiquitous Robot
Hye-Min Choi, Yong-Moo Kwon
KIST, KOREA
Imaging Media Research Center Korea Institute of Science & Technology
Abstract This paper introduces the concept of Tangible Meeting between Avatar and Human through Robot in u-Metaverse.
Especially, this paper addresses the interaction between a avatar in the virtual world and person who doesn’t connect to
virtual world in real world. So, this paper provides methods to interact between an avatar and person through the concept of
u-Metaverse.
First, this paper introduces virtual ubiquitous robotic space which is one of our previous researches. Second, this paper
introduces the concept of u-Metaverse. Finally, this paper describes the concept of tangible meeting and the implementing
method of tangible in the concept of u-Metaverse.
FA3-3 (09:30~09:45)

Single, Fixed Camera based 3D Detection for VirCA
Young Eun Song1, Takeshi Sasaki1, Hideki HASHIMOTO1, Barna Resko2, Peter Baranyi3, Peter Korondi3
University of Tokyo, JAPAN, 2Obudai University Regional Education and Innovation Center Budapest, HUNGARY,
3
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Budapest, HUNGARY
This paper describes a system concept which can be used in the Virtual Collaboration Arena (VirCA) for cooperation between
human operators and teleoperated intelligent agents. The described system is able to create 3D features of certain objects and
teleoperators by the Intelligent Space (iSpace). And these created 3D features allow strong connection between human
teleoperators and also intelligent agents by showing their reflections in real time.

1

FA3-4 (09:45~10:00)

One-bit Tactile Feedback Generation using Gestural Data for Interpersonal Communication
Byung-Kil Han, Seung-Chan Kim, Jong Gwan Lim, Dong-Soo Kwon
KAIST, KOREA
While most mobile devices currently have some type of haptic functionality to notify the use of different internal statuses, the
use of haptic feedback is now being extended to interpersonal communication. For realistic tactile communication, this paper
proposes methods for converting human-related input data such as gestures sensed using an embedded IMU (Inertial
Measurement Unit) to tactile information. Unlike conventional pattern recognition-based approaches, the proposed conversion
method is based on physiological aspects of human movements such as such as a bell-shaped velocity profile for rapid and
robust feature extraction of the incoming signals so that they can be used for both synchronous and asynchronous
interpersonal communication. The experimental results demonstrate that one-bit tactile feedback can be generated near the
local extreme value of a segmented pattern
FA3-5 (10:00~10:15)

Implementation of An Intelligent Robot Control Architecture with Self-healing Strategy
Jung-Rye Son, Tae-Yong Kuc, Jong-Koo Park
SungKyunKwan University, KOREA
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This paper proposes a robot software platform architecture including self-healing and monitoring functions as well as generic
functions of services for intelligent control of mobile robot. The proposed system is based on several services of MSRDS
(Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio). Services included are largely classified into 5 categories: 1) Actuation controls the
robot and executes the actions, 2) Navigation establishes essential strategies of steering, 3) Perception processes a variety of
sensory information, 4) Task Supervisor performs a task planning, and 5) HRI (Human Robot Interaction) provides an
interface between the robot and human. In addition, self monitoring service is designed to monitor and analyze the fault of
robot operation. Subsequently, a healing strategy is generated to solve the problem using fault models. The proposed robot
platform together with the healing strategy can improve the efficiency of robot tasks by increasing the robustness of robot
system to fault and operation failure.
FA3-6 (10:15~10:30)

Intelligent Localization Assistance for Mobile Robots using Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter based Target
Tracking
Peshala G. Jayasekara, Takeshi Sasaki, Leon Palafox, Hideki Hashimoto
University of Tokyo, JAPAN
Coexistence of autonomous mobile robots with humans is still considered a difficult task due to complex, dynamic and
unpredictable human environments. Localization becomes difficult and computationally expensive in such environments,
slowing down the navigation phase of the robots. To overcome this problem we propose intelligent assistance, a novel scheme
to assist mobile robots by providing localization information externally. In the proposed scheme, a RaoBlackwellized particle
filter based target tracking method is employed to track mobile robots. We maneuver the nonholonomic constraint of robots
together with suitable state variables to obtain the heading angle of the robot in addition to its coordinates. This localization
information is fed back to the robots as assistance, which is a novel approach. The experiments show the validity of the
proposed scheme.

★ Robot Vision Ⅳ <FA4, Nov. 26, 09:00~10:30, Room #4(M202-5)>
FA4-1 (09:00~09:15)

Learning based Color Image Segmentation
Chen Pan1, Dong Sun Park2
1
China Jiliang University, CHINA, 2Chonbuk National University, KOREA
This paper presents a new semi-automatic segmentation method for natural images with complex color and texture features.
Firstly, the user only needs to indicate the location of the target by a few markers using strokes. Then the pixels of markers
are used as positive samples and the pixels around markers are regarded as negative samples to train a two-class classification
model, which segments image roughly. Based on the previous segmentation result, we resample the object and background
regions to group new training set, and train a new classification model again. The new model could extract target more
accurately. This process could be carried out iteratively. Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is used in our method, since it has
good generalization performance, fast training speed and need not tune parameters. Experimental results in natural image
segmentation demonstrate the proposed scheme can reliably extract the object contour from the complex background, and run
faster than state-of-the-art method. Keywords - Image segmentation, ELM, Learning by sampling.
FA4-2 (09:15~09:30)

Segmentation using Partical Filter and Separability Filter
Shuji Matsuoka, Haiyuan Wu
Wakayama University, JAPAN
In this paper, we propose a new segmentation method using partical filter and separability filter. We assume that an object
or its parts can be described ellipses. Then, the sample sets of partical filter are described by the ellipse parameters. Our main
contribution is that the likelihood of the sample set is evaluated by separability filter. Since the separability filter is a
statistical evaluation method using the information between target and no-target pixels, we can obtain an accurate and robust
result. We confirm that the proposed method is more effective than some conventional methods, through the experiments by
using simulation images and real images.
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FA4-3 (09:30~09:45)

A Hand Gesture Recognition System with Fuzzy Inference Techniques for Virtual Remote Control
Gyeongdong Baek, Sungshin Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA
This paper presents vision-based virtual remote control design for consumers of video output device such as IPTV. Fuzzy
inference technique approaches to gesture recognition are developed to 4 actions that is the moving directions, click action,
and cancel action over the virtual pad image area by analyzing the finger gesture captured in the video sequence. The
measurement system is developed by integrating webcam with LabVIEW in the application environment. Reliable results are
experienced by the im-plementation of the proposed real time vision gestured virtual remote control system, so this system
can serve as a natural user input device.
FA4-4 (09:45~10:00)

Stereo Vision Glasses for Blind Persons
Hwadong Sun1, Seunghwan Kim2, Jung-Hoon Hwang3, Bongseok Kim3, Il Kyun Jung3
Yonsei University, KOREA, 2Korea University, KOREA 3KETI, KORE

1

The paper proposed glasses equipped two webcams so that blind persons can recognize obstacles and avoid. We visualized
stereo vision system using two webcams and retrieved depth map. Also, we made density map and classified two classes
which are safe region and collision region. The user should know their orientation because we do not have any equipment
such as a gyroscope. When obstacles appear in front of user, our system give him warning as a sound such as 3D beef sound
or human voice to avoid the obstacles.
FA4-5 (10:00~10:15)

3D Pose Recognition using Body Silhouette Image
Jun-Sung Lee, Chi-Min Oh, Yung-Ho Seo, Chil-Woo Lee
Chonnam National University, KOREA
In this paper, we use the body silhouette information that projects to two dimensional images for recognizing human body
pose of three dimensions. It is very hard to get information from the image because the human body poses move in three
dimensional. So we decide the direction of the head and then we recognize the three dimensional human pose using the
feature of convex-hull of body silhouette. We decrease the dimension of the body pose using PCA and recognize the pose
using diffusion distance between a silhouette image and model database.
FA4-6 (10:15~10:30)

Experimental Studies of Fuzzy Control for a Two Wheeled Mobile Robot System
Hyun Wook Kim, Seul Jung
Chonnam National University, KOREA
This paper presents balancing control of a two wheeled mobile robot(TWMR) by fuzzy control algorithm. Hardware of
TWMR is developed to equip with intelligent control algorithm such as fuzzy logic. Experimental studies are presented to
confirm performances by fuzzy controllers. Comparison studies are conducted to demonstrate the better balancing performance
of a fuzzy controller than a PID controller.

★ Work-in Progress <FBP, Nov. 26, Poster Session Room #1(M202-2)>
FBP-01

Landmark Visibility Map for Vision-based Exploration
Hyejeong Ryu, Wan Kyun Chung
POSTECH, KOREA
During exploration, autonomous mapping and localization, the robot pose uncertainty has to be considered for the accurate
map. This paper suggests the landmark visibility map for predicting landmarks using vision sensor and this will be helpful to
infer the robot pose uncertainty at a candidate destination. Landmark visibility of grid map can be calculated from the decided
viewpoint angle and the repeatability test for the visual feature.
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FBP-02

A new Control Method of Quadruped Robot using 3D Spring Damper System Legs
Duc Trong Tran, Hyungpil Moon, Hyouk Ryeol Choi
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA
In this research, we propose a new method to approximate the leg motion using 3D spring-damper system (SDS) model.
Based on this idea, we drive full dynamics equations of translational motion of robot body in general. A new control strategy
using these equations is also presented to control the motion of robot body. Finally, dynamic simulations of a quadruped robot
are introduced to verify the efficiency of the proposed model.
FBP-03

Novel Trajectory Generation Method using Convolution Operation
Geon Lee, Youngjin Choi
Hanyang University, KOREA
A novel trajectory generation method is proposed by making active use of performance specifications such as maximum
speed, acceleration and jerk of a given system. The suggested method has an advantage of less computational burden thanks
to a recursive form of convolution sum in discrete-time domain.
FBP-04

A Study on Main Train Power Test on Tilting Train
Su-Gil Lee, Seong-Ho Han
KRRI, KOREA
In the 1970's in which the development of semiconductors was not enough, the train speed was controlled using the resistance
control method. In the 1980's, the chopper control system which is excellent in energy saving and riding comfort was
introduced. Though it was certainly the time of advanced train technology, as the motor traction system used DC motors,
there were problems in system stability because of the parts necessary for rectification, its management costs, and flashover.
With the development of the reverse conductive GTO thyristor elements with high voltage and capacity at the end of the
1980's, they were able to be used in the electric trains. Since the early 1990, induction motors have been used in quantities
for subway trains in Korea. As the induction motors are without commutators, maintenance is easy and it is far lighter than
the conventional motors with the same capacity. The induction motor, however, posed problems in use as its motor torque is
not large enough compared with DC motors. With the recent advances in power semiconductors, it is possible to apply the
induction motors to trains by applying VVVF inverter control method to the traction motor.
FBP-05

A Study on Combination Test of Tilting System on High Speed Tilting Train
Su-Gil Lee
KRRI, KOREA
Tilting trains are now an established feature of railway operations throughout the world. For intercity traffic, tilt provides
operators with increasing speeds, and therefore enhanced competitiveness, on existing routes where insufficient traffic or a
lack of funds precludes the construction of a dedicated new high-speed railway. Appling the tilting train, we can expect 30%
of speed up on existing lines, but the stability of the electric current would be low because of tilting the train. Also, the spark
between the catenary and pantagraph cause environmental problems such as noise, radio wave malfunction. Therefore, the
tilting on pantagraph for the power suppling device is very essential for stable electric power supply.
FBP-06

Human Tracking based on Direct Communication among Networked Laser Range Scanners in an Intelligent
Space
Yuichi Nakamura, Kazuyuki Morioka
Meiji University, JAPAN
This paper proposes human tracking system with decentralized laser range scanners in an intelligent space. Most of tracking
systems with multiple laser range scanners need any host computers for collecting and integrating measured data from all laser
range sensors. However, such a system is not desirable to make intelligent spaces of various sizes and shapes flexibly. In this
paper, a human tracking system configured only distributed laser scanners without any host computers is introduced. In the
case that target human is occluded, the laser scanner communicates to the other lasers scanner that is suitable for detecting
occluded human, then stable human tracking is achieved without failure.
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FBP-07

Tracking of Three-dimensional Human Movement with Distributed Cameras and Laser Range Sensors
Koki Morikawa, Kazuyuki Morioka
Meiji University, JAPAN
This paper proposes a human tracking system with a single camera and laser range scanners distributed in an intelligent space.
The proposed system achieves three-dimensional tracking that handles vertical movement of human in addition to
two-dimensional tracking with a laser range sensor. Two-dimensional positions of human legs in world coordinate are sent
from a laser range scanner to a calibrated camera. These positions are associated with human silhouettes extracted by
background subtraction and labeling in images captured by a camera. Three dimensional positions are calculated from top
pixels of associated silhouettes in image coordinate and two-dimensional positions from a laser range scanner. This paper
shows system configuration and the first experimental results.
FBP-08

Local Path-based Obstacle Avoidance in Outdoor Environments
Jong-Won Kim, Jae-Bok Song
Korea University, KOREA
Obstacle avoidance is a fundamental task for autonomous navigation. This paper describes a method for obstacle avoidance
in outdoor environments. Obstacles of terrains are detected by laser scanners. The robot builds local maps using laser range
data and extracts local paths which avoid both static and dynamic obstacles. Experimental results show that the proposed
method is useful for outdoor navigation.
FBP-09

Development of Two Dimensional Underwater Localization System using RF Sensors
Se-Jin Lee, Kyung-Min Kwak, Jinhyun Kim
Seoul National University of Science and Technology, KOREA
In this paper, to estimate the two dimensional location of underwater robots using RF (Radio Frequency) sensor was examined
whether the possibility of application in the underwater environment. Typically, RF sensors which used in network
communication can estimate distance between each nodes by using RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) method. Hence,
it is possible to construct the localization systems using the RF sensors. However, in the air, RF signal power can be
attenuated by random noise effects, for example, random obstacles, thermal conditions, etc. In this reason, location information
can be disturbed and cause large error. On the contrary, in the underwater environment, RF signal power reduces seriously
but uniformly according to the distance between sensors. Based on those characteristics, a precise short distance localization
and limited area localization can be realizable. In this paper, we examine the characteristics and verify the possibility as a
short distance two dimensional underwater localization system with various experiments.
FBP-10

A Single Sensor Stereoscopic Camera Design for Robot Application
Sewoong Jun1, Da Eun Shim2
1
KETI, KOREA, 2CheongShim International Academy, KOREA
This paper presents a new stereoscopic camera system to acquire depth information from robot operating environments with
obstacles, human bodies, and home facilities. The stereovision system is a quite useful tool with a low cost that can be used
for intelligent robots in understanding their working environments. However, it cannot provide a precise result when the robot
moves fast because of the delay in exposure times between two cameras.
ystem with a single CCD sensor that uses a binocular optical system for stereovision. The depth information is calculated by
analyzing two split images taken at the same time by one CCD. Two split images captured from a single CCD sensor are
electrically synchronized and have the exactly same exposure time. Thus, there is no time difference between the two images
and steady stereovision data can be acquired even when the robot is moving.
Furthermore, it provides a simpler and faster way to acquire stereoscopic data than the method which uses two image sensors
for a stereovision.
FBP-11

Seamless Localization System based on Lane Detector with Inverse Perspective Mapping Method for Mobile
Robots
Yu-Cheol Lee, Christiand, Jae-Yeong Lee, Wonpil Yu, Jae Il Cho
ETRI, KOREA
This paper presents the seamless localization method for mobile robot navigation based on the lane detector with Inverse
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Perspective Mapping(IPM) method. In order to provide various services, the robot should be able to navigate seamlessly from
indoors to outdoors or vice versa. However, existing localization systems do not satisfy in performing seamless in-outdoors
positioning task. To overcome this issue, we have developed a seamless localization system using a camera pointing to the
ground of robot’s way. The system measures the relative position of the robot to the lane sinstalled in the transition area
between indoors and outdoors using a lane detection process with IPM. The experimental results carried out on mobile robot
show that our seamless localization system is reliable in providing in-outdoor position information for the mobile robot.
FBP-12

3D Video Stabilization based on SVW using Sparse 3D Points
Yeon Geol Ryu, Hyun Chul Roh, Myung Jin Chung
KAIST, KOREA
2D video stabilization technique is already mature. But this video stabilization has a fundamental limitation that cannot exactly
represent the real 3D world where robots operate. In order to overcome this limitation, this paper proposes new 3D video
stabilization based on spatially-varying warping technique. We focus on an image composition technique to generate a
stabilized image through estimated-filtered camera motion and sparse 3D reconstructed points. The experimental results
showed that the proposed 3D video stabilization system has the characteristics of good robustness in various 3D environments.
FBP-13

A Wearable Sensory System for Intention-aware Control of Walking-support Exoskeletons
Young-Jo Cho, Eun-Hye Jang, Sang Seung Kang, Su-Young Chi, Jae-Yeon Lee
ETRI, KOREA
Walking-support exoskeletons for disabled are typically controlled by a sensory system reading the user‟.s intention of walks.
We have been developing a wearable sensory system including FSRs(Force Sensing Resisters) and IMUs(Inertial Measurement
Units), which recognizes the walking intention appearing while a person is walking with an exoskeleton and Lofstrand
crutches. FSRs inside gloves are used to detect the intention of starting a stride, and those inside shoe-soles give clues to the
walking phase identification. An IMU enclosed in the sensor shirt reflects the pose of the torso. The extracted intention is
finally used to control a walking-support exoskeleton assisting the lower-limb disabled
FBP-14

Speed Up Method for Sliding Windows
Ji Hoon Joung1, M. S. Ryoo1, Sunglok Choi1, Jaeyoung Lee1, Wonpil Yu1, Ji Sung Kim2
ETRI, KOREA, 2Samsung Techwin Co., Ltd, KOREA
Sliding windows method is a very powerful technique in object recognition, since it provides the system an ability to decide
the existence and location of an object. Further, it enable sscale and translation invariant recognition of objects. Even though
the sliding windows method is one of the state-of-the-art techniques for object detection, its real-time implementation is a
challenging problem. In this paper, we present a method to speed up sliding windows. We use simple features to filter out
windows, and we apply it to pedestrian detection, vehicle detection and specific object recognition, and compare with other
conventional methods.
1

FBP-15

Object Localization and Path Estimation in Smart Sensor Network
Minyoung Lee, Huisung Kim, Sooyong Lee
Hongik University, KOREA
This paper aims to present a novel localization and path estimation scheme in smart sensor network. IRID (InfraRed
IDentification) installed environment provides deterministic sector information in which the object is located. We use this
information fused with IMU(Inertial Measurement Unit) outputs for localization. IRID emitters are mounted on the ceiling in
order to divide the floor workspace into sectors. Encoding the IRID signal then allows the embedded controller to identify
which sector it is in. The sector information is fused with the IMU outputs for estimation of the object configuration based
on the fact that IRID has highly deterministic characteristics. Fusing the IMU outputs and the IRID information reduces the
size of the uncertainty. This enables one to more accurately estimate the object’s configuration.
FBP-16

Robust real-time Face detection with two thresholds on Adaboost
Seung Min Choi1, Jae-chan Jeong2, Jaeil Cho1
1
ETRI, KOREA, 2University of Science and Technology, KOREA
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Real-time processing at mobile device is always a hot issue. In this paper, we present a real-time face detect algorithm which
is robust to distortion of face feature. The chosen method of face detection is the AdaBoost algorithm, which consist of MCT
(Modified Census Transform) confidence. The main idea of this proposal is using two thresholds when executing function of
strong classifier on Adaboost algorithm (TTAdaboost). Lower threshold value can be used to extract appropriate skin color
information from current image, while higher threshold value is used to detect various faces including a distortion of feature.
Proposed algorithm, in the end, merges ROI with skin color information and detecting various face regions into one result in
order to maintain diversity and accuracy.
FBP-17

Probabilistic Localization Using Sensor Fusion
Seunghak Shin, Jungho Kim, Jihong Min, Jaesik Park, In-So Kweon
KAIST, KOREA
Localizing mobile robots in the large environments has become a challenging problem in robotics literature. The critical issues
in this area are the robustness for error accumulation and the accuracy of the estimated pose. To make our localization system
robust and accurate in both indoor and outdoor environments, we develop a localization solution using sensor fusion and
propose a general unified probabilistic frame work by using the various sensor data. For long-distance navigation including
indoor and outdoor environments, we evaluate the robustness and accuracy of our localization results.
FBP-18

Fuzzy Ontology for Imprecise Data Representation and Processing in Environments for Mobile Robots
Melissa Figueira Fagundes, Patrícia Della Mea Plentz
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina BRAZIL
Ontologies are used as easy ways of processing and communicate semantic data. Also, they promote interoperability between
computing systems, when representing data that are shared by several applications. In the Robotics, ontologies are assisting in
the representation of environments and in the communication between robots and humans. On the human-robot interaction, it
is essential that a robot may understand the environment, like a human would, learning common concepts presents in it, for
example “room” However, there are situations where the concepts and relationships are vague and inaccurate, making them
improperly represented by traditional ontologies. The intention of this work is to introduce a fuzzy ontology, which will allow
the representation and the inference of imprecise data.
FBP-19

Development of 3D Image Capture System based on CMOS Camera by Using OpenGL
Enkhbaatar. T, Khurelbaatar. Ts, Woonchul Ham
Chonbuk National University, KOREA
In this short technical note, we propose a method how to design hardware and software for capturing stereo image based on
windows embedded CE 6.0(WinCE) mobile operating system with two CMOS camera modules. We develop a device driver
for DC servo controller and also developed an application program to handle the control problem of stereo camera system.
Image capture system has been implemented on ARM11 (S3C6410) MCP. We also discuss how to decide the parameters such
as the distance between two CMOS cameras and the view angle of each camera for more comfortable 3D images. We use
OpenGL for synthesizing real time stereoscopic image that will be displayed on circular polarized LCD screen.
FBP-20

Monocular Vision-based Fast Hand Motion Detection using the Least Mean Square Method
J. B. Park1, S. J. Park2
1
Chonbuk National University, KOREA, 2ITONIC Co. Ltd., KOREA
In this paper, the fast hand motion detection method is proposed with a monocular web camera. For reducing computational
complexity, the color image is converted into the gray image and the spatial resolution is reduced. From the difference image
between two consecutive low resolution images, the center position of the moving hand is obtained. The horizontal and
vertical changes of the center position are separately approximated by the least mean square (LMS) method as lines. Using
the slopes of approximated lines, four hand motions such as left, right, up and down motions are recognized. Finally, the
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method are shown in the experimental results.
FBP-21

Applications of Direct Teaching Algorithm for Industrial Robot Manipulators
Chanhun Park, Jin Ho Kyung, Dong Il Park
Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials, KOREA
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In the industrial field, robot manipulator needs to be taught the reference trajectory to move. For this reason, some special
teaching system like teaching pendant is widely used. But it is not easy to teach a manipulator with a teaching pendant
because the operator needs to be well trained to use the teaching pendant. For this reason, many researchers are interested in
a direct teaching method. In this reason, the authors of this paper were motivated to develop a direct teaching algorithm for
industrial applications. The target applications are “dual arm robot manipulator” and “manually guided robot manipulator in a
constraint condition”. In this paper, the developed direct teaching algorithm for these applications will be introduced.
FBP-22

Adaptive Multiple Controller for 2-DOF Motion System (3D-LRF example)
Sun Lim
KETI, KOREA
An adaptive multiple controller is proposed to control the mover position of electrically driven motion system to compensate
for the uncertainties including the friction force and the interaction term. First, the dynamic model of 2-DOF system, 3D-LRF,
is derived. Then an adaptive multiple controller is proposed to compensate the uncertainties and interaction term which occur
in motion operation system. The uncertainties are lumped, and the bound of the lumped uncertainty is necessary in the design
of proposed controller. The interaction term is mechanically connection between link or joint level. However the lumped
uncertainties and interaction term is difficult to obtain in advance in practical application. Therefore, an adaptation law is
derived to adapt the value of the lumped uncertainties and time varying interaction term in real-time, and multiple controller
is proposed. With the multiple controller including adaptive mechanism, the mover position of 3D-LRF(3DOF-Laser Range
Finder) possesses the advantages of good transient control performance and robustness to uncertainties and interaction term for
the tracking of periodic reference trajectories. The effectiveness of the proposed control scheme is verified experimental
results.
FBP-23

Introduction of Virtual Collaboration Arena(VirCA)
Péter Galambos1,2, Barna Reskó1, Péter Baranyi12
Computer and Automation Research Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, HUNGARY 2Budapest University of
Technology and Economics, HUNGARY
VirCA1 is a loosely coupled modular 3D interactive virtual environment for ambient control of robots and other hardware or
software devices. This software framework provides a basis for modular robotic system development with a kind of
augmented collaboration in 3D virtual world. The paper presents the conceptual background of the VirCA system.

1

FBP-24

Backbone Network for Human-Robot Cooperation
Jung-Sub Lim, Sun Lim, Il-Kyun Jung
KETI, KOREA
In this paper, we propose backbone network for Human-Robot Cooperation in which humans and robots work together to take
advantage of intelligence and strength. For the backbone network we used EtherCAT, industrial field-bus protocol with
100Mbps transfer speed. EtherCAT has short response time and short cycling time in the robot environment due to its
functional principle – processing on the fly. It allows several hundreds or thousands of IO devices within a network.
In this paper, we formed a circular topology which consists of a main controller and many local terminals. We analyzed the
system focusing on response time and cycling time for network information update.
FBP-25

Behavior Pattern Model based Auto Game Play Agent Detection
Sang-Hyun Park, Moohong Min, Sung-Woo Bang, Taebok Yoon, Jee-Hyong Lee
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA
Game industry, especially MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game) has been rapidly expanding in these
days. But at the same time, lots of online game security incidents have been increasing and getting more diverse. One of the
most critical security incidents is „Game Bots‟, which are programs to play MMORPG instead of human players. If players
let a game Bot play for them, they can get a lot of benefic game elements (experience points, items, etc.) without any effort,
and it is considered unfair to other players. Plenty of game companies try to prevent Bots, but it does not work well. In this
paper, we propose a behavior pattern model for detecting Bots. We analyzed behaviors of human players as well as Bots and
identified three features to build the model to differentiate Bots from human players. Based on these features, we can
construct a solution which can detect Bots.
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FBP-26

Cooperative Absolute Seamless Positioning in Distributed Robot System
Ji-Won Park1, Chang-eun Lee2, Young-Jo Cho2, Tae-Kyung Sung1
Chung-nam National University, KOREA, 2ETRI, KOREA
Absolute location and the attitude information of each mobile robot is necessary when controlling distributed robot system in
the field. Absolute location information can be obtained by using GPS (Global positioning system) and attitude direction
information can be obtained by tracing the track. However, when the robot transfers to a GPS shadowing region, such as
under the bridge or indoor, GPS cannot be used for positioning. Therefore, augmented systems are used with GPS to keep
the seamless positioning possible. In this paper, a basic concept of seamless positioning using radio signal is shown as a draft.
1

FBP-27

A Design of Real Time Robot Control System based on Android Smartphone
Myeongjin Song, Baul Kim, Yunji Ryu, Yongdug Kim, Sangwook Kim
Kyungpook National University, KOREA
The robot technology that combines the ubiquitous with the robot control technique is rapidly progressing. Furthermore,
mobile device is recognizing by important control pointer. But to control several robots, various platforms are required
currently. Therefore, we present a universal robot control system that is able to control various robots with mobile device
based on Android. This is consisted of robot control module that generates robot action by inferring contextual information
and gesture data and robot middle-ware accordingly. This can variously use in robot technology and ubiquitous environment
if it is implied.
FBP-28

Enhanced Robot Pose Estimation for 3-D Mapping in Urban with Multi-Rate Fusion of GPS, MEMS-IMU,
and Compass
Yungeun Choe, Sangun Park, Inwook Shim, Myung Jin Chung
KAIST, KOREA
Recently, interests of 3-D mapping for robot navigation have been raised. This paper provides a enhanced pose estimation
method that is suitable for precise 3-D mapping in urban environments. The introduced robotic vehicle in this paper installed
global positioning system (GPS), micro electro mechanical system (MEMS)-inertial measurement unit (IMU), and compass
which are widely used due to low cost and compact size. Where each sensor has different update rate, the proposed method
can efficiently fuse the three types of sensor data by using multi-rate extended Kalman filter (EKF). Experimental road tests
were performed and 3-D mapping results were contained in order to validate an efficacy of the proposed method.
FBP-29

Robust Detection of Small Objectsin Cluttered Environment using Depth Cue
Jaesik Park, Yekeun Jeong, Chaehoon Park, In-So Kweon
KAIST, KOREA
We present a novel object detection strategy using depth cue which is robust to small-sized objects. In practical cases, the
target objects that we want to detect often appear in very small portion of the input images and most of previous object
recognition and detection approaches aiming to achieve high accuracy for several object databases are not applicable. Adopting
the depth cue as a prior removes the scale ambiguity and allows us to use adaptive scales for all candidate regions even when
the object is seen at small size in the image. The depth cue can be easily obtained by a Laser Range Finder(LRF) or astereo
camera which have become common for many camera-based configurations. We design an experiment with a scenario in
which an indoor mobile robot tries to find several target objects in general environment. The experimental result demonstrates
that the proposed method is effective to improve the success rate of small object detectiont asks.
FBP-30

Stereo Vision based 3D World Modeling for Intelligent Vehicle Navigation
Sijong Kim, Jungwon Kang, Inwook Shim, Sangun Park, Myung Jin Chung
KAIST, KOREA
There has been significant research into the development of 3D world modeling techniques that are important requisite for
intelligent vehicle navigation. In this paper we describe 3D world modeling process to represent the environment of an
intelligent vehicle. We can generate more robust stereo matching results by switchable stereo matching technique. And we can
cover the real-time issue by GPU programming. We test our method in large-scale outdoor environment.
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FBP-31

Robotic Interaction Service(RoIS) Framework
Su-Young Chi1, Young-Jo Cho1, Jae-Yeon Lee1, Jae-Hong Kim1, Toshio Hori2
1
ETRI, KOREA, 2AIST, JAPAN
A service application program for a robot can work on the other robots regardless of the different robot platforms. New
general framework architecture is needed. We call the package that encapsulates functional components as HRI (Human
Robot Interaction) Engine and this new framework architecture as Robotic Interaction Service (RoIS).
FBP-32

Mechanism Analysis and Simulation Platform for a Novel Parallel Manipulator of Six Degree of Freedoms
Y. C. Kim1, Y. S. Ihn1, H. R. Choi1, H. P. Moon1, J. C. Koo1, Sangjoon Hong2, Sang-Hyun Park2, Oui Serg Kim2, Sangdon
Jang2
1
Sungkyunkwan University, KOREA, 2Samsung Electronics, KOREA
This paper studies a novel parallel manipulator of 6-DOF(DegreeofFreedom) actuated by a dual axis actuator. The dual axis
actuator have a 2DOFs, vertical and horizontal direction, and it is operated by on/off control. We designed a 4PPPS parallel
manipulator using the dual axis actuator, and analyzed a mechanism of the manipulator based on a inverse kinematics. It
adopted the redundant actuation parallel mechanism, four horizontal actuating motions provide 3DOFs, which are one degree
of rotation freedom and two degrees of translation freedom. Also four vertical actuating motion provide other 3DOFs, two
orientational freedoms and one translational freedom. The characteristics of this manipulator, compared with other parallel
manipulator like a Stewart platform, are to have a high stiffness and to have a simple mechanism structure. In order to
control and verify a manipulation system, we designed a simulation platform based on a co-link between two programs, a
multi body dynamics program and a numerical computing program.
FBP-33

Dynamic Deployment and Configuration for Robotic Technology Component
Myung-Eun Kim1, Seung-Woog Jung1, Young-Jo Cho1, Noriaki Ando2
1
ETRI, KOREA, 2AIST, JAPAN
A component-based software platform has been developed to share and reuse a software component and reduce costs and time
of software development. A robot system consists of lots of software modules for various sensors and actuators; hence
component based software platform architecture could be apply to a robot system. The RTC (Robot Technology Component)
is an OMG standard specification for robot software component. The RTC provides a component model and certain important
infrastructure services applicable to the domain of robotics software development. However RTC doesn’t consider dynamic
features, so there is the need for dynamic deployment and configuration. This paper presents architecture that can deploy and
reconfigure RTC to distributed RT systems in run time and, also, trace status of running RTC instances.
FBP-34

Multi-Cue based Head Tracking
Dae-ha Lee, Jae-yeon Lee, Jae-hong Kim, Joo-Chan Sohn
ETRI, KOREA
Head tracking is an attractive technique, it enables robot to follow person and give continuous service. In this paper, we use
three type cuesperson, which are MCT based intensihistogram, face and omega detection. Using these can track head of
person continuously and conduct service task.
attractive technique, it enables robot to follow person and give continuous
service. cues to track head of MCT based intensity gradient, color face and omega detection. Using these cues, we
continuously and conduct rob
FBP-35

Psychophysical Evaluation of Haptic Feedback Algorithms for the Teleoperation of Multi-UAVs
Junsuk Kim1, Hyoung Il Son2, Heinrich H. Buelthoff1,2
Korea University, KOREA, 2Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Germany
This paper proposes two new methods for the psychophysical evaluation of haptic feedback for the teleoperation of multiple
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The first method is based on measuring absolute and difference threshold for the perception
of obstacles in the environment. The second method evaluates position and force control signals of human subjects for control
through a narrow path. The experimental results will help to develop a generalized psychophysical framework for evaluating
haptic feedback algorithms in teleoperation. Furthermore, we hope to design better haptic feedback algorithm through the
proposed evaluation method.
1
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FBP-36

View-invariant Planar Object Detection for VisTRo
Jiyoung Jung1, Yekeun Jeong1, Joon-Young Lee1, Hanbyul Joo2, In-So Kweon1
KAIST, KOREA, 2ETRI, KOREA
We present a simple and powerful method for planar object detection which is robust against changes in camera positions
using image warping. Applying stereo camera, we efficiently reconstruct the sparse 3D scene and find the dominant plane. We
then place a virtual camera facing directly at the selected plane from the predefined distance and angle so that the plane of
interest appears in the intended size without any affine distortion due to a slanted view point. The exact 3D location of any
point on the surface can be recovered by oriented chamfer matching using a single template and inverse warping. This
algorithm shows a good performance on indoor robot vision application which often requires detecting planar objects such as
locating an elevator button or recognizing signs on the wall.

1

FBP-37

Power Efficient Formation Configuration for Centralized Leader-Follower AUVs Control
Burlutskiy Nikolay, Touahmi Yaniss, Beom Hee Lee
Seoul National University, KOREA
The efficiency and performance of cooperative autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) is directly connected with their power
efficiency. Drag forces caused by AUV motion in the water can significantly influence power consumption. AUV formation
motion close to the seabed or surface can also change the drag forces. Using computational fluid dynamics approach (CFD),
we obtained a relationship between the AUVs formation configuration and the drag force. We studied the relationship between
the AUVs formation configuration, underwater coverage efficiency, communication quality and power consumption. We built
an aggregate objective function (AOF) based on the drag force value, coverage efficiency and communication quality. By
minimizing it, we obtained the power efficient formation configuration for three AUVs.
FBP-38

Real-Time Dense Stereo Matching using Adaptive Support Window for Robot Navigation in an Environment
with Large Depth Variation
Jungwon Kang, Myung Jin Chung
KAIST, KOREA
3D perception of an environment is essential for robot navigation. In this paper, we propose a dense stereo matching
algorithm that works well with a scene with large depth variation, and can also operate in real-time. Our method assigns
weights to pixels in a support window based on intensity gradient analysis and geometric proximity. The selected disparities
are refined by intensity gradient and depth variation analysis. Our algorithm is verified through experiments in a real
environment.
FBP-39

Velocity Workspace Analysis of a Parallel anipulator
Hee-Byoung Choi
GIST, KOREA
This paper presents the velocity workspace analysis of a parallel manipulator. Because the velocity workspace analysis is
essential for the design and performance evaluation of a parallel manipulator, many researchers have focused on well-known
manipulability ellipsoid to investigate the corresponding information. However, in comparison with its good reputation the
manipulability ellipsoid does not provide the adequate information about how fast the parallel manipulator can move along
arbitrary direction. Regarding the velocity workspace analysis of manipulators, manipulability ellipsoids and manipulability
polytopes are examined and compared with each other. Therefore, this paper investigates the velocity workspace analysis of
a 6-DOF parallel manipulator based on the manipulability polytopes and the relation between ellipsoids approach and
polytopes one are also explored.
FBP-40

Visual Servoing of Mobile robots using Tau-Coupling
Zahari Taha, Mohd Paudzi Abdullah
University Malaysia Pahang, MALAYSIA
The theory for the guidance of movement is based on a simple but powerful variable called tau, the time to closure of a gap.
In this paper two gaps, heading and distance of a mobile robot from an object are measured from images of a camera. Tau
coupling is then applied to control its movement. It was found that the movement of the robot can be controlled simply by
a constant value G.
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FBP-41

Locomotion Design of a Small Reconnaissance Robot Inspired by Pill Bugs
Jongwon Park, Jichul Kim, Kyung-Soo Kim, Soohyun Kim
KAIST, KOREA
In this paper, a locomotive mechanism for a small reconnaissance robot is proposed, which is inspired from the pill bug in
nature. The animal’s natural locomotion capability on rough terrains is simplified and applied to the development of a new
mechanism design. The simulation is conducted to validate the proposed mechanism. Also, the simulation results show that
the newly designed foot-wheel-leg is more effective than wheel-leg
FBP-42

Controller Design of Beam Type Substrate Transport Robot in Thin Film Solar Cell Manufacturing Process
Cheol Hoon Park, Dong Il Park, Jin Ho Kyung
Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials, KOREA
Recently solar energy is highly focused as one of renewable energy under the global trend of ‘low carbon green growth’.
According to the market demand, there are active research and development around the world not only for the higher
efficiency of solar cell but also for the equipments and robots to increase the product output and yield in the manufacturing
process. Currently, beam type robot which is good for fast transport of large sized solar cell substrate is under development.
As a preliminary research, this paper presents the controller design process by using the conceptual design of beam type
robot. Matlab/SimMechanics was used for the dynamic modeling, and position and velocity controller was tested by using
Simulink. Additionally, tracking performance for the one operating trajectory is presented too.
FBP-43

The Hybrid Irradiance Control System for Solar Robot
Won-Yong Chae, Kyoung-Jun Lee, Hee-Je Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA
The renewable energy has been attracting attention as a new alternative energy due to the problem of environmental pollution
and resource depletion. In this paper, the hybrid dimming control power system supplied by solar cell and daylighting system
was designed. In addition, the dimming control system was designed to control interior dimming through LED lamp. In
particular, the solar charging robot was designed to check the interior irradiance intensity. These systems and the application
of the solar charging robot are expected to contribute developing alternative energy in the near future.
FBP-44

Surface Scanning Using a Precise Laser Range Finder
Dongsul Shin, Heeje Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA
In this study, a surface of an object is represented by using a precise Laser Range Finder (LRF) to obtain the information
of the surface how it is formed. For the implement of this experiment, a RF603 series LRF produced by RIFTEK was used.
The information of the distance from LRF to an object obtained by RF603 245/1000 is sent to laptop computer through
RS232 serial communication port. The data transmitted to laptop computer is processed by LABVIEW. And two stepping
motors were used for moving LRF horizontally and object vertically. Those are controlled by a microcontroller. The
experimental results are showed graphically.
FBP-45

Multi-level Quantized Visibility Graph
Jungtae Kim, Daijin Kim
POSTECH, KOREA
Several algorithms have been developed to solve the problem of finding a path from a start position to a goal position in a
given map. In this paper, we propose the multi-level quantized visibility graph (MQVG) algorithm, which combines ideas
from well-known visibility graph and adaptive cell decomposition algorithms. To find an optimal path, MQVG uses
quantization to transform a continuous space into a discrete approximation, multi-leveling for computational efficiency, and a
visibility graph with corner points of quantized cells as vertices. Because in a visibility graph, checking visibility is important,
in our MQVG algorithm this process is also important. That is, the complexity of visibility checking determines the
complexity of the overall algorithm. We introduce techniques to reduce the time complexity of MQVG and verify thi
reduction experimentally.
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FBP-46

Visual and Audio User Recognition Using Effective Normalization Method
Hye-Jin Kim, Jae-Yeon Lee, Ho Sub Yoon, Jae Hong Kim
ETRI, KOREA
This paper presents visual and audio user recognition system under the robot environment. We employ a normalization
method to fuse two modals effectively. Our experiments performed where a single user keeps interacting with the robot and
recognition system incrementally improve its recognition performance.
FBP-47

Development of Compact Data Glove System
Dongchul Lee, Youngjin Choi
Hanyang University, KOREA
This work presents the development process of compact data glove system. The suggested system consists of two main
components such as a data glove module including inner flex sensors for taking the finger motion data and wireless data
transfer module using ZigBee wireless communication protocol. The first prototype for compact design has been currently
tested for further development. As initial experiments, we are to discriminate the hand posture such as rock-paper-scissors.
FBP-48

The System Requirements Analysis for Intelligent Monitoring System of Urban Transit
Woodong Lee, Jongduk Chung
KRRI, KOREA
Urban train system consists of track, vehicle, power system, signal system, information tech as a complex system. To develop
and manage this complex system efficiently, system engineering methodology needs to be applied for entire life cycle from
schematic plan. System engineering research in Korea is still in germ and applies limitedly to train system and the National
Defense, even system engineering methodology is widely used for entire industrial areas in developed countries. For this
study, effective method for database establishment and function analysis is investigated for standardization criteria and 8 core
tech device developments through urban transportation standardization project. History information and follow-up survey are
enables on the web using established database system. Initial requirements are obtained by function analysis and follow-up
survey for design, manufacture, and test. Final system requirements are deducted through function analysis and follow-up
survey for initial requirements of design, manufacture, and test.
FBP-49

Implementation of Robust Real-time Slant Face Detection ASIC
Jaeil Cho1, Seung Min Choi1, Jiho Chang1, Kiheon Park2
1
ETRI, KOREA, 2SungKyunKwan University, KOREA
Real-time processing at mobile device is always a hot issue. In this paper, we present a VLSI architecture in which slant face
within range of ±45 degree angle can be detected. The chosen face detection method is the AdaBoost algorithm, which consist
of pyramid image maker, image rotator, MCT(Modified Census Transform), LUT access, confidence adder, and comparison
operation. This structure was implemented on FPGA(Xilinx Vertex-5 LX330), of which core clock speed is 54MHz for 30
fps ,QVGA Color Image.
FBP-50

The Graphical Method for Decision of Restitution Coefficient in Open Dynamic Engine
Khurelbaatar. Ts, Luubaatar. B, Enkhbaatar. T, Woonchul Ham
Chonbuk National University, KOREA
This paper deals with a simple method for decision of restitution coefficient in a robot simulation with ODE. We propose a
method based on assumption of additional virtual body and its velocity which represent colliding characteristic of individual
body. By using this method we can decide coefficient of restitution for collision between two bodies related to their property
of material.
FBP-51

Character Detection Algorithm for Unmanned Vehicles
Kwang Ok Kim, Kwang Ryul Baek
Pusan National University, KOREA
This paper proposes an algorithm to detect the character including information from the images of camera in unmanned
vehicles. Using this algorithm, the unmanned vehicles can identify its position in indoor environment. The proposed image
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processing technique includes binarization using Niblack’s method, noise elimination using median filtering, labeling, and
character filtering. First, Niblack’s method, median filtering and labeling are applied for extraction candidates of information
region. Second, geometrical, morphological feature of character in candidates are applied for recognition of information region.
The experiment results show that the proposed algorithm can recognize characters in various environments. It means that the
algorithm can be applied to recognize characters including information for unmanned vehicles.
FBP-52

Swarm Robot Patrol System based on Virtual Landmark
Woo-sung Moon, Kwang Ryul Baek
Pusan National University, KOREA
In this paper we consider a swarm robot system to patrol a large scale place. To patrol a large environment, the robots have
to update the information of the place as fast as possible. Not to patrol same place repeatedly, the robots have to know the
update time of the local positions. In addition, the robots have to share the updated information from other robots. We
consider a swarm robot system that patrol in a large place, communicate each other, and react to the gathered information.
For the interaction of the robots, we propose the concept of virtual landmark. The system marks the gathered information in
a virtual environment that matches to the real environment. Then, the robots work based on the information given by both
real sensors and virtual landmarks. The proposed approach has been validated by a computer simulation. The result of the
simulation demonstrates that our swarm robot patrol system works more efficiently than a system that has same number of
robots without reaction to virtual landmarks.

★ Unmanned Autonomous Robot <FC1, Nov. 26, 15:10~16:40 Room #1(M202-2)>
FC1-1 (15:10~15:25)

Path Following Control with Slip Angle Adaptation of Mobile Robot
Augie Widyotriatmo, Keum-Shik Hong
Pusan National University, KOREA
This paper presents a path following control of a mobile robot under slip conditions. The kinematic equations of the mobile
robot with wheel slip angle are derived. The configuration control law, which is to control the mobile robot’s configuration
to the goal configuration is utilized, and the adaptations of the slip angle and input disturbances are derived using the
Lyapunov method. Then the configuration control is utilized to follow the moving goal coordinate frame which its velocity
is determined by the norm of the current configuration of the mobile robot. The effectiveness of the proposed method is
demonstrated using numerical simulation.
FC1-2 (15:25~15:40)

Video-Mosaic-based Map Building for Mobile Robots
Lafin Hari Prayudhi, Augie Widyotriatmo, Keum-Shik Hong
Pusan National University, KOREA
This paper presents a camera-utilizing map-building method based on the natural features of the ceiling in indoor
environments. The camera is mounted on the top of a mobile robot and is pointed to the ceiling. First, the initial
configuration (position and orientation) of the mobile robot is determined as the origin of the global coordinate frame. Then,
as the robot moves, the current image is obtained and cross-correlated with the previous image. The current configuration is
derived by calculating the maximum value of the cross-correlation between two consecutive images. The map is constructed
by overlapping the current image to the global map in an appropriate configuration. The experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
FC1-3 (15:40~15:55)

PID Contrrol Method of Mobile Robot using IR Sensors
Seungbeom Woo, Eunkook Jung, Jungmin Kim, Sungshin Kim
Pusan National University, KOREA
This paper presents a line tracer using the IR sensor (infrared ray snsor) utilized in sensing a hum man or analyze the
brightness of objects. Generrally, the PID control is used at the various fields for control the various devices. The presented
method is about the PID control which is not only driving control but also position control using installed IR sensors as the
type of bar at the front and rear of the mobile robot. The front IR sensor is use ed for control driving of the mobile robot,
and the rear IR sensor is used for control position of the mobile robot. In the experimental result, we verified that the
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proposed PID control method is efficient to apply to the mobile robot like the line tracer.
FC1-4 (15:55~16:10)

Curvilinear Path Generation of UAR using uDEAS
Jo Hwan Kim, Man Seok Kim, Min Koo Choi, Jong-Wook Kim
Donga-A University, KOREA
This paper presents a curvilinear path generation for unmanned autonomous robot (UAR) using a heuristic algorithm,
univariate dynamic encoding algorithm for searches (uDEAS). The existing methods of path planning have several problems
for change direction that used more way-point or unnatural moving on the path generation. To solve these problems, we
propose a natural changed direction using the blending polynomial method, and we have used uDEAS to fastest path search.
For experiment, we designed a simulation program and that result is proved curvilinear path generation.
FC1-5 (16:10~16:25)

Light Intensity Sensors Systemin Mobile RobotApplication
Surachai Panich
Srinakharinwirot University, THAILAND
This paper proposed mainly a fusion between encoders and light intensity sensors for distance increment with Kalman filter
to estimate robot’s position and heading. A developed differential encoder system integrated light intensity sensor module is
analyzed and experimental tested in square shape. Applying the Kalman filtering theory, we successfully fused differential
encoders and light intensity sensor to obtain improved position and heading angle estimation. Finally, the experimental result
and simulation present the different trajectory generated by only differential encoders and differential encoders integrated with
light intensity sensors system.
FC1-6 (16:25~16:40)

Calibration and Control of Rotor Actuation of Flymobile by Force Measurements
Seung Ho Jeong, Seul Jung
Chungnam National University, KOREA
This paper presents calibration process of the flymobile that has four rotors assumed to be equal. The flymobile is a quadrotor
system that can fly in the sky and drive on the ground. To make the body be symmetrical, each rotor is required to be
calibrated. Experimental studies of calibration are conducted. Cartesian forces induced by each rotor are measured and
calibrated. Experimental studies of height control are demonstrated.

★ Navigation / LocalizationⅢ <FC2, Nov. 26, 15:10~16:25 Room #2(M202-3)>
FC2-1 (15:10~15:25)

Global Dynamic Window Approach for Sonar Sensor
Hyoungkyun Kim, Kyoungmin Lee, Wan Kyun Chung
POSTECH, KOREA
This paper is about the local planner based on the global dynamic window approach(Global DWA) for the mobile robot
which uses sonar sensors. Global DWA was developed to avoid the local minima problem of dynamic window
approach(DWA). However applying Global DWA to the sonar sensor directly can cause some problems, because sonar sensor
is uncertain. In this paper, the improved Global DWA for the sonar grid map is proposed. Global DWA is improved by
including safety factor on the admissible velocity, improving collision checking and modifying the object function. These
improvements are veri.ed by both simulation and experiment.
FC2-2 (15:25~15:40)

Multiple Mobile Robots Formatted navigation using Potential Field Algorithm
Chiyen Kim, Mincheol Lee, Junyoung Beak, Kiho Yu
Pusan National University, KOREA
Multi-robot manipulation has been researched for the a few merits as systemic simplification and efficiency. However, each
mobile robot has to consider not only target and obstacles but also other member robots during navigation. Most of previous
research solves the problem using communication and formation method. This paper has interest to solve the problem in
simple robot system which can increase the merit of multiple mobile robots. Thus this paper proposes formatted navigation
method using simple micro robots equipped with only ultrasonic sensors without any network communications. The navigation
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is based on potential field algorithm. For the formation, virtual hill concept is applied.
FC2-3 (15:40~15:55)

A Control Method for Path Following of Automated Guide Vehicle
Phuc Thinh Doan, Sang-Kwun Jeong, Tuan Dinh Viet, Hak Kyeong Kim, Sang Bong Kim
Pukyong National University, KOREA
In this paper, AGV uses an inductive based sensor to detect the radio frequency being transmitted from the wire placed below
the ground and follows the wire. The output signal from the sensor is position error between AGV position and the reference
path. First, a new idea for the position to setup the sensor is introduced. Second, based on position error from the sensor, a
control method using PID and Fuzzy logic is developed to help AGV follow the line efficiently. Simulation results are
presented to prove the effectiveness of the proposed system.
FC2-4 (15:55~16:10)

Motion Control and Collision Avoidance Navigation for an Omni-directional Mobile Robot
Yuji KAKII1, Jae Hoon LEE1, Shingo OKAMOTO1, Shinichi YUTA2
1
Ehime University, JAPAN, 2Tsukuba University, JAPAN
This paper deals with the collision avoidance navigation for an omnidirectional mobile robot with three active casters. A safe
and efficient navigation strategy is investigated for the robot moving in the dynamic environment including both fixed and
moving obstacles. It consists of the inner and the outer feedback loop for motion controller and path planner, respectively.
The path planner with artificial potential algorithm generates the optimal motion command. In order to cope with singular
case owing to the relationship between the robot and the obstacle, the idea of subpath with virtual force is suggested.
Simulation works to show the possibility of the proposed method are conducted
FC2-5 (16:10~16:25)

An Idea to Reduce Number of Cells in the 2D Exact Cell Decomposition-based Mobile Robot Path Planning
Jung Jin-Woo, So Byung-Chul
Dongguk University, KOREA
This paper proposes method of advanced Cell Decomposition for path planning of mobile robot. This method creates a
number of cells less than legacy method of Cell Decomposition. Therefore it will be possible to calculate path efficiently
more than legacy method.

★ Ambient Intelligent System and Its Practical Integration I<FC3, Nov. 26, 15:10~16:25 Room #3(M202-4)>
FC3-1 (15:10~15:25)

ZigBee Location Identification in Living Environment
Takashi Akiba, Makoto Mizukawa, Yoshinobu Ando, Takashi Yoshimi
Shibaura Institute of Technology, JAPAN
When the robot works at home or office, it is important that the robot recognize own position. We always expect that the
function of the location identification should be offered with small size and low cost hardware. In this research, we adopt the
ZigBee location identification system to acquire the indoor location information. It works on the assumption that the mobile
objects with the blind node can identify the positions of reference nodes. This paper shows practical problem and propose
improvement of location system in living space.
FC3-2 (15:25~15:40)

Energy Conservation Support System by Ubiquitous Sensors
Keisuke KOBAYASHI, Mina TSUKAHARA, Akira TOKUMASU, Kousuke OKUYAMA, Kouhei SAITOU, Yasushi
NAKAUCHI
University of Tsukuba, JAPAN
Home energy savings and low CO2 emissions are indispensable against global warming. This paper proposes a home energy
conservation support system by using ubiquitous sensors. This system encourages energy conservation to the residents by
indicating the non-energy conservation activities and the estimated loss money. This system is composed by human activities&
environment monitoring system and energy-saving advice system. Human activities & environment monitoring system detects
non-energy saving activities by using ubiquitous sensors. The energy-saving advice system instructs the user energy-saving
activities, which he should do by taking account on his non-energy saving activities.We confirmed the efficiency of the
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proposed system by experiments.
FC3-3 (15:40~15:55)

Multiple Region of Interest Evaluation for Ubiquitous Robots
Md. Rokunuzzaman, Kosuke Sekiyama, Toshio Fukuda
Nagoya University, JAPAN
This paper introduces an interest scoring algorithm which selects multiple region of interest in video frames by formulating
human like interest. The motivation for this approach is to quantify the interest in image regions which can be used for
decision making for the intelligent robots in a ubiquitous environment. Furthermore, in order to develop cognitive sharing
between agents with different knowledge it is essential to find invariance of the information. By research, it is found that
interesting event is invariant regardless of discrepancy of information and very useful for cognitive sharing or context
awareness which is an important aspect of ubiquitous computing. The experimental results show that our approach is very
promising in terms of human-centric, interest based and pervasive in nature.
FC3-4 (15:55~16:10)

Automatic Object Modeling by Observing Human-Object Interaction
Christian Penaloza, Yasushi Mae , Tatsuo Arai, Kenichi Ohara, Tomohito Takubo
Osaka University, JAPAN
In this paper we propose a method for constructing object appearance models by observing human-object interaction in
household environments. The model consists of different appearances of an object that are gradually acquired as they become
available. Using the model, the system is able to perform object recognition by feature matching. In particular, our system
gradually improves its recognition performance by collecting new appearances that contain relevant visual information. We
also propose an aspect selection algorithm that avoids collecting unnecessary or redundant appearances. Our modeling
technique does not rely on humans to strictly train the system, nor special modeling environments or extensive sets of training
images. We performed on-line experiments with several household objects in different position, rotation or orientation, and
demonstrate the gradual improvement of the recognition performance.
FC3-5 (16:10~16:25)

Calibration-Free Wireless-LAN Location Estimation SystemUsing Polar Coordinates Filter
Jun Ishii, Yusuke Tamura
The University of Tokyo, JAPAN
Many means exist to estimate a person’'s position using Wireless-LAN. Conventional methods require a large amount of data
which is previously measured for calibration, however. This research aims for calibration-free position estimation.
We make use of polar coordinates to make estimation without calibration and propose an estimation algorithm. s show the
usefulness of our algorithm. And we also improve accuracy of real time location estimation by using polar coordinate filter.

★ Robotic Mechanisms and Design <FC4, Nov. 26, 15:10~16:10 Room #4(M202-5)>
FC4-1 (15:10~15:25)

Kinematic Motion Optimization of Attitude-Controlled Space Manipulator
Yong Min Kim, Byung Kook Kim
KAIST, KOREA
We suggest an efficient computational algorithm for parameter optimization-based kinematic motion planning of space
manipulator system whose attitude is controlled by reaction wheels. In space manipulator system, motions of base, manipulator
arm, and reaction wheels are coupled by momentum conservation constraints. This requires modification of the computation
procedure developed in the previous researches on optimization-based motion planning of manipulators. To avoid a difficulty
in differentiation of complex functions and improve the computational efficiency, the algorithm is formulated in a recursive
way. The usefulness of suggested algorithm is verified by a numerical simulation.
FC4-2 (15:25~15:40)

Study of Adaptive Fuzzy PID Control for Six DOF Parallel Robot Manipulator based on ADAMS and
MATLAB Co-simulation
Wen Jingzhao, Zhou Zude, Liu Quan, Ai Qingsong
Wuhan University of Technology, CHINA
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This paper
prototype,
MATLAB,
differential

takes 6-DOF (Degree of Freedom) parallel robot as the study model. Through the establishment of robot’s virtual
we have successfully developed integrated simulation with mechanical and control system via ADAMS and
and analyzed dynamic response of the entire system. In this work, we adopt adaptive fuzzy PID with incomplete
control strategy to construct the control system, which makes a good performance in co-simulation.

FC4-3 (15:40~15:55)

Stability Analysis of Dual-arm Manipulator for Grasping an Object
Chisung Park, Joonbae Son, Jangmyung Lee
Pusan National University, KOREA
This paper propose a new stability analysis criterion for the dual arm manipulator to cooperative control, like grasp a fixed
object and move it to pre-defined destination under unexpected disturbances. As a performance evaluation parameter, each
joint torque from current sensor signal was utilized. From the current information, torque and energy for each joint could be
estimated. In this paper optimal posture for unstructured object is defined by energy-cost function, and stability analysis for
each motion would be derived by maximum force to the object. Maximum force to the object could be computed by the
inertia of object and acceleration information of end effector, which could be attained from twice derivation of each encoder
signal. End effector’s fluctuation from external disturbance can make undesired force to object. Stability of optimal posture for
various kinds of object is demonstrated by converging to the global minimum of end effector’s fluctuation function.
Effectiveness of the proposed algorithm has been verified through the practical simulations and real experiments.
FC4-4 (15:55~16:10)

A Robot for Nondestructive Inspection of Pipes
SangHeon Lee1, Ki dae Kwon1, Hyun Young Chang2, Dong Wook Kim2
Andong National University, KOREA, 2KOPEC, KOREA
In this paper, a robot for nondestructive inspection of pipes used in power plants is presented. The mechanism and control
strategy to satisfy the required specifications such as crawling ability against gravity, obstacle avoidance ability, corresponding
ability to pipes of various diameters, and scanning ability to provide proper motion for nondestructive inspection, are
described. Since the presented robot is still under development, this short paper is focused on the design and operation
principle. The main features of the presented robot are as follows, the robot has three independently controlled wheels to
crawl bended pipe and the wheels can move in circumferential and radial direction to avoid the supports for pipe line and
cover the pipes of various diameter. The inspection device is placed on the half circular track and scans the whole
circumference.

1

★ Human-Robot Interaction III <FD1, Nov. 26, 17:00~18:00 Room #1(M202-2)>
FD1-1 (17:00~17:15)

Identification of Human Grasp Taxonomy using Finger Joint Data and Its Gaussian Mixture Model
Jongwoo Park, Joono Cheong
Korea University, KOREA
In this paper, we propose a method for analyzing human’'s grasping motion using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). We
analyze the grasping motion in a low-dimensional space using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) for a dimension
reduction. Using GMM we identify human grasp taxonomy and the associated geometric parameters of grasp objects.
FD1-2 (17:15~17:30)

Haptic Simulator for Pulse Detection
Seong-Man Cho, Sang-Youn Kim
Korea University of Technology and Education, KOREA
This paper addresses a real-time simulator that allows oriental doctors to haptically detect a patient’s pulse during diagnosis.
In our simulator, feedback force is calculated according to the material property of a target object and a user’s interaction
with the object. For conveying the computed feedback force to a human operator, we construct a small mobile haptic device.
FD1-3 (17:30~17:45)

Performance Evaluation of Speech Recognition for Indoor Service Robots
Miyoung Cho, Sunho Min, Yeongsook Jeong
ETRI, KOREA
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Human-robot interaction(HRI) is an important area of robotics research for natural communication between user and robots.
Recently, speech recognition system can achieve high recognition rates, but their accuracy dramatically decreases in noisy and
real environments. So, in this paper, we propose testing environment and evaluation criteria for performance measure of
speech recognition in real service environments.
FD1-4 (17:45~18:00)

A Head-Motion-Based 3D-Vision Control Method Using Inertial Sensors
Tae-Il Kim, Woo-Seok Ha, Dong-Il “Dan” Cho
Seoul National University, KOREA
Implementation of immersive 3-dimentional (3D) vision is receiving much research attention. The 3D vision enhances the
depth perception by projecting different images for each eye. This paper introduces a system that controls the 3D vision,
based on the head motion detected by gyro sensors mounted on the user‟ head. The system estimates the position of a user
relative to a 3D object in the display. By displaying proper image depending on the user position, the system makes the user
an object floating in the air, at the center of display. The system also corrects the error of 3D image generated by the roll
motion of user‟ head. The experimental results reported in this paper show that the proposed system achieves improved 3D
visualization.

★ Robot Control and Intelligence <FD2, Nov. 26, 17:00~18:00 Room #2(M202-3)>
FD2-1 (17:00~17:15)

Fuzzy Controller based Genetic Algorithm for BLDC Motor Speed Control
Susang Park1, Seunghun Kim2, Donghun Cha1
Yonsei University, KOREA, 2KETI, KOREA
This paper represents a simulation of a fuzzy control method based genetic algorithm(GA) for a speed control of BLDC
motor. The simulations show that, auto-tuned fuzzification and rule base can significantly change the initial speed of the
controlled BLDC motor drive system. Also auto-tuned both fuzzfication and rule base are more effective than only rule base
auto tuned. In this paper, a program is written in matlab and simulated.

1

FD2-2 (17:15~17:30)

Planning of Optimal Grasp Pose under Gravity Force
Hyunhwan Jeong, Joono Cheong
Korea University, KOREA
In this paper, we present a novel method for grasp pose planning for compensating the effect of gravity force. To best cope
with gravity effect, we create a pose of the grasp so that the grasp force can easily support gravity force. We make the
optimal grasp pose created by using the relation between the grasp wrench space and the wrench of gravity. We validate the
proposed planning method through simulations.
FD2-3 (17:30~17:45)

Research on Robot Fish Motion
1

1

1

2

Dong-won Yun , Yi-jun Yoo , Jin-ho Kyung , Soo-hyun Kim
1
KIMM, KOREA, 2KAIST, KOREA
This paper presents a numerical analysis for kinematics of robot fish. The fish model in this paper is assumed to act as
carangiform motion. The carangiform motion can be modeled as several serial links, and generally robot fish is composed of
motors and links. In this research, some analysis has been performed for calculation of kinematics of robot fish and some
dynamic property. To do this, a geometrical numerical method has been used and a code is made for N-link robot fish
kinematics, thrust and torque.
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★ Ambient Intelligent System and Its Practical IntegrationⅡ <FD3, Nov. 26, 17:00~17:45 Room #3(M202-4)>
FD3-1 (17:00~17:15)

Active Sensing Strategy for Contact Location Using Robot Kinematics and Geometry
Hooman Lee, Jaeheung Park
Seoul National University, KOREA
New techniques to sense contact locations and control robots in general contact situations are developed for articulated robotic
systems. To overcome the existing sensing methods, active sensing approaches are investigated by utilizing robot kinematics
and geometry. Compliant motion control is used so that robot can actively search for the contact while the robot maintains
the desired estimated contacts. The precise estimation of contact location improves robot control in contact situation. In this
aspect, a new control strategy is investigated to accommodate the proposed sensing techniques in contact situations.
FD3-2 (17:15~17:30)

System Integration for Wireless Home Network with RT Middleware
Shinji Yonesaka, Kenichi Ohara, Tomohito Takubo, Yasushi Mae, Tatsuo Arai
Osaka University, JAPAN
In this paper, the design of a distributed module with robot technology (RT) functions such as sensing and actuation is
proposed to advance robot studies . In order to realize this robot system, we have applied the design concept to a home
network system using RT middleware, which is one of the middleware platforms for robot systems.
For a flexible robot system, these distributed modules are networked by Zigbee. Zigbee is one of the wireless communication
protocol. This protocol become a standard wireless communication protocol in home network systems. Thus we want to apply
Zigbee network to our proposed system. However, when the Zigbee network is used in our proposed system, there are some
problems. In order to solve them, we propose a method to apply the Zigbee to our system and demonstrate the feasibility of
the system based on our proposed system design.
FD3-3 (17:30~17:45)

Electric Wheelchair Control System for Assisting Human Operation
Bong Keun Kim, Yoshio Matsumoto
AIST, JAPAN
In this paper, the navigation control system is proposed for electric wheelchairs which can be easily used in the indoor
environment for supporting daily living life of the elderly and the disabled. For this, a localization sensor for recognizing
ambient landmarks, a joystick for driving an electric wheelchair, and a controller for controlling the motors of driving wheels,
the functions of these are modulized respectively. The integrated management of the information from these modules and the
real-time task allocation enable the navigation of the electric wheelchair by the semi-automatic operation.

★ Distributed Sensor Network <FD4, Nov. 26, 17:00~18:00 Room #4(M202-5)>
FD4-1 (17:00~17:15)

Detecting Multiple Forwarding Node Sets for Query Dissemination in Wireless Sensor Networks Using Chaotic
Neural Networks
Tomoyuki Sasaki, Hidehiro Nakano, Akihide Utani, Arata Miyauchi, Hisao Yamamoto
Tokyo City University, JAPAN
This paper presents a method to detect multiple forwarding node sets for query dissemination inWireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) by using chaotic neural networks. In WSNs, flooding is required for the dissemination of queries and event
announcements. In the original flooding, each sensor node receiving a broadcast message forwards it to its neighbors, resulting
in a lot of collisions and duplicate messages. Therefore, the selection of forwarding nodes for the dissemination of queries and
event announcements is needed to prolong the lifetime of WSNs. We evaluate the proposed method by computer simulations
and discuss its development potential.
FD4-2 (17:15~17:30)

Autonomous Decentralized Control for Large Scale and Dense Wireless Sensor Networks
Masahito Maki, Akihide Utani, Hisao Yamamoto
Tokyo City University, JAPAN
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A wireless sensor network has great potential as a key network to facilitate ubiquitous environments. A large scale and dense
wireless sensor network is generally made up of many sensor nodes limited resource. Therefore, a data gathering scheme
saving and balancing energy consumption of each sensor node is needed to prolong the lifetime of a wireless sensor network.
This paper proposes an autonomous decentralized control scheme for a large scale and dense wireless sensor network, which
is a new data gathering scheme with transmission power control that adaptively reduces the load of load-concentrated nodes
and facilitates the long-term operation of a large scale and dense wireless sensor network. We evaluate the proposed scheme
using computer simulations. In simulation experiments, the performances of the proposed scheme are compared with those of
the existing one to verify its effectiveness.
FD4-3 (17:30~17:45)

Forwarding Power Adjustment of Each Node for Adaptive and Efficient Query Dissemination in Distributed
Sensor Networks
Junya Nagashima, Akihide Utani, Hisao Yamamoto
Tokyo City University, JAPAN
In a wireless sensor network, flooding is required for the dissemination of queries or event announcements. The original
flooding causes the overlap problems. In the original flooding, generally, all sensor nodes receiving a broadcast message
forward it to its neighbors by the full forwarding power, resulting in a lot of collisions and duplicate messages. For a dense
wireless sensor network, the impact caused by the original flooding may be overwhelming. The original flooding may result
in the reduced network lifetime. Therefore, an adaptive and efficient query dissemination method is needed to prolong the
lifetime of a wireless sensor network. For the long-term operation of a wireless sensor network, this paper proposes a new
query dissemination method based on the advanced particle swarm optimization algorithm computing plural acceptable
solutions, which detects plural adjustment solutions on the forwarding power of each node. By using the obtained plural
adjustment solutions, the flexible operation according to the residual energy of each node can be realized.
FD4-4 (17:45~18:00)

Modeling IEEE 802.15.4 Embedded Software using UML
Joo-Hyoung Yoo, Joung-Han Lee, Dong-Jin Lim
Hanyang University, KOREA
Recently, wireless sensor networks have been used in many areas. As the complexity of the application system function
grows, developers need to spend more effort to develop embedded software. In order to improve productivity of development,
new methods to develop embedded software have been introduced. Among them, the model-driven development method has
been considered to be the most promising method. In the model-driven method, a modeling language such as UML is used
to model embedded software. In this paper, a UML model for embedded software for IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor network
is proposed. Executable code for hardware targets are generated using automatic code generation function of the UML
software. A simple demonstration system to test the network system is built. Using the UML model for IEEE 802.15.4, a
UML model for network layer such as ZigBee can be developed. Also, it is possible for a user to develop models for
proprietary protocols using the model developed in this study.
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Kim, KangGeon ·············································································································································································· TD4-1
Kim, Kihong ··················································································································································································· TD4-3
Kim, Kwang ok ············································································································································································ FBP-51
Kim, Kwang-soo ············································································································································································· TC4-4
Kim, Kyungkoo ·············································································································································································· TA3-2
Kim, Kyung-Soo ··········································································································································································· FBP-41
Kim, Man Seok ································································································································································ FC1-4, TA1-3
Kim, Min Ho ·················································································································································································· FA2-5
Kim, Myung-Eun ·········································································································································································· FBP-33
Kim, Myung-suk ············································································································································································· TB1-4
Kim, Namhoon ··············································································································································································· FA1-3
Kim, Oui Serg ·············································································································································································· FBP-32
Kim, Sang Bong ············································································································································································· FC2-3
Kim, Sangwook ············································································································································································ FBP-27
Kim, Sang-Youn ············································································································································································· FD1-2
Kim, Seung-Chan ··········································································································································································· FA3-4
Kim, Seunghun ··············································································································································································· FD2-1
Kim, Seunghwan ············································································································································································ FA4-4
Kim, Sijong ··················································································································································································· FBP-30
Kim, Soohyun ································································································································································· FBP-41, FD2-3
Kim, Sudae ····················································································································································································· FA2-1
Kim, Sung Hoon ····························································································································································· FA1-2, TDV-2
Kim, Sungshin ········································································································································ FA2-1, FA2-2, FA4-3, FC1-3
Kim, Tae-Il ········································································································································································ FD1-4, TC4-4
Kim, Yong Min ·············································································································································································· FC4-1
Kim, Yongdug ·············································································································································································· FBP-27
Kim, Young-Loul ··········································································································································································· TD2-3
Kim, Yunkyung ·············································································································································································· TB1-4
Kitti Suwanratchatamanee ······························································································································································ TA1-2
Koh, Je-sung ·················································································································································································· TBV-2
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Koki MORIKAWA ······································································································································································ FBP-07
Kosuke Sekiyama ··········································································································································································· FC3-3
Kouhei SAITOU ············································································································································································· FC3-2
Kousuke OKUYAMA ···································································································································································· FC3-2
Kouzou Shiojima ············································································································································································ TA2-2
Kuc, Tae-Yong ·································································································································································· FA2-4, FA3-5
Kwak, Bong-Woo ·········································································································································································· TDV-1
Kwak, Dong-Min ············································································································································································ TA4-2
Kwak, Jung-Han ······························································································································································· TB2-1, TBV-1
Kwak, Kyung-Min ········································································································································································ FBP-09
Kweon, In-So ··································································································································· FBP-17, FBP-29, FBP-36, TD4-3
Kwon, Dong-Soo ············································································································································································ FA3-4
Kwon, Eun ······················································································································································································ TB1-1
Kwon, Hyun-il ················································································································································································ TC4-4
Kwon, Ki dae ················································································································································································· FC4-4
Kwon, Yongjin (James) ································································································································································ TDV-6
Kwon, Yong-Moo ····························································································································································· FA3-2, TD3-3
Kwon, Young-Sik ·········································································································································································· TBV-7
Kyoko Shibata ················································································································································································ TA2-2
Kyung, Jin Ho ················································································································································· FBP-21, FBP-42, FD2-3
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Le, My-Ha ······················································································································································································ TB4-5
Lee, Beom Hee ············································································································································································ FBP-37
Lee, Byunyun ·················································································································································································· TC1-4
Lee, Chang-eun ············································································································································································· FBP-26
Lee, Changhun ················································································································································································ TC4-4
Lee, Chil-Woo ··································································································································································· FA4-5, TC1-2
Lee, Chong-Han ············································································································································································· TD3-2
Lee, Dae-ha ··················································································································································································· FBP-34
Lee, Dae-woo ················································································································································································· TBV-5
Lee, Dongchul ·············································································································································································· FBP-47
Lee, Dong-Wook ··········································································································································································· TDV-4
Lee, Duk-Yeon ·············································································································································································· TDV-4
Lee, Geon ······················································································································································································ FBP-03
Lee, Geunho ······································································································································································ TA3-1, TC2-3
Lee, Heesung ·················································································································································································· TC1-4
Lee, Hogil ··························································································································································· FA2-6, TD4-2, TDV-4
Lee, Hooman ·················································································································································································· FD3-1
LEE, Jae Hoon ··············································································································································································· FC2-4
Lee, Jae Yeong ·············································································································································································· FA1-7
Lee, Jae-Yeon ··················································································································· FBP-13, FBP-31, FBP-34, FBP-46, TC1-3
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Lee, Jae-Yeong ············································································································································································· FBP-11
Lee, Jaeyoung ··············································································································································································· FBP-14
Lee, Jang Myung ······························································································································································ TD3-4, FC4-3
Lee, Jee-Hyong ············································································································································································· FBP-25
Lee, Ji-Yong ··················································································································································································· TC4-3
Lee, Joon-Young ·········································································································································································· FBP-36
Lee, Joung-Han ··············································································································································································· FD4-4
Lee, Jungwoo ················································································································································································· TBV-6
Lee, JunSeok ·················································································································································································· TD3-4
Lee, Jun-Sung ················································································································································································· FA4-5
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